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1 Introduction
This report documents the research and development effort performed by Ohio
University under NASA Grant NAG8-217 entitled Computerized Design of
Controllers Using Data Models. The originally proposed objectives and tasks are
included in sub-sections 1.1 through 1.7. Although several of these objectives and
tasks were not met due to a lack of full funding, usable versions of the proposed
computer codes were developed and installed on NASA computers. The use of these
software packages is described in two standalone user guides included at the end of
this document as appendices.
1.1 Motivations and Initial Objectives
The performance objectives in the design of controllers for flexible structures (FS)
include vibration suppression, disturbance rejection, and attitude control. FS's are
characterized by having many low frequency structural modes that are lightly damped
and closely spaced in frequency. In order for controller designs to meet
specifications, it is often necessary to incorporate several structural modes within the
control system bandwidth. Because of their very low damping, these modes can cause
sustained vibrations once excited, and they provide paths of propagation between the
disturbances and quantities being controlled and/or regulated. The controller design
process must either dampen or suppress (notch) these modes.
Because the modes within the control bandwidth are closely spaced in frequency,
the design process, e.g., LQG, H '_, loop-at-a-time,/_-synthesis, etc., used to dampen
and/or suppress these modes often produces controllers with lightly damped
characteristics. This produces significant robustness problems in the presence of
model inaccuracy. Experience has shown that models developed either from physical
laws or finite element methods (FEM's) do not provide sufficient accuracy for
controller designs for FS's with stringent vibration/disturbance/attitude performance
specifications. Significant breakthroughs in control system model development, from
either physical laws or FEM's, are not expected in the next decade.
The alternative is to develop control system design models from test results. The
usual approach is to fabricate the FS, perform testing, and extract an analytical control
system design model from the test data. The last step, which is called system
identification (ID), is not trivial and is greatly complicated by the FS's being
inherently multiple-input, multiple-output (MIMO) in nature. In fact, system ID for
FS's is still more of an art than a science and is time consuming and numerically
intensive. Furthermore, for the MIMO case the order of the resulting model of the
system can easily exceed one hundred. Numerical algorithms used in conventional
modern control design to calculate controller parameters are unreliable for problems
of this size. To circumvent the order problem, the model is usually reduced using
various model reduction schemes. All model reduction schemes are order truncation
approaches and, depending on the truncation criterion, can produce models with
differentmodesandmodeshapesthanwerepresentin thehighorder modeldeveloped
via systemID. A controller designbasedon the reducedmodel may or may not
producea closedloop systemthat satisfiesdesignspecifications. If the designdoes
not meetspecifications,the designermusteither find a bettermodelor fine-tunethe
design. Unfortunately,it maynotbepossibleto find a bettermodelof thenecessary
order. Also, fine-tuningthecontrollerwith aninaccuratemodelcanyield only limited
improvement.
Alternate approachesare obviously needed. A type of approach that can
circumventthepitfalls of the systemID/model reduction/controllerdesignprocessis
to directly utilize datamodels. The idea is to designcontrollers and/or fine-tune
reducedorder controllersby usingexperimentaldatainsteadof a mathematicalmodel
of the plant. Testdataor frequencyresponsedataobtainedby applyingFFT-based
spectrumestimationproceduresto testdatacanbe usedfor this purpose.
The philosophyof designingcontrollersusingdatamodelsis not new. Oneof the
most successfulventuresin thedevelopmentof anautomatedapproachto thedesign
of controllers for complexaerospacevehiclesusingfrequencyresponsedatamodels
was the CompensatorImprovementProgram(CIP). CIP was developedfor NASA
Marshall SpaceFlight Centerin the 1970'sto aid in the designof controllersfor the
ascentflight control systemsof theSaturnV andthe SpaceShuttle(Mitchell, 1973,
1977). Recently the applicability of CIP to the utilization of data models was
demonstratedon theNASA Single Structure Control (SSC) Facility at Marshall Space
Flight Center. Even more recently the extension of the CIP philosophy to encompass
modem multivariable frequency response design criteria was demonstrated by
designing controllers for the SSC, again using data models.
With the lack of accurate theoretically derived and/or FEM models, the design of
controllers with data models for FS's is the best alternative. The CIP approach of
iteratively improving controller designs by molding frequency responses through
controller parameter perturbations, provides a sound algorithmic philosophy. As a
consequence, it was proposed at the beginning of the project documented in this report
to
(1) enhance, advance and update the existing CIP to handle controller designs for
FS's and to operate in a user friendly workstation environment;
(2) complete the extension of the CIP philosophy and algorithmic approach to
simultaneously handle modem multivariable design criteria and the single loop
criteria of CIP;
(3) demonstrate the utility of data model based design on FS control problems of
current interest to NASA, e.g., the Hubble Space Telescope and others.
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The accomplishmentof proposedtask (1) aboveproduceda modified versionof
CIP named OUCIP. The result of task (2) is a software package called Model and
Data-Oriented Computer-Aided Design System (MADCADS), which provides for
several singular value frequency response shaping constraints, individual input/output
pair magnitude response constraints, controller pole and zero damping ratio
constraints, and controller pole damping factor constraints. Both OUCIP and
MADCADS operate in a user-friendly, workstation environment. Task (3) was
partially addressed by using MADCADS to enhance a pointing control system design
for the Hubble Space Telescope (Irwin et. al., 1995).
1.2 Overview of the Compensator Improvement Program (CIP)
The Compensator Improvement Program (CIP) is a viable candidate for improving
and/or augmenting control system designs for FS's. It can be used to recover lost
performance caused by spillover in state-space and/or transfer function (pole
placement) designs or to fine-tune loop-at-the-time designs. The essence of CIP is to
start with an initial stabilizing design and iteratively increment the design parameters
so as to improve broken loop performance measures. The development of CIP has
a heritage that started in the Saturn V era and continued into the Space Shuttle era
(Mitchell, 1973, 1977). The initial version of CIP was developed to improve designs
of controllers for single-input, multiple output systems (Irwin and Mitchell, 1991).
Later CIP was extended to handle true multiple input, multiple output systems
(Mitchell et. al., 1977).
CIP views the connection of the controller/plant as a multiple loop system. The
design philosophy implemented is to iteratively increment the parameters of the
controller so that simultaneous improvement of the frequency responses of selected
broken loops occur. A broken loop frequency response is the scalar frequency
response obtained when each feedback loop is individually opened between the
compensator and the plant while all other loops are kept closed. In other words, the
i TM broken loop frequency response would be obtained by opening the iTM line between
the compensator and the plant and measuring the frequency response from the iTM
plant input to the iTM compensator output. (For complex systems, such as FS's, an
analysis of this nature is pragmatically impossible by manual design techniques).
Features and characteristics of the original CIP are described as follows:
(1) The plant or system is assumed to be described in the form of a transfer
function matrix. As a model for the plant, CIP requires calculated or
experimental frequency response data for each element of this matrix. By
using frequency response data to model the plant, numerical problems in
handling large order systems are eliminated, and experimentally determined
frequency responses can be directly accommodated by CIP.
(2) Performance specifications can be made frequency dependent without
necessarily increasing the controller order. This allows the user to
independently specify constraints for both the gain and phase stabilization
regions.
(3) The controller is described as a transfer function matrix in which each element
is represented as a ratio of first and second order factors. For continuous-time
controllers these are s-plane functions, whereas for digital controllers these are
w-plane functions. The coefficients of these factors are varied by CIP to
improve the system performance. By not varying certain coefficients, CIP can
place restrictions on a controller element. In particular, the D.C. gain of an
element can be held constant to assure steady-state error performance, the
coefficients of first order factors can be constrained to be positive in order to
avoid first order right half plane poles and/or zeros, or the damping ratios of
second order factors can be specified to be above minimum values in order to
assure robustness of the controller.
(4) CIP tests for system stability on each iteration.
(5) The coefficient change vector computed by CIP assures that from iteration to
iteration an improved design results in the sense that no performance
measurement is degraded.
The original CIP algorithm begins with the specification of frequency response data
for each element of the plant transfer function matrix, the initial compensation matrix,
the desired specifications, etc. The main iterative procedure is then entered. In this
procedure, the performance measurements of the system are evaluated by opening
each feedback loop, with all other loops closed, and determining stability and
attenuation margins (called broken loop analysis). These performance measurements
are compared to the design specifications; if all specifications are satisfied, the design
is complete, and the process is terminated. Otherwise, performance measurements
satisfying design specifications are discarded, leaving a list of active constraints (or
items that need to be improved). The convergence of the iterative process is checked
by assuring that the improvement in performance is greater than a user specified
value. Next, gradients vectors of unsatisfied performance measurements with respect
to the free parameters (coefficients) of the compensation matrix are computed. The
gradient vectors are used by the Constraint Improvement Technique (CIT) to compute
the compensator coefficient change vector (Mitchell, 1972). The change vector is
used to increment the compensation matrix so that an improved solution is assured.
Then, the iterative process is repeated.
An interesting property of the change vector computed by CIT is that a positive
inner-product with all gradient vectors can be assured; as a consequence, it is
theoretically possible to simultaneously improve all unsatisfied performance
measurements. However, from a practical point of view, zero improvements or small
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degradationsin someperformancemeasurementscanbe allowed in order to obtain
large improvements in one or more of the others. More important is the implication
that large degradations in any satisfied performance measurements are avoided by
CIT. CIT is the cornerstone of the Compensator Improvement Program.
1.3 Proposed CIP Updates and Enhancements
The original CIP was developed to improve control system designs for complex
ascent flight control systems. It was anticipated at the proposal stage of the work
documented here that with some modest updates and enhancements CIP could become
a valuable tool for designing/fine-tuning of controllers for FS's. Proposed tasks for
enhancing CIP for this purpose were as follows:
(1) Perform modifications so either digital z-domain or continuous s-domain
controllers could be produced. CIP was limited to continuous s-plane or
digital w-plane controller designs.
(2) Provide the option for the inclusion of vibration suppression and
disturbance/noise rejection specifications. The existing form of CIP could only
handle specifications related to phase and gain stabilization.
(3) Provide the option of independent frequency response specifications for each
loop. Because of hardware limitations many loops must be designed with
different bandwidths; hence, the desired design specifications can differ.
(4) Include the option of specifying the controller in a state-space format. If state
space designs are to be improved, then CIP should be able to directly handle
the state space format rather than require conversion to transfer function
matrix format.
(5) Modify so that closed loop specifications could be made. The existing CIP
only attempted to achieve open loop specifications, viz., gain margins, phase
margins, attenuation margins, and/or stability margins.
(6) For open loop specifications, provide the option of locating the loop breaking
points either before the plant or before the controller.
(7) Include pre and post-analysis of system singular values. This will provide the
designer with additional performance and robustness information.
(8) Update the CIP code to operate in a workstation environment, i.e., user
friendly and interactive, rather than a batch environment.
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The core of the existing CIP was solid, well developed, and had passed numerous
tests. The core was to be modified only to make the code more maintainable and to
include modern, reliable numerical algorithms. This shell approach to the
enhancement of CIP allows for a reasonably swift and very reliable implementation
of the tasks discussed above.
1.4 Overview of Modern Multivariable Controller Design
As mentioned above, the extension of the CIP philosophy and algorithmic approach
to handle modern multivariable design criteria generated the MADCADS software
package. This sub-section discusses some motivations for these extensions to the
search-based controller redesign approach.
There is currently a great deal of interest in the control community in robust
control in general and H _ control in particular. Much of this interest has been caused
by the discovery of state-space formulas for calculating plant order controllers which
satisfy an H _ norm constraint on a closed loop transfer function (Glover and Doyle,
1988), (Maciejowski, 1989). These formulas have since been used in conjunction
with optimal projection methods to yield reduced order controllers which are optimal
in an H2 sense among controllers of the same order which satisfy the H '_ norm
constraint (Haddad, et. al., 1991). The latter approach is motivated by the desire to
directly trade off performance, measured in an H 2 sense, with robustness, measured
in an H _° sense. The major weakness of this H2/H '_ design combination appears to
be computational.
At this time, however, analytical techniques are not sufficiently well developed to
allow the design of controllers which perform the tradeoff of disturbance attenuation,
command tracking and robustness in a way that is completely general. The approach
followed in this project is to cast all multivariable performance and robustness criteria
in terms of frequency response dependent bounds on the singular values of various
open loop and closed loop frequency response matrices. This is precisely the
approach taken in conventional frequency weighted H _ control formulations, with the
exception that in the latter case all such problems, even robustness and command
tracking problems, are cast in the form of a disturbance attenuation problem for which
solution formulas exist.
The differences between the standard approach to variants of H = control and that
originally proposed by Ohio University for this project are:
(1) The design freedom is directly incorporated into the design process via
frequency-dependent singular value constraints, rather than through the
introduction of frequency dependent weighting factors. These weighting
factors contribute directly to the dynamical order of the resulting controller in
conventional H _ design methodology.
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(2) The controllerorder is pre-specifiedandcanbesmaller than theplant order.
Of course,theorder specifiedmustbeconsistentwith thedesignconstraints.
This is consistentwith the philosophy that controller order should be a
parameterover which the designerhaschoice.
(3) It is not necessary that the problem of interest be cast as a disturbance
attenuation problem. The need to recast the original design problem
definition, which is a major source of confusion in conventional robust control,
is therefore eliminated.
(4) The controller structure can be prespecified. That is, the controller can be
forced to be diagonal or some other type of canonical form. Thus, the
controller can be designed to take advantage of particular hardware
architectures.
(5) The design is carried out via an iterative numerical procedure which allows for
a great deal of designer interaction when implemented in a graphical
workstation environment.
(6) Unlike conventional robust control approaches, the technique used here does
not require an analytical design model. Experimental frequency responses are
sufficient to effect controller designs.
(7) Microscopic (individual frequency response matrix element) as well as
macroscopic (norm bounds on frequency response matrices) design constraints
can be handled simultaneously.
The technique used here formulates the design problem as a strict constraint
problem rather than as an optimization problem. Since these constraints are in terms
of the frequency dependent singular values of transfer function matrices, these infinite
dimensional constraints must be converted to a large (but finite) number of
constraints. The approach is similar to that of Boyd (1988). However, the present
approach does not use the affine parameterization of stabilizing controllers together
with a specialized controller architecture in order to insure that the resulting
mathematical programming problem is convex. Rather, CIT-like techniques are
utilized to achieve the design constraints. The advantage is mainly one of resulting
controller order although, since these methods only deal with active constraints, the
computational load is likely to be relatively light.
One of the main advantages of the search-based approach to multivariable
controller design and/or fine-tuning presented here lies in the fact that any constraint
for which analytical gradients can be calculated can be incorporated into the design
algorithm. At the beginning of this project, the following were considered as possible
design criteria and/or features of the approach:
(1) Singularvaluerobustnesscriteria (macroscopic)
(2) Singularvaluedisturbancerejectioncriteria (macroscopic)
(3) Singularvaluecommandtrackingcriteria (macroscopic)
(4) Constraintson controller eigenvaluelocations(microscopic)
(5) Constraintson controller transmissionzero locations(microscopic)
(6) Constraintson individual transfer function matrix elements(microscopic).
This canallow for differing bandwidthsin dominantinput/outputchannels.
(7) Decouplingconstraints(microscopicand macroscopic).
(8) Controller order and structure(microscopic).
(9) Frequencyresponsedataasa plant model,effectivelyeliminating theneedfor
ananalytical model.
1.5 Proposed Development Objectives for a Search-Based Modern
Multivariable Control System Design Software Package
The full realization of the search-based approach to multivariable control design
requires two major efforts. The first is the investigation of the simultaneous
implementation of microscopic and macroscopic design constraints. The other is the
realization of the algorithm in a fully interactive and graphical design workstation
environment. The originally proposed tasks for accomplishing these major
components of a practical design system were:
(I) The incorporation of a full complement of modern multivariable performance
and robustness criteria into the code existing at the time of the proposal, which
included only those criteria necessary for proof-of-concept studies.
(2) The incorporation of damping ratio constraints.
(3) The incorporation of single input/output pair transmission constraints.
(4) The investigation and implementation of the most desirable state-space
structures to realize a particular set of design constraints. Preliminary work
had indicated that the structure of the controller realization could affect the rate
of convergence of the search algorithm. The complexity of the gradient
calculation step of the search algorithm was also known to be affected by the
controller structure.
(5) The implementationof the design software in a professionalworkstation
environment.
(6) The development of effective graphical algorithm evaluation aids to allow
effective designer interaction. The limited experience with the algorithm at the
time of the proposal had indicated that algorithm convergence was often
enhanced by prudent user interaction.
1.6 Overview of Software Testing and Application
It is a fact that the evaluation of controller design methodologies is best done by
application to realistic design problems. It was proposed that the effectiveness of the
CIP enhancements and multivariable controller design algorithm development would
be monitored via their application to problems of immediate interest to MSFC
personnel. In most cases, the controller design would be performed using
experimentally derived frequency response data. Proposed tasks included:
(1) The application of the enhanced CIP to the problem of vibration suppression
for the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) solar power panels.
(2) The application of the modern multivariable search-based design algorithms to
the HST vibration suppression problem.
(3) The application of the multivariable algorithms to the CASES ground facility.
(4) The application of enhanced CIP to the Single Structure Control facility.
1.7 Summary of Proposed Development
As mentioned above, it was proposed to advance the state-of-the-art of controller
design using data models by (1) enhancing and augmenting CIP, (2) completing the
development of search-based approach to achieve modern frequency response
controller designs and (3) demonstrating the utility of the resulting comprehensive
computerized controller design methodology to hardware problems of interest to
MSFC personnel. In the design of controllers for FS's there are two basic types of
design specifications, microscopic and macroscopic. The design specifications for CIP
axe microscopic in nature, e.g., phase margins, gain margins, stability margins, and
attenuation margins for specific loops. On the other hand, the specifications of
modern frequency response design approaches are macroscopic in nature, e.g., infinity
norm or singular value based measures of system robustness, disturbance rejection,
etc. Clearly the achievement of both types of specifications are desirable.
Microscopic specifications can set minimum dynamic and/or stability standards for
individual loops whose bandwidths may have to be significantly different due to
hardware and/or physical limitations, whereas macroscopic specifications set minimum
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combinedstandardsof all thefeedbackloopsworking togetherto maximizerobustness
and/or minimize the effectsof disturbances. An ideal FS's controller design tool
should be able to handle specificationsof both types -- the original goal of this
research.
1.8 Other Documentation
Additional information regarding the software that was developed or modified
during the course of this project is available in the form of two user guides, included
as appendices to this report:
(1) OUCIP: Ohio University Compensator Improvement Program, User's Guide
(2) MADCADS: Model and Data-Oriented Computer-Aided Design System,
User's Guide
Much of this report is based on the Master of Science thesis of Mark Duncan
(Duncan, 1994) and the Ph.D. dissertation of W. Garth Frazier (Frazier, 1993),
which contain some supplemental material that is not included in this document.
1.9 Organization of the Report
The remainder of this report is organized as follows. Section 2 contains a brief
discussion of the general controller design philosophy for both the classical and
modem approaches and some background material about the application of search
techniques to the controller redesign problem. The Compensator Improvement
Program is covered in section 3. Specifically, the original work and new
developments are described and the enhanced technique is applied to several example
problems. Section 4 continues with a discussion of the theory and development
behind MADCADS and also includes the results from application to two real-world
problems. Section 5 offers some conclusions about the project and makes
recommendations for future work. Section 6 includes a list of references.
Appendices A through C contain some mathematical proofs and support information,
while Appendix D contains a brief description of the software packages. Appendices
E and F are the user guides for OUCIP and MADCADS, respectively.
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2 Brief Analytical Background
Numerous methods have been developed and employed over the years for
designing controllers for feedback control systems. For the very important class of
linear, time-invariant (LTI) systems, these methods range from the well known
graphical procedures for single-input, single-output (SISO) design that use well-known
tools such as root-locus, Bode plots, and Nyquist plots, through MIMO extensions of
these classical concepts, e.g., sequential loop closing (one-controller-at-a-time or 1-
CAT) (Mitchell, 1984), characteristic locus, and Nyquist Array methods, to the more
recently developed linear-quadratic-gaussian optimization with loop transfer recovery
(LQG/LTR) procedure and H-infinity (Ho,) optimization controller synthesis
(Maciejowski, 1989, chaps. 5 and 6). Each of these methods has particular
advantages and disadvantages; for example, controller design using graphical
procedures has the advantage that it usually results in controllers that are low in order
(complexity) relative to that of the open-loop system or plant. Another advantage is
that designs can be achieved by using a variety of plant models, such as a
nonparametric model obtained from experimental data (a data model), a parametric
model obtained from experimental data (an identified model), or a parametric model
based upon physical principles (an analytical model). These procedures have the
serious disadvantage that achieving multiple design specifications can be extremely
difficult, especially in the case of complex, multiple-input, multiple-output (MIMO)
systems.
The analytical synthesis design methods, such as LQG/LTR and H_o-optimization,
have the advantage that they are well suited to design controllers for SISO and MIMO
plants. They have the disadvantages that a nonparametric model of the plant cannot
be used, the controller order is generically greater than the order of the plant model,
and the design constraints that are actually desired must usually be specified implicitly
by choosing various parameters and weighting functions. More importantly, the
variety and number of design constraints that these methods can simultaneously
encompass is quite limited. Another potential drawback is that the resulting controller
often cancels lightly damped poles and zeros of the plant. In some instances this may
not be critical, but in others instances it can lead to unpredictable results upon actual
implementation. If these lightly damped dynamics are modeled inaccurately, or if
they change under different operating conditions, closed-loop stability can be lost, or
serious performance degradations can occur. Unfortunately, it is usually difficult (but
not impossible) to prevent these cancellations without sacrificing other design
objectives.
Another approach to controller design is to use parameter search methods to
systematically change the free parameters of a nominal controller to achieve multiple
design constraints. Several researchers including Mitchell (1973), Zakian and A1-Naib
(1973), Polak and Mayne (1976), Edmunds (1979), Kreisselmeier and Steinhauser
(1979), Boyd, et. al. (1988), and Frazier and Irwin (1993) have developed such
methods, which are based upon the principles of mathematical programming. A
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recent perspectiveon search-basedmethodsfor controller design is given by Ng
(1993). Several of thesemethods have the capability of using parametric and
nonparametricplant modelsandcanencompassa wide varietyand a largenumberof
design constraints simultaneously. These two features are the advantagesthat
distinguishsearch-basedmethodsfrom analytical synthesismethods. The primary
disadvantagesare that thecontrol systemdesignerusuallyneedsto providean initial,
stabilizingcontrollerandit is virtually impossiblein mostinstancesto obtainsufficient
conditionson the designspecificationsthat guaranteethat thealgorithm will achieve
a successfuldesignor evento determinetheexistenceanacceptabledesignfor agiven
set of specifications. Experiencehas shown, however, that with a "good" initial
controller and well conceiveddesign objectives, satisfying the constraints(design
objectives)is oftenpossible.
The natureof controller designmakesit an ideal application for search-based
methods.For example,typicalcontrol systemdesignspecifications,suchasachieving
desiredlevelsof disturbancerejection, noiseattenuation,and stability robustnessto
plant variations, while limiting control effort, can be cast as a set of inequality
constraintson functionsof thefreeparametersof acontroller. Nevertheless,research
in this areaof controllerdesignappearsto havedecreasedin recentyears,perhapsin
part becauseof the mathematicaleleganceand apparentpower of the modem
analytical methods. It is felt, however, that with the ever increasing rate of
improvementof computer technology,especially in graphical user interfacesand
floating-point processors,that search-basedmethods can certainly be used in
conjunction with analytical methodsif not as an alternative. Therefore, research
efforts in this areaare promising. This approachto controller designis the subject
of this researcheffort.
Two fundamentalsteps are required in order to devise an algorithm that
implementsthe applicationof searchtechniquesto theproblemof controller design
and/or fine tuning. First, a suitablesetof designspecificationsmustbe determined
and translatedinto a setof usableconstraints. Second,a searchalgorithm mustbe
found that can modify the controller parametersuntil theseconstraintsaresatisfied.
Thesetwo stagesaredefinitely interdependent;theselectionof constraintswill depend
on thesolutionmethodto beused,andvice-versa. Thefollowing sub-sectionsdiscuss
thebasicconceptsof control designproblemformulationand searchalgorithmsthat
are usedthroughouttherest of this development.
2.1 Control System Design Philosophy
Before a search technique can be applied, a control system design problem must
be defined. The nature of this definition will be determined by the control philosophy
used. Numerous techniques exist for the formulation of a control design problem.
In this work, two main approaches are followed. In the case of CIP, classical
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techniques are used. For MADCADS, modern multivariable concepts are
implemented. The next two sub-sectionsdiscussthedetailsof thesetwo approaches.
2.1.1 Classical Control System Design Concepts
Compensation
G(s)
H*re
Disturb_
Plant I YG(s) >
Figure 2.1 Block Diagram of a Multivariable Feedback Control System
A multi-input, multi-output feedback system is depicted in Figure 2.1. A classical
approach for designing the compensator Go(s) relies on the premise that desired closed
loop performance characteristics can be indirectly achieved by satisfying open loop
frequency response specifications. This concept is obviously an extension of the
single-input, single-output case. The idea is to open one loop at a time between the
controller and the plant and compute, at each opening, certain functions of the
frequency response that will determine closed loop performance. Each of the
frequency responses obtained by these loop breakings is called a broken loop
frequency response.
The open loop or broken loop design philosophy is to phase stabilize modes in the
control system bandwidth, i.e., design the open loop controller for each loop so that
no mode results in an encirclement of the -1 +j0 point on a polar frequency response
plot, and in fact maintains a specified distance from the -1 +j0 point. In this region
most of the broken loop frequency response is above zero dB (above unity gain). The
gain stabilization region corresponds to those frequencies above the control system
bandwidth. The design philosophy in the gain stabilization region is to attenuate the
modes as much as possible to minimize their impact on closed loop performance. In
the closed loop, modes that are phase stabilized can have their natural frequencies and
damping ratios change considerably from the broken loop values, whereas closed loop
modes that have been gain stabilized will have natural frequencies and damping ratios
near their broken loop values. The broken loop quantities that are related to closed
loop performance are:
Gain Margins
A gain margin is a measure of the distance from the -1 +j0 point to a _ 180 °
crossing of a broken loop frequency response. The classical definition is as
follows: a gain margin is defined as the inverse of the magnitude at the
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frequencyfor which thebrokenloop frequencyresponsecrossesthe negative
real axis in thecomplexplane. The classicaldefinition providesthe amount
of puregain changethat mustbe madeto produceinstability. Of coursethis
assumestheclosedloop systemis stable.
PhaseMargins
A phasemargin is definedas the amount of phase that must be added or
subtracted at a frequency for which the broken loop frequency response
magnitude is unity to produce instability. If the broken loop phase at the unity
magnitude point lies in the interval [0,-180°], the phase margin must be
subtracted; otherwise it should be added.
Stability Margins
A stability margin is defined as a closest approach of a broken loop frequency
response curve to the -1 +j0 point on a polar plot.
Attenuation Margins
In this context, an attenuation margin is defined as a peak value of the broken
loop frequency response magnitude.
Gain margins, phase margins, and/or stability margins design specifications are
used to assure closed loop damping and to some extent robustness. These
specifications are usually made in the phase stabilization region. Attenuation margins
provide a measure of modal attenuation in the gain stabilization region.
Direct improvement of closed loop performance is desirable. For FS's it is well
known that many performance objectives can be met by designing controllers with
lightly damped characteristics. Designs of this nature typically intermingle lightly
damped controller poles and zeros with lightly damped poles and zeros of the plant
model. The consequence is a problem of design robustness with respect to model
uncertainties. This problem is lessened by limiting the damping factors of the
controller poles and zeros.
Another design requirement of FS's is to reduce the propagation of disturbances,
D, to the system outputs, Y; this is called designing for disturbance rejection. Closed
loop disturbance rejection can be accomplished by imposing constraints on the rms
and peak values of the closed loop frequency response magnitudes from disturbances
D to outputs Y. Many FS's control systems are required to be steady-state following
systems, i.e., the respective outputs are required to follow respective inputs when the
inputs are standard inputs such as steps, ramps, or parabolas. This is normally
referred to as designing to satisfy steady-state error requirements. Desired closed loop
steady-state error characteristics are obtained by including an appropriate number of
pure integrations in error signal broken loops and by placing constraints on the D.C.
gains of selected compensator elements, viz., requiring DC gains of certain
compensator elements to be above minimum values.
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2.1.2 Modern Multivariable Control System Design Concepts
r(s)
Inputs t Controller\ K(s)
y(s)
Measured
Outputs
t PlantGp(S)
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>
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Figure 2.2 General Block Diagram for Multivariable Design
A basic multivariable feedback control system is shown in Figure 2.2. In a
modern controller design setting, the performance of the system is commonly
measured by studying the following quantities:
Fo(S ) = I + Gp(s) K(s) H(s) : Return difference matrix evaluated at the plant output
F_(s) =I + K(s)H(s)Gp(s) : Return difference matrix evaluated at the plant input
So(S) = F_(s) : Output sensitivity function
Si(s) = F;l(s) : Input Sensitivity function
To(s) = So(s) G p(s) K(s) : Output complementary sensitivity function
For example, the system outputs due to disturbances can be written as
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z(s) =So(S)G a(s) , (2.1)
which yields the disturbance to output transfer function matrix
So(S ) a a(s ) = [I + Gp(s) K(s) n(s)]-' a a(s ) . (2.2)
Thus the disturbance rejection capabilities of the system will be "good" if the transfer
function matrix in Equation 2.2 is "small". Since the system is multivariable in
nature, the "size" of the transfer function matrix is measured in terms of its singular
values. Hence, "good" disturbance rejection capabilities over a specified frequency
range can be obtained by forcing the maximum singular value of the transfer function
matrix in Equation 2.2 to be "small" for the specified frequencies.
Similarly, the maximum singular value frequency response from r(s) to z(s)
represented by
%.x[ro<S>]= .,,,..[.'+g<s)K<s>U<s)J'g K<,)] (2.3)
could be forced to be "near" unity over a particular frequency range in order to
maintain "good" command tracking capability.
Other constraints can be defined to design for such characteristics as control system
robustness to uncertainties in the plant model or to produce desired stability margins.
2.2 Search Technique Philosophy
The first candidate technique for solving the problem of having multiple control
design objectives that depend on a set of compensator parameters would be a multiple
objective optimization technique. A multiple objective optimization problem can be
posed as follows.
It is desired to determine values for the elements of the parameter vector
x=[x I x 2 ... x] r in order to maximize (minimize) the objective functions
f,(x), Z(x), ..., fro(X)
subject to the constraints
fm+,(X) _ a,,+,, f,,+ 2(x) >--am+z, ..., f,,+p(x) >_a.,+,.
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In general,it is impossibleto maximize(minimize) multiple functionswith the same
parametervectorx. (An obvious case for which a solution might exist is whenf_ ...
f,. are functions of different variables. However, even in this case a solution may not
exist.) A compromise solution is usually the best option. The standard approach to
obtaining a compromise solution is to solve the modified problem
maximize (minimize) _ cifi(x )
i=l
subject to the constraints
fm+l(X) _ am+l, fm+ 2(X) _ a,,+ 2, ..., f,.+p(x) >_am+p,
where x is defined as before.
A problem with this standard compromise solution approach is that it will simply yield
a solution at or near the minimum of a dominant function in the sum, if a minimum
occurs in the feasible region.
A more realistic problem formulation, and one that lends itself to computer
implementation, is to define the problem as one of multiple constraints that have to
be satisfied, without defining explicit objective functions that must be maximized
(minimized). In other words, it is desired to
determine x such that
f_(x) >_a,, f2(x) >-a2, ..., f,,(x) > am,
and
f,,+l(x) >-a,,+l, f,,+2(x) >--a,,+2, ..., .f_+p(X) >_a,,+e.
The fundamental goal of a method for solving this problem is tO find a point .f: in
the parameter space for which all constraints are satisfied, if such a point exists. If
such a solution does not exist, the method should yield a solution that is a best
compromise. A practical method for solving this problem is to iteratively adjust the
parameter vector x in a controlled fashion until all constraints are satisfied (or no
further improvement can be achieved). The Constraint Improvement Technique
(CIT), developed by Mitchell (1972), implements this type of solution approach.
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The basicphilosophyof CIT canbedescribedas follows:
at the ith iteration
find a step length k and a directional vector d
such that for all j @ {1, 2, ... ,m+p} for which
fj(x) < aj, (i.e., the j '" constraint is unsatisfied)
it is true that
fj(xi. _) > fj(x;), (i.e., the j th constraint is improved)
where x_._ = x i + kd.
Two issues are of importance in this method. First, a means of computing a
suitable directional vector d is needed. Second, in the ideal situation, the step length
k is computed in such a way that all violated constraints are improved, i.e.,
f2(xi÷,) > fj(xi) , j=l ,2,...,q , (2.4)
where q is the number of violated constraints at the ith iteration. However, since it
is not always the case that all violated constraints can be simultaneously improved, a
value of k might have to be chosen that will satisfy
q
__,[_(xi.,)-fj(x,) ] > O, (2.5)
j=l
i.e., the sum of constraint improvements is greater than the sum of constraint
degradations.
An in depth discussion of the characteristics of search techniques as applied to the
problem at hand are given in sub-sections 4.2 to 4.4.
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3 Compensator Improvement Program
This section describes the Compensator Improvement Program (CIP) in detail. As
an introduction, the general ideas behind the program are discussed and a brief history
of the development of CIP is given. The additions to CIP developed as part of the
work documented in this report are studied in the rest of the section.
The CIP documentation in this section is organized in seven sub-sections. Sub-
section 3.1 is a background discussion to controller design and CIP. Sub-section 3.2
discusses the method in which z-plane data is converted to the w-plane for use by
CIP. Sub-section 3.3 contains the theory behind the improvement of the compensator
damping ratios. The method implemented for improving the compensator DC gains
is examined in Sub-section 3.4. Section 3.5 is devoted to Multi-Input/Multi-Output
(MIMO) system closed loop stability using the generalized Nyquist stability criterion.
The procedure followed in the addition of closed loop disturbance rejection
specifications to CIP is discussed in Sub-section 3.6. Results of the application of
OUCIP to several examples are presented in Sub-section 3.7. Sub-section 3.8
contains some conclusions about the development of OUCIP and results, as well as
shortcomings of the current version of OUCIP and suggestions for future work.
3.1 Introduction to CIP
Modern control system design has become very complex, trying to meet the needs
of today's industry, space program and consumer. Many times analytical design
techniques fail to meet the requirements that this new era of technology demands.
Systems are often difficult or impossible to model analytically, and even when
possible, the small number of design specifications that can be achieved hardly makes
the design task worth while. Analytical design techniques often result in controllers
of very high orders which can be expensive and/or impossible to implement in
hardware. An alternative to analytical controller design techniques is numerical
based techniques in which a data model of a plant is used, and the parameters of a
fixed order controller are varied to achieve design specifications. This is the general
idea behind the Compensator Improvement Program (CIP) (J.R. Mitchell, et. al.,
1977).
CIP was developed in the 1970's for use in improving open loop frequency
response specifications of Multi-Input/Multi-Output (MIMO) systems. It uses a
directional search technique to iteratively modify the characteristics of an initial
compensator in such a way that several design specifications of the system are
iteratively improved.
The original CIP of the 1970's was executed as a batch file, and the user had no
way of interacting with the progress of the design improvement. Today's CIP, called
OUCIP, has a graphical user interface in which the user can pause the execution and
manipulate the design specifications, turn specifications on or off, and select graphical
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outputs. Also in this new format, the usercansaveanapplicationat any iteration,
for executionat a later time. Real time plotting of the frequencyresponsesof many
systemsis alsoavailable,includingopenloopplant, compensator,compensatedopen
loop system,closedloop system,and determinantof the return difference matrix,
which is usedto determineclosedloop stability.
The original versionsof CIP could not directly improvez-planedesigns. Before
executingCIP, the userhadto first convertall datato the w-plane. Direct z-plane
design improvement was studied and found to be highly sensitive to machine
precision. To avoid this problem it was thendecidedto give CIP the capability to
automaticallyconvert all appropriatedata to the w-planeto preform the designand
thenconvertback to the z-planeoncethedesignimprovementwas finished.
Another problemwith the original CIP was that therewasno way to include the
compensatorDC gainsanddampingratiosasdesignspecifications.Theonly control
that theuserhadover thesespecificationswasto hold theDC gainsconstantor allow
themto vary. For thedampingratios, theusercould seta minimumvalue that they
could never go below. This minimum valuefor compensatordampingratios could
not begreaterthantheminimum initial dampingratio of all compensatorelementsor
CIP would terminatewith a messagethat told the user that the initial compensator
dampingratios were violated. This posed a problem for initial compensators with low
DC gains and/or lightly damped terms. It was determined that a way of improving
these specifications to some desired value was needed.
Stability checking in the original CIP was done by using the Nyquist criteria to
check the stability of each loop-at-a-time (explained in section 3.1. l) compensated
open loop system treating them as Single-Input/Single-Output (SISO) Systems. In
order to implement the Nyquist criteria, the number of open loop poles in the right
half plane is needed. For a MIMO system being analyzed a loop-at-a-time, this
information is not trivial to obtain. In fact it was discovered that the loop-at-a-time
compensated open loop systems may go unstable while the closed loop system is still
stable. Therefore a better way to check for closed loop stability was needed and, as
a consequence, the generalized Nyquist approach was selected and implemented in
OUCIP.
The work presented in this section includes several additions and improvements to
the original CIP. In particular, there are five areas in which additions have been
made; z-plane design improvement, compensator damping ratios, compensator DC
gains, closed loop stability, and closed loop disturbance rejection.
3.1.1 Background and Overviews of Original CIP and OUCIP
Figure 3.1 is the general block diagram used in OUCIP. All signal paths are
vectors as indicated by double lines. U(s) is the set point vector inputs. E(s) is the
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vectorerror signalbetweenthe setpoints U(s) and the measured outputs Y(s). Z(s)
is the physical output vector. X(s), the control inputs, is the point where the loops are
assumed to be broken for loop-at-a-time analysis of a system by CIP. D(s) is the
vector disturbance inputs to the plant. Although these may be modeled as being after
the plant, no generality is lost by the portrayal.
Compensator
O(s) + E(s) Plant
xfs) [
s)
Figure 3.1: General Block Diagram Used in OUCIP
The other blocks shown in Figure 3.1 are Go(s) and Gp(s). These are the
compensation and the plant matrices, respectfully. The compensation matrix is given
to OUCIP by the user in the form of cascaded first and second order polynomials for
each element of the matrix. For example, the ij-th element of the compensation
matrix has the general form
NI N'2
II (ZAt +ZB, s )II (ZC, + ZD,s +ZE, s 2)
Go(s ) =(gain) to1 l.I (3.1)
MI M2 '
II (cA,+es, s)II (?c,+po,s+ee,s
l-I 111
where N1, N2, M1, and M2 are the number of first and second order numerator and
denominator factors respectfully. The plant matrix is given to OUCIP as frequency
response data, taken either experimentally from the plant or formed from a
mathematical model of the plant.
Figure 3.2 is a simplified flow chart of the original CIP. In the original versions
of CIP, the program was never paused during execution. First, the plant data,
compensation data and the design specification data were read from files. CIP then
began the iterative loop, where design improvement occurred. CIP calculated the
compensated open loop system, also known as a broken loop system. The program
then determined the performance measurements which needed improvement - gain
margins, phase margins, attenuation levels and stability margins (closest approach of
frequency responses to the -1 + j0 point). Next, the gradient vector of each
unsatisfied performance measurement was calculated and inserted into a respective
row of the gradient matrix. If performance could be further improved, the change
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vector, commonly known as the directional vector, was evaluated and used to update
the compensation such that improved performance is assured. This series of events
continued until: (1) all specifications were satisfied or (2) the amount of overall
improvement to the system had diminished below a set tolerance level. At this point,
the program wrote output into files and the program halted execution.
The above described version of CIP had no method for the user to interact with
the iterative process. In addition, there were other design specifications that were
missing, eg., compensator damping ratios or DC gains which help to improve
robustness, steady state error, and disturbance rejection.
Figure 3.3 is a simplified flow chart of OUCIP. The flow chart includes
enhancements both to the numerical capabilities and to the user interface of CIP.
Although it is not shown on Figure 3.3, it is assumed that all submenus return to the
MAIN MENU upon exiting. The entire MAIN MENU of OUCIP is shown in
Figure 3.3, but only the submenus necessary for executing iterations of the search
algorithm are shown in the flow graph.
Execution of OUCIP begins by the appearance of the MAIN MENU to the screen.
The user can then make many choices before implementing the design improvement
section of OUCIP. The most obvious first step is selecting the data with which to
work. This is accomplished by the use of the FILE submenu. In the FILE submenu,
there is a selection called Retrieve Setup. When this selection is chosen, a window
containing all CIP executable data files is opened. The user then selects via the
mouse, the desired system, compensation, and specification files. This Retrieve Setup
window then closes and OUCIP returns to the main window. The user then has the
choice of executing OUCIP with the selected files, or the user can select one of the
other menus such as: (1) PARAMETERS, where the step size, title, improvement
tolerances and other parameters can be changed. (2) ACTIVATE, where the user can
specify which design specifications are turned on or off. These include: (a) Relative
Stability, (b) Disturbance Rejection, (c) Compensator Damping Ratios, and (d)
Compensator DC gains. (3) GRAPHICS, where the plotting windows can be created
for real time display of chosen frequency responses of the system.
There are two options in the submenu EXECUTE. The first is SINGLE, meaning
only one iteration of the design improvement is implemented. After this single
iteration is finished, OUCIP returns to the main menu. The second option is
MULTIPLE. When MULTIPLE is selected, an Execution Control Window is
opened. In this window the user types the number of iterations desired for OUCIP
to attempt. Also in this window are two buttons, SINGLE and MULTIPLE. Clicking
on SINGLE executes one iteration and MULTIPLE executes the number of iterations
that the user has requested. When one of these buttons are selected, OUCIP enters
the iterative loop for improving the compensation. First OUCIP checks the DC gains
of all elements of the compensation matrix. If any are below the desired
specifications, OUCIP allows them to vary, meaning that gradients of any unsatisfied
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Figure 3.2: Simplified Flow Chart of original CIP
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Figure 3.3:
Simplified Flow Chart of oUCIP
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performancespecificationare computedand placedin respectivepositionsof the
gradientmatrix. Next, OUCIPchecksto seeif theopenloopspecifications(Relative
Stability) are "turned on" from the ACTIVATE menu. By default, the Relative
Stability is the only type of specificationsinitially "turned on". If they are on,
OUCIP evaluatesthe performanceof the open loop systems. If they are not on
OUCIP skips the previous step. OUCIP then checks to see if closed loop
specificationsare "turned on". If theyare "on", the performanceof the closedloop
system is evaluatedand gradients of unsatisfiedperformancemeasurementsare
calculated. If closedloop specificationsare not "turnedon", thenthe previousstep
is skipped. The nextstepis checkingthestability of theclosedloop systemusingthe
generalizedNyquistcriterion. This is doneregardlessof the statusof theclosedloop
specifications(on/off), since the frequencyresponseof the closed loop systemis
alwayscalculated.
After checkingthe stability of the closedloop system,OUCIP againchecksthe
statusof the openloop specifications(on/off). If theyare "on", thegradientsof the
unsatisfiedopenloop performancemeasurementsarecalculated. OUCIP thenchecks
the statusof the compensatordamping ratios. If they are "turned on", OUCIP
calculatesthe gradientsof all that are below the desiredspecification. If they are
"turned off", this step is omitted. Next, the statusof compensatorDC gainsare
determined. If they are "turnedon", the gradientsof all that arebelow thedesired
DC gain level arecalculated. If they are not "on", then no DC gain gradientsare
calculated. After all thegradientshavebeencalculated,OUCIP determineswhether
theoverall performancecanbe improvedfurther. If not, OUCIP returnsto the main
menuto await further instructions. If further improvementis possible, the change
vector is evaluatedandthe compensationmatrix is updatedin a way that improved
performanceis assured.OUCIP thendeterminesif it hascompletedthe final iteration
from the EXECUTION menu. If it has, it onceagainreturnsto the main menufor
further instructions. Otherwise,the iteration counteris incrementedand the above
seriesof eventsis repeated.The usermayalsopausetheexecutionbetweeniterations
from theexecutioncontrol window. This allows theuserto return to the mainmenu
prematurelyin order to makean alterationin the specifications,stepsize, tolerance
level, etc.
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3.2 Conversion of Plane for Discrete-Thne Design Improvement
OUCIP performs discrete-time (z-plane) design in the w-plane. This is transparent
to the user. Before the execution loop of OUCIP is entered, the user specifies in
which plane the data is given. OUCIP uses this information to determine whether to
perform conversions of the data. If the plant data is in the w-plane then CIP converts
the z-plane compensation data to the w-plane and when the execution loop is
completed it converts the data back to the z-plane for output. Otherwise CIP also
converts the plant data from the z-plane to the w-plane (if the plant and compensation
data are both in the w-plane or s-plane, no conversion is performed). These
conversions are accomplished by using a bilinear transformation. The particular
bilinear transformation used in OUCIP is
T1 +--w
2
z --_ (3.2)
Tl--w
2
3.2.1 Conversion From z-plane to w-plane
is
If compensation is given in the z-plane, the element (i,j) of the compensator matrix
N1 N2
1-I(zA,÷ZB,z)H
Gij(z ) =(gain)to1 lolMI M2
II (PA,+PB,z)II
l=l 1=1
(Zq +ZD,z +ZF-.,z2)
(PC l + PD l z + PE t z 2)
(3.3)
where N1, N2, M1, and M2 are the numbers of first and second order zeros and poles
respectively in the given compensator matrix element.
Each element of the compensator matrix has two types of factors, first order and
second order. A general first-order z-plane factor is
H(z) =a+bz . (3.4)
Using the bilinear transformation above, the w-plane equivalent is
T w
H(w) -
Tl---w
2
(3.5)
where
a=a+b (3.6)
and
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13-- b - a . (3.7)
The conversion of (3.3) is simplified if the given compensator matrix element has
the same number of first order numerator and denominator factors i.e., N1 = MI.
If this is the case, only the numerator of (3.5) needs to be calculated for each factor.
To obtain the w-plane equivalent, all z-plane first order factors are replaced with the
equivalent w-plane factors computed from the numerator of (3.5). If N1 and M1 are
not equal, then based on the smaller of the two, "neutral" first order numerator or
denominator factors are added to the w-plane data until the number of first order
factors is the same. The "neutral" first order equivalent for the z to w-plane
conversion is
T
0z+l ¢* ---w+l , (3.8)
2
where T is the sampling time. Then the w-plane equivalents of N1 and MI are set
equal to the larger of the two from the z-plane.
A general second-order z-plane factor is
H(z)=c+dz+ez 2 .
The w-plane equivalent is
where
(3.9)
T 2
.y+6Tw+E_w 2
4
H(w) = 2 ' (3.10)
1 -sw
3,=c+d+e ,
_=e-c ,
(3.11)
(3.12)
and
E=c-d+e . (3.13)
Similar to the conversion of the first-order factors, it can be seen that if the
number of second-order numerator and denominator factors are the same, then the
denominator from (3.10) can be neglected. In this case each z-plane second-order
factor is replaced with the numerator equivalent from (3.10). If N2 and M2 are not
equal, two first order "neutral" numerator or denominator factors are added in the
respective place until the numbers are the same. The number of "neutral" first order
factors introduced are added to N1 if the factors are numerator factors or M1 if they
are denominator factors. Now that the conversion to the w-plane is completed, the
data may be used by OUCIP along with w-plane plant frequency response data to
improve the design.
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3.2.2 Conversion from w-plane to z-plane
A general CIP compensator matrix element (ij) in the w-plane is
NI N2
I1 (ZA,+ZB,w)I-[ (zc, +ZD,w+ZE,w
Go(w)=(gain) t.I _.lMI M2
I-[ (PAt + PBt w)l- I ( PC, + PDt w + PE, w 2)
l=l l=l
(3.14)
The data from the w-plane which is used in the design improvement process can
be converted back to the z-plane each time output is generated if so desired. This is
done by solving the bilinear transformation of (3.2) for w which gives
w- 2(z- 1) (3.15)
T(Z + 1)
This is the mapping used to convert data from the w-plane to the z-plane.
From inspection of (3.15), there are two types of w-plane factors, first and second
order. A general w-plane first-order factor is
H(w) =oL +/3w . (3.16)
Using the bilinear transformation from (3.15), the z-plane equivalent of (3.16) is
H(z)- (a+bz) , (3.17)
z+l
where
2
a = a - -_13 , (3.18)
and
b = a + 2/3 . (3.19)
If the user initially starts the design improvement process with z-plane data, the
order of the numerator and denominator of a given compensator element will be made
equal in the conversion from the z-plane to the w-plane, and the denominator of (3.17)
can be neglected. However if the user initially starts with w-plane data but wants the
output to be given in the z-plane, addition of "neutral" factors from w to z-plane must
be added. The first order "neutral" factor used to convert data from w to z-plane is
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0w+ l¢_z+ 1 . (3.20)
These "neutral" factors are used in a similar fashion as in the conversion from z to
w-plane. They are added until the order of the numerator of a compensation element
is the same as the order of the denominator of the same compensation element.
Thus, the conversion for first-order factors from the w-plane to the z-plane is the
numerator of (3.17).
A general w-plane second order factor is
H(w)=3" +_w+ew 2 . (3.21)
Using the bilinear transformation from (3.15), the z-plane equivalent is
H(z)- c+dz+ez2
(z+ 1)2 '
where
(3.22)
2 4
c = 3' - - 6 + -- e , (3.23)
T T 2
and
8
d =2 3' - --T2e , (3.24)
e=3'+26+ 4
T T 2
(3.25)
Since the orders of the numerator and denominator of a compensator element were
made to be equal, the denominator of (3.22) can be neglected. Thus, the conversion
for second-order factors from the w-plane to the z-plane is the numerator of (3.22).
Using the bilinear transformation of (3.2) is used on (3.17) and (3.22), the true
result is
H(w) = 2ol +2/3w (3.26)
2
and
H(w) = 43' +46w+4ew 2 (3.27)
4
respectively.
Similarly, when the bilinear transformation of (3.15) is used in (3.5) and (3.10)
the result is
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H(z) - 2a ÷ 2bz , (3.28)
2
and
H(z)- 4c ÷4dz +4ez2 , (3.29)
4
respectively.
Thus, since the orders of the numerator and denominator of a compensator element
are equal, the twos in the denominators of the first order factors and the fours in the
second order factors will cancel and the end result will be larger than the original
data. Therefore, to have the end result correspond to the original data, each first
order factor must be divided by two and each second order factor must be divided by
four. This will ensure that the output data corresponds to the input data.
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3.3 Improvement of Damping Ratios (_')
One of the goals of this work is to include the damping ratios (s-plane zetas) of
second order factors of the compensator elements in both continuous and discrete or
sampled-data systems as design specifications. Improving compensator damping ratios
prevents excessive peaking or notching in the compensator frequency response and
causes the closed-loop system to be more robust (less susceptible to data model
errors). Lightly damped characteristics are not robust by nature because slight
differences between the actual plant and the model used for design can cause serious
performance and stability degradation of the closed loop system. The implications are
that the _"s need to be treated as design specifications by CIP. In order for CIP to
improve the _"s that are below design specifications, partial derivatives of these zetas
must be computed and included in the matrix of gradient vectors, from which an
appropriate directional vector is computed by CIP. As was mentioned earlier, the
elements of the compensator matrix are assumed to be configured into ratios of
cascade first and second order polynomials. For example the element (ij) has the s-
plane general form
N1 N'2
I-[ (za,+zB,s)II (zc, +ZD,s+ZE,s2)
Go(s) = (gain) l°l l° l (3.30)MI M2
II (PA,+m,s)rI (pc, +PD,s+PE,s
/=1 /=1
where the coefficients of the polynomials are assumed to be real.
The roots of a second order polynomial can be real or complex. The s-plane
locations of the complex roots can be described using a damping ratio and a natural
frequency. A damping ratio (s") is the cosine of the angle between the negative real
axis and the line from the origin to a complex root in the s-plane and the natural
frequency (w,,), also known as the undamped frequency of oscillation, is the distance
from the origin of the s-plane to the root. Therefore, only the second order terms of
the elements of the compensator matrix are of concern in this chapter.
3.3.1 Calculation of Damping Ratios
A general form for an s-plane second order polynomial for the purposes of this
discussion is
P ( s ) = a2s2 +aL S +ao . (3.31)
Another form of (3.31) is
P(s) = a 2 Is 2 +2_'%s + w 2] , (3.32)
where 1" and w, are as earlier defined. Equating coefficients of (3.31) and (3.32)
shows that
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a2=a2, (3.33)
a i = 2a2_-%, (3.34)
a 0 = a2w 2 . (3.35)
Solving (3.35) for oJ, gives
and from (3.34) _"is found to be
(3.36)
_= al . (3.37)
2a2_ .
Equations (3.36) and (3.37) provide the relationships for CIP to compute _" from the
s-plane coefficients of the second order terms. However, if a digital controller is
being designed, the design must be done in the z-plane or w-plane. In this case,
calculations for _"are more challenging.
As mentioned earlier, CIP performs z-plane designs by converting real frequency
to w-plane frequency and converting compensator data to the w-plane equivalents. In
this case each element of the compensator matrix will appear as follows:
NI N2
I-[ (za, +z 3,w)l-I (zc, +ZD,w+Ze,w2)
Gq(w) =(gain)l._ l:t (3.38)
MI M2
I'[ (PAt + PBtw)I- [ (PC, + PDtw+ PEtw 2)
1=1 l=i
In order to calculate real _"s from the coefficients of w-plane second order terms,
the mapping of the roots of a second order s-plane polynomial to the z-plane is
considered, viz.,
(s +a) 2+b 2 ¢_ z 2-2ze -"rcos (b T) +e -_r (3.39)
in which
a = _% (3.40)
and
b =_--'_%. (3.41)
Thus, the s-plane second order polynomial of the form
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(3.42)
hasa correspondingz-planepolynomialof the form
p(z)=a2[z2-2e-r'o.rcos(_lS---_%T)z+e-2¢'_.r] .
which can be written as
where
and
P(z) = b2z2 +blz +bo ,
(3.43)
(3.44)
(3.45)
%T)], (3.46)
bo=a2[e-2r,,.r] . (3.47)
The bilinear transformation used to get from the z-plane to the w-plane in CIP is
Tl+--w
z- 2 . (3.48)
1 -Tw
2
Substituting into (3.44) gives
lqw
2
+b,
T .l+--w
2
1-Tw
2
÷b0 . (3.49)
Simplifying produces
T 2
pt (w)=(b2-b l +bo)-_.w 2 +(b2-bo) Tw+(b 2 +b I +bo) , (3.50)
where
f
t" (w) = [
Equation (3.50) can be written as
2
1-Tw P(w) .
2
(3.51)
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P/ ( w) =c2w 2 + clw + co , (3.52)
then, using (3.45), (3.46), and (3.47) in (3.50), and equating coefficients in (3.52) to
(3.50) gives
c2 =a2[1 +2e-r'rcos(qt_-_%T)+e-2r_'rlT2 j--_- ,
(3.53)
c, =a2(1 -e-2_'r)T, (3.54)
c0 =a2[1-2e-_"rcos(ff-_toT)+e-2_'r]. (3.55)
The calculation of s-plane _"and to, from the w-plane, second order coefficients
begins with the equation for cl from (3.54). The known values are aa, ct, and T so
the equation can be manipulated to give
a 2 T-c, -2_,_r
-e (3.56)
a 2 T
Next, the square root is performed on (3.56) to give
I a2 T-cl -¢,,r (3.57)
=e
a 2 T
The values,
produces
e -_'_T and e-2t_'r, are substituted into the function Co of (3.55) which
co=a 21,2Ia2T-cla2Tc°sl a2TCla2T(3.58)
Assuming Co, c,, oa and T are known, (3.58) can be manipulated to produce
from which o_, can be calculated by dividing by T. Plugging (3.59) into (3.54) gives
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COnT=
COS -I
(c o - 2a2)T+ c I
(3.59)
where
_2r(_--'(')1
_ r-r' / (3.60)
c_ = a2T- a2Te
(") = (Co-2a2)T+cl
(3.61)
From this _'can be computed. First, the natural logarithm of (3.60) is taken, and the
equation is manipulated, resulting in
]n (3.62)
Solving for _"gives
where
i j ln .,}2_'=+ cos-'(.)
4 c_-s_i_.)
(3.63)
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( • ) _- __a2 T- c I (3.64)
a2 T
Solving for ¢o_ from (3.59) results in
O) n -_"
COS -1
(c o - 2a2) T+ c I
(3.65)
Thus, if a digital controller design is being done, CIP uses (3.63), (3.65), Co, cl,
and c2 to compute _"s for the second order terms.
3.3.2 Compensator Damping Ratio Improvement in the s-plane
There are two approaches that could be applied for improvement of the damping
ratio (_. One is the "straight-forward" approach, where the partial derivatives of _"
w.r.t, the coefficients of the second order terms are simply calculated from (3.37).
The alternative method is a "back-door" approach, which is described in the following
text. In the latter method, the partial derivatives of equations (3.33), (3.34), and
(3.35) w.r.t. _" and ¢0, are computed and manipulated to calculate the partial
derivatives of _"w.r.t, the coefficients of the second order terms. The "back-door"
approach simplifies the calculations of partial derivatives of _"s when a digital
controller design is done.
The partial derivatives of a second order term's coefficients, given in (3.33),
(3.34), and (3.35), w.r.t. _"and oJ, are
Oa2 =0, --Oal = 2a2% , --Oa°= 0 (3.66)
a_- a_- a_-
__ _ aa_ aa oaa_ _0, __ =2a2_- ' __ =2a2% (3.67)
a% a% a%
However, partial derivatives of _"and ¢z_ w.r.t, each coefficient are the desired end-
product. These partial derivatives can be obtained from the differentials of the
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coefficients. The differential of a functionf( ql, q2, ..., q, ) w.r.t, the independent
variables ql, q2, ..., q, is defined to be (E. Kreyszig, 1988)
af Of. + Of
=_--aqloql -ff-q_dq2 +'"+ _--_fq,dq" "o2 (3.68)
Using this definition where a2, a_, and ao are assumed to be the dependent variables
and _"and _o, are assumed to be the independent variables and placing the result in a
matrix representation gives
da o
da_
da 2
Oa o Oa o
O_" 0%
(3.69)
Defining
m_
Oa o Oa o
Of 0%
(3.70)
forming the pseudoinverse of M, and solving for d_" and d60, produces
d60 =(MrM)-I Mr
Lda l
(3.71)
Thus, each element of the pseudoinverse of M is a partial derivative of _"or 60, w.r.t.
a coefficient of the given polynomial. In essence, _" and 60, have become the
dependent variables and the coefficients of the polynomial have become the
independent variables. These partial derivatives are used to form the gradient vector
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of _"s and %'s, which are used by CIP, along with other gradient vectors, to compute
the directional change vector.
3.3.3 _"Improvement in the z-plane or w-plane
Keeping with the earlier mentioned "back-door" approach, the partial derivatives
of a second order term's coefficients, given in (3.53), (3.54), and (3.55), w.r.t. _"and
Oc2--a2%T3e-r'o'r [ c°s(Vr-f-_c°"T)-Of2 (-1 fsin(_/-i-f%T)+e-r'_'r]-2 (3.72),
% are
(_Cl -2_-o T
Of 2a2%T2e ' (3.73)
of0 Ico / Of = 2a2% Te -r,or
0c2 _ _ a2T3 e
0% 2
-r'°'r [_'cos (V/i - e c%T)+ _ sin (Vii-e c0,T)+ fe-r, or ], (3.75)
and
0cl =2a2 s_1,2e -2r_ r (3.76)
0%
Oc___2O=2a2Te_r,o r[fcos(vl__e.%T)+l_-___2sin(vri_e%T)_fe_r_r]. (3.77)
a%
Equations (3.45) - (3.50) provide the needed information for forming the matrix
defined by (3.70) (c's replace the a's in this case). Then the partial derivatives of _"
and % w.r.t, the coefficients c> c_, and co can be calculated using (3.71). Partial
derivatives w.r.t, coefficients that are not part of a particular second order term are
defined to be zero. Hence, in forming a gradient vector w.r.t, a _"or %, the only
non-zero partial values are those terms corresponding to the coefficients of the
respective second order factor of the _"and oa, of interest.
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3.3.4 Comparison of s-plane _"s and w-plane _'s
The calculations performed in the latter part of section 3.1 were done in order to
relate s-plane damping ratios to w-plane coefficients. If the calculations for _',
performed in the first part of section 3.1, were performed with w-plane compensators,
the result would be _'w, which is different from _'. As mentioned earlier, in the s-plane
_"is defined to be the cosine of the angle between the negative real axis and the line
from theorigin to a complex root. Therefore, any roots lying on the same ray from
the origin in the s-plane will have the same damping ratio (_'). These rays are called
constant zeta contours.
re010xis
Figure 3.5: Family of constant zeta contours in the
s-plane
Figure 3.5 shows several constant zeta contours and the respective zetas. Mapping
the zeta lines shown in Figure 3.5 to the w-plane results in the curved contours shown
in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6: Family of constant zeta contours in the
w-plane
The s-plane polynomial considered is
P(s) =s2+2_%s+w, 2 (3.78)
and the w-plane polynomial is
e(w) = w2 +2_'.,ww.w+c% 2 (3.79)
where oJ is the w-plane natural frequency and t'w is the w-plane damping ratio.
If Figure 3.5 was a family of contours in the w-plane, these lines would represent _'w.
In Figure 3.7 three of the contours in Figure 3.5 were taken as g'wcontours and the
corresponding value of s-plane _" contours were overlaid to show the differences
between _"and _'_, in the w-plane.
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Figure 3.7: _'wcontours and _ contours of the same
values in the w-plane
Notice that real _"s are restricted to a much smaller area of the complex plane than
the _'w's of the same value. The sampling period used in the above figures is . 1
second, but if a different sampling period is chosen, the mappings change
substantially. Figure 3.9 shows the effect of changing the sampling period while the
_"s remain the same. Notice that as the sampling period decreases, the difference
between the corresponding s-plane and w-plane contours becomes smaller.
If Figure 3.7 is mapped to the s-plane, it can be seen that the g"s are more
restricted than the _'w's here also. This is shown in Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.9: The effects of changing sampling period.
Thus it can be said that s-plane damping ratio constraints are more difficult to achieve
in digital control system designs than w-plane zetas constraints.
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3.4 Compensator DC Gain Improvement
DC gains are the gains of any given system at the point when frequency is equal
to zero. Increasing the compensator DC gains and consequently the loop DC gains,
allows for the improvement of steady-state error and disturbance rejection
performance. As mentioned earlier, previous versions of CIP did not allow the user
to set a desired value for the final DC gains. The user was given the option to let the
DC gains vary with the improvements of the selected margins or to constrain the DC
gains to remain constant. Thus, the best guaranteed values were the original gains.
In order to improve selected DC gains to exceed a specified value, each gain must be
treated as a margin and the gradient vector of the gains w.r.t, the compensator
coefficients of the given compensator matrix element must be computed and included
in the gradient matrix.
The DC gain of a system is calculated by setting the frequency o_ (rad/sec) to zero
and calculating the value of the transfer function. In the s-plane, where s is simply
set to zero. In the w-plane, w is set to zero since o_wis related to _ through a tangent
function (weighted by a constant, depending on the bilinear transformation used). In
the z-plane, z = 1 since z =e st. However, since CIP performs digital controller designs
in the w-plane, only the s-plane and w-plane cases are considered.
The general compensator matrix element (ij) in the s-plane is
NI N2
II (ZA,+ZB,s)II
Gij(S ) = (gain) i.1 j_ (3.80)MI M2
H (PAi+PBis) H (PCj+PDjs+PEj s2)
i.t j.l
Likewise, in the w-plane the general compensator matrix element (ij) is
N/ N2
H (Zai+ZBiw) H (ZCj+ZDjw+ZEj w2)
aij(w ) =(gain) i.t /°tMI M2
1-[ (PAi+PBiw) 1-I (PCj+PDjw+PE/w2)
i=1 j*l
(3.81)
From (3.80) and (3.81) it can be seen that if s or w are set to zero respectfully, the
DC gains will become
NI N2
HzA,HZC 
G(i(O ) =(gain)'_ .io_MI M2
rI PAirI PCj
i=l j=!
(3.82)
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in both cases,where it is understoodthat the coefficients of the two planes are
different for equivalent compensation.
The values used to calculate the directional vector are also quite easy to calculate.
They are the partial derivatives of (3.82) w.r.t, each of its coefficients.
The partial derivative of the compensator element (ij) w.r.t, the kth ZA term is
calculated by dividing the DC gain by the kth ZA term, thus
t, I1 N2
II zA,II zq
OGq(O) =(gain) [;'_ j.l
azAk -Wi u2
II eA,I-Iec,
i.I j-1
(3.83)
Similarly, the partial derivative of the DC gain with respect to the kth ZC term is
NI N2
II zA,II zc,
OGq(O) ,.1 ,.,l#k
aZCk =(gain) MI u2
H PA, H PC,
l=1 I-1
(3.84)
The partial derivative of the DC gain with respect to the kth PA denominator term is
calculated by dividing the DC gain by the negative value of the kth PA term. This
results in
N/ N2
aGq(O) _ _ (gain) H,=,ZA, H,., zc_
apAk pA k ut u2 (3.85)
H PA, I-[ pc,
l=1 1=i
and similarly the partial derivative of the DC gain with respect to the kth PC term is
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NI N2
OG_j(O) (gain) I-[ ZA'I-I zcI
_ _ l'i I=l
ul ,_2 (3.86)
aPc_ Pq II PAl1-[PC,
I=1 1=i
These values are inserted into the corresponding locations in the partial derivative
matrix and used by CIP to calculate the directional vector for improving the
controller.
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3.5 Analysis of Closed Loop Stability
In order to analyze stability of multivariable closed loop systems the generalized
Nyquist stability criterion can be used (J.M. Maciejowski, 1989). Generalized
Nyquist's Stability Criterion relates absolute stability of a closed loop linear system
using the number of open loop poles in the RHP and the frequency response of the
determinant of the return difference matrix (I+GH(s)). Closed loop stability can be
determined graphically by examining the plot of this frequency response. For the
closed loop system to be stable all poles of the closed loop system must lie in the left
half plane. CIP assumes that the initial compensation produces a closed loop system
that is stable.
Theoretically, because CIP iteratively improves system performance, closed loop
stability should be maintained. However, because the process is numerical and the
amount of data is finite, closed loop stability can be lost. In order to check for this
and warn the user, CIP has been given the capability to check for closed loop
stability. The implementation is described in this sub-section.
3.5.1 Nyquist's Mapping Theorem (Generalized for Multivariable Systents)
Let F(s) be a matrix whose elements are transfer functions, with Z being the
number of zeros of the det[F(s)] that lie inside some closed contour in the s-plane and
P being the number of poles of the det[F(s)] that lie inside the same closed contour
in the s-plane. Nyquist's mapping theorem states that by mapping this closed contour
of the s-plane into the det[F(s)]-plane as a closed contour, the total number of
clockwise encirclements, N, of the origin of the det[F(s)]-plane by this closed contour,
is equal to the difference of the number of zeros and poles: N = Z-P (K. Ogata,
1990).
This mapping theorem can be proven by the principle of the argument (R.V.
Churchill, et.al., 1990). This theorem is useful because by plotting the frequency
response of det[F(s)], N, can be counted and P can be found from the F(s) matrix.
Thus, Z can be found by Z = N+P where Z is the number of zeros of the det[F(s)]
in the right half s-plane. This mapping theorem can now be applied to control system
stability analysis.
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3.5.2
Considerthe multivariablesystemin Figure 5.1, where
Using the Nyquist Mapping Theorem in Control System Stability Analysis
gc,, g_,, "" g¢,.
gc,, g_,, "" g_,.
: _ ...
g_, g_, "" gc
Gc(S ) =
(3.87)
and
Ge(s)=
gp,, gp,, ... gp,,
gp,, gp,, ... gp,.
: i ... i
gp., gp, ... gp..
(3.88)
Compensator
a(s) _ Gc(S )
Plant
Ge(S) I ---Jr" C(s)
Figure 3.10: General Multi-input Multi-output (MIMO) System.
Then Ge(s)Gc(s ) is a square matrix of dimensions m by m referred to simply as G(s).
From Figure 3.10 it can be seen that
C(s) =G(s)[R(s) -C(s)] . (3.89)
Thus,
C(s) =[1+O(s)]-' O(s)R(s).
From (3.90), the closed-loop transfer function matrix, T(s), is
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T(s) =[1 +G(s) ]-l G(s) .
It is easily determined that deft/+ G(s)] has the same poles as det[G(s)].
Using the Nyquist stability criterion described in section 5.1 on det[l + G(s)],
assuming that the closed contour of the s-plane encircles the entire right half plane
(RHP), (see Figure 3.11) where P is the number of RHP poles of det[1 + G(s)]. By
examining the plot of the frequency response of det[l + G(s)] and counting the
encirclements of the origin N can be determined. Then applying the Nyquist stability
criterion Z = N+P, the number of zeros of det[1 + G(s)] can be found. This is the
number of RHP poles of the closed loop system, and for stability must be zero. For
example, if there are two RHP open loop poles, there must be two counter-clockwise
encirclement of the origin of the det[l + G(s)] plane to ensure closed loop stability
(shown in Figure 3.11 and Figure 3.12).
s - plane
0
Figure 3.11: Closed contour of s-plane encircling the
RHP
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Figure 3.12: Nyquist Plot of det[l+G(s)] with 2
counter-clockwise encirclements of the origin
3.5.3 Discussion of CIP's Implementation of the Nyquist Stability Criterion
CIP uses frequency response data that is often obtained by experimentation.
Therefore there may be no knowledge of the number of open loop RHP poles. CIP
assumes that the initial compensator produces a closed loop system to be stable.
Using this assumption and the data of the frequency response of det[l + G(s)] on the
zeroth iteration of CIP, the number of open loop RHP poles are initialized to
-N (the number of encirclements of the origin of the det[l + G(s)]). This does not
represent the true number of open loop RHP poles since the frequency response of
det[l + G(s)] is not mirrored about the real axis (i.e., CIP does not form the negative
frequency portion of the polar frequency response), and no infinite semicircles are
added (representing the number of poles on the Nyquist Contour). Although CIP uses
the Nyquist stability criterion, it does not use a complete Nyquist Diagram.
CIP determines the number of encirclements of the origin of det[l + G(s)], or
encirclements of -1 + j0 point of det[l + G(s)] - 1 (this is the data OUCIP actually
plots as graphical output because the origin of a plot with magnitudes in dB is difficult
to determine), by counting crossings of the individual axes. If the positive, real axis
is crossed once from above and then once from below, the net crossings are zero.
Likewise each of the other axes are checked similarly. If any axis has a net crossing
that is not equal to zero, then all the net crossings are compared and the maximum (or
minimum if crossings are counter clockwise) value is taken to be the number of
encirclements. This is shown in Figure 3.12. In future iterations the number of
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encirclements,N, is added to the number P found in the initial iteration. If the
resulting number, Z, is positive, CIP assumes the closed loop system has become
unstable. If the resulting number, Z, is negative, the number of open loop RHP poles
is re-initialized to -N (the new number of encirclements).
Note: CIP uses a finite number of data points. It is assumed that the user has
accounted for this by giving CIP sufficient data. Otherwise the frequency response
of det[l + G(s)] may be inaccurate and crossings may be counted that should not be.
This will cause CIP to determine that the closed loop system has (a) become unstable
or (b) that the number of open loop RHP poles must be re-initialized (depending on
direction of encirclements). Either of which will cause CIP to warn the user of an
instability that has not actually occurred!
3.6 Improvement of closed loop disturbance rejection characteristics
Disturbance rejection specifications have also been added to CIP. It is now
possible to specify a maximum allowable RMS and/or peak values for any element of
the close loop frequency response matrix from disturbance inputs D to measured
outputs Y. The theory necessary for the implementation of these specifications in CIP
follows.
is
With the system set up as in Figure 3.1, the transfer function matrix from D to Y
Gr/D - [1 + G22Gc] -_G21 , (3.92)
where the dependence on the transform variable has been dropped for convenience.
Let the kith element
compensator coefficient.
of G c be a function of the parameter "t', in this case a
Then
aGr, o _ a[I + G22Gc]-' G:, (3.93)
aT aT
: -[I+G22Gc]-'G22e, e,T[l+G22Gc]-tG2,--
where e;
i th element and zeros in all other elements, and Gck _
the ijth element of Grl o is denoted as [Gr/o]0., then
r aGv:o
a[Gvm]u = e i _ .
al/ a3,
is an elementary column vector of appropriate dimension that has 1 as its
is the kith element of G c. If
(3.94)
5O
An expressionfor thepartialderivative of the magnitude of the ijth element ofGr/D
with respect to a parameter 3' of the compensator is then given by
I'ID U YID U
For each peak detected in each element of the frequency response matrix Grin that
exceeds the maximum allowed and for each compensator parameter, equation (3.95)
is evaluated at the corresponding frequency and placed in the gradient vector of the
violated peak value.
The evaluation of gradient vectors for violated RMS values relies on the following
derivation. Let
h,=[Gr/o(d"'r)] k=l,2, N (3.96)
where co denotes frequency in rad/sec and N is the number of frequency points
available. Using a trapezoidal integrator to compute the RMS value, rmsq, of the ijth
element of the frequency response matrix from D to Y yields
rmsi j = _tt/21 r , (3.97)
where
N-I
/=2
(3.98)
Letting
(3.99)
then the partial derivative of rmsij with respect to the compensator parameter 3' is
3rmsij - Re(S2) (3.100)
O-y 27r rms 0
For each RaMS violation in the closed loop transfer function matrix from D to Y,
equation (3.100) is evaluated and the result is placed in the corresponding gradient
vector.
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3.7 Examples and Results
In this section, the capabilities of CIP are demonstrated using examples of design
improvements in all three planes; z-plane, s-plane and w-plane. The examples
performed in the s-plane and z-plane are based on a simple two-axis pointing system
shown in Figure 3.13. The example performed in the w-plane uses NASA supplied
data for the Space Shuttle.
In order to achieve the desired improvements, the Ohio University version of CIP
is used. This version of CIP, known as OUCIP, represents a major overhaul of CIP
that includes the work in this thesis plus enhancements recently developed by others
that include: (1) a new menu-driven, friendly front-end, (2) closed loop design
improvements and (3) an improved directional vector routine. The user has the
ability to stop the program at any iteration and alter OUCIP's direction of execution.
There are many ways in which a user may change the course of the design. For
example, OUCIP has an ACTIVATE menu. In this menu, the user can specify what
types of design requirements to improve. There are currently four choices: (1)
Relative Stability, which include gain margins, phase margins, attenuation levels and
the stability margins (minimum loop-at-a-time return difference values), (2)
Disturbance Rejection, which allows the user to set a maximum magnitude for the
disturbance to output frequency response and RMS values, (3) Compensator DC Gain
which allows the user to specify minimum DC gains of the compensator elements, and
(4) Compensator Damping Ratios, where the user can define minimum damping ratios
for the compensator elements.
3.7.1 Example 1: A Pointing System
Figure 3.13 shows a simple two-axis pointing system. This plant has torque
control inputs TeL and Taz, angular displacement outputs 0eL and 0az, and torque
disturbance inputs D_ and Daz. The shafts are assumed to be flexible and this is
represented by lightly damped modes at 0.16 and 0.38 Hz, and rigid body modes.
There is also significant coupling between input/output pairs. The plant is described
by 200 points for each of the 4 open-loop frequency responses. The interaction
between disturbance inputs and measured outputs are also described by 200 points for
each of the 4 open-loop frequency responses. For the z-plane case, a sampled data
system with a sampling time of 0.1 seconds is used. In the s-plane case, a theoretical
continuous time system is used.
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Figure 3.13 Two-Axis PointingSystem
For eachcase,an initial diagonalcompensatorwasdesigned by using two cascade
first order lead stages in element 1,1 and a cascade combination of a first order and
second order lead stages in element 2,2 in order for the system to resemble a co-
located sensor-actuator pair. While the initial compensator did not meet all design
specifications, it did stabilize the closed loop system. CIP was selected to modify the
compensator to meet the desired design requirements. The following subsections
show the designs performed in both the s-plane and z-plane.
3.7.2 Pointing System Example (s-plane)
Figure 3.14 shows a block diagram of the pointing system used in this s-plane
example. Note that closed loop disturbance rejection was not used as a design
specification for this example.
Compensator
Lq, ca. j
Figure 3.14: Pointing System Block Diagram
Figures 3.15 to 3.22 show the magnitude and phase frequency response plots of
the uncompensated open loop plant described by the 200 frequency points mentioned
previously.
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Figure 3.15: Magnitude Frequency
Response of Plant from x(1) to y(1)
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Figure 3.16: Phase Frequency
Response of Plant from x(1) to y(1)
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Figure 3.17: Magnitude Frequency
Response of Plant from x(1) to y(2)
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Figure 3.18: Phase Frequency
Response of Plant from x(1) to y(2)
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Figure 3.19: Magnitude Frequency
Response of Plant from x(2) to y(1)
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Figure 3.20: Phase Frequency
Response of Plant from x(2) to y(1)
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Figure 3.21: Magnitude Frequency
Response of Plant from x(2) to y(2)
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Figure 3.22:Phase Frequency
Response of Plant from x(2) to y(2)
For this example, the design specifications initially activated were relative stability,
compensator DC gains, and compensator damping ratios. At the start of the design
improvement, only the DC gains, damping ratios and one attenuation level were
violated.
Table 3.1 and Table 3.2 show the initial and final compensator coefficients.
Notice that the zeroth order coefficients of the numerators have increased in size while
that of the denominator have decreased. These changes worked to increase the DC
gains of the compensators. From Table 3.3 and Table 3.4, it seems that the
compensator damping ratios and DC gains were the only improved specifications from
iteration 0 to iteration 108, but in reality, CIP lets performance measurements that
exceed specifications degrade as initially violated specifications are improved. Thus,
many of the initially satisfied specifications become violated and are then improved.
This allows CIP to use a "ratchet" effect. As violated specifications are improved,
causing conflicting specifications to become violated, the directional vector is
computed so as to update the compensation such that favorable changes result for all
violated specifications. For example, in the s-plane, DC gains and damping ratios are
conflicting constraints. Looking at (3.32), if the zeroth order coefficient is increased
to improve DC gains, as is the case in a numerator second order polynomial, then the
first order coefficient, still at the same value, has a lower contribution from the
damping ratio. (This may be the reason that the denominator damping ratios generally
have a much larger value than that of the numerator as can be seen from Table 3.1
and Table 3.2)
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Table 3.1 Initial CompensatorElements,s-planepointing exam_le.
Zeroth Order First Order SecondOrder
Numerator 1 Comp.(1,1) 1.00000 114.587 N/A
Denominator1 Comp.(1,1) 1.00000 0.008727 N/A
Numerator2 Comp.(1,1) 1.00000 0.470000 N/A
Denominator2 Comp.(1,1) 1.00000 0.230000 N/A
Numerator1 Comp.(2,2) 1.00000 114.587 N/A
Denominator1Comp.(2,2) 1.00000 0.008727 N/A
Numerator2 Comp.(2,2) 1.00000 0.200000 1.00000
Denominator2 Comp.(2,2) 1.00000 0.008300 0.173600
Table 3.2 Final (iteration 108)CompensatorElements,s-planePointing Example
Zeroth Order First Order SecondOrder
Numerator I Comp.(1,1) 1.35056 114.581 N/A
Denominator1 Comp.(1,1) 0.451931 0.1000"10.9 N/A
Numerator2 Comp.(1,1) 1.35090 0.756108 N/A
Denominator2 Comp.(1,1) 0.451931 0.751140 N/A
Numerator 1 Comp.(2,2) 1.42224 114.585 N/A
Denominator1 Comp.(2,2) 0.537412 0.0029069 N/A
Numerator2 Comp.(2,2) 1.35587 0.677156 0.884631
Denominator2 Comp.(2,2) 0.100799 0.559672 0.351598
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Table 3.3 Initial ObjectiveFunctionValuesfor the s-
Iteration Type Frequency(Hz)
0 G1 0.2799
0 P1 0.06362
0 P1 0.1337
0 P1 0.2437
0 P1 0.3041
0 P1 0.6582
0 A1 2.337
0 A1 4.405
0 P2 0.04497
_lanePointingExample
Desired Cu_ent
0.5000 0.7844
50.0° 140.2°
50.0° 125.2°
> 50.0 ° 100.7 °
__>50.0 ° 68.69 °
>__50.0 ° 77.15 °
__<0.2000 0.1758
<__0.2000 0.08588
__>50.0 ° 125.5 °
0 P2 0.1270 >- 50.0 ° 165.5 °
0 P2 0.1444 >__50.0 ° 167.7 °
0 P2 0.2264 __>50.0 ° 108.4 °
0 P2 0.8480 __>50.0 ° 64.70 °
0 A2 2.337 < 0.2000 0.2304
0 A2 4.405 _< 0.2000 0.1104
0 Z22_" 0.1592 _> 0.3000 0.1000
0 P22_" 0.3820 > 0.3000 0.0100
0 DC11 0.0000 _ 0.6000 0.07080
0 DC22 0.0000 _> 0.6000 0.03162
Types: Gx, Px, Ax: Gain Margin, Phase Margin, and Attenuation Level,
respectively, in loop x. DCxy, Zxy_', Pxy_ DC gain, damping ratio of zero,
damping ratio of pole, respectively, for compensator xy. DPxy, DRxy: peak and
RMS value, respectively, for xy element of frequency response from D to Y.
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Table 3.4 Final ObjectiveFunctionValuesfor the s-planePointing Example
Iteration Type Frequency(Hz) Desired Current
108 G1 0.3655 >_ 0.5000 5.549
108 P1 0.06004 _> 50.0 ° 80.58 °
108 P1 0.07142 _> 50.0 ° 128.9 °
108 P1 0.7238 _> 50.0 ° 50.50 °
108 A1 2.337 _< 0.2000 0.1989
108 A1 4.405 _< 0.2000 0.09871
108 P2 0.2437 _> 50.0 ° 89.83 °
108 P2 0.2773 _> 50.0 ° 169.3 °
108 P2 0.6582 _> 50.0 ° 59.97 °
108 A2 2.337 _< 0.2000 0.1816
108 A2 4.405 _< 0.2000 0.09225
108 Z22_" 0.1970 _> 0.3000 0.3091
108 P22_" 0.08522 _> 0.3000 1.486
108 DC11 0.0000 _> 0.6000 0.6324
108 DC22 0.0000 _> 0.6000 1.126
Figure 3.23 and Figure 3.24 show the differences between the original and final
frequency responses of the compensated open loop systems. Notice that the
compensated open loop system 1 has lost loop integrity, in other words, the
compensated open loop system has gone unstable, but by looking at Figure 3.25, the
determinant of the return difference shows the same number of encirclements of the
0 dB at -180 ° (or -1 + j0) point as the original system, thus the closed loop system
remains stable (assuming the initial design was stable).
The most distinctive changes can be seen by examining the frequency responses
of the compensators themselves. The compensator element from error signal e(1) to
compensator output x(1) shows a large increase in the lower frequency gain. This is
due to the improvement of the DC gains. Figure 3.26 and Figure 3.27 show this
improvement. The compensator element from error signal e(2) to compensator output
x(2) initially has a very lightly damped pole/zero pair. The final compensator
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frequency responseis muchsmootherdue to improved damping ratios. The low
frequency gain hasagain beenincreaseddue to the improved DC gains. These
changesare evidentin Figure 3.28and Figure 3.29.
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Polor Plot, Loop 1 Frequency Response
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Figure 3.23: Polar Plot of the Compensated Open Loop System from control
input u(1) to measured output y(1).
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Polar Plot, Loop 2 Frequency Response
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Figure 3.24: Polar Plot of the Compensated Open Loop System from control
input u(2) to measured output y(2).
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Determinant of Return Difference-1 Matrix
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Figure 3.25: Polar Plots of Initial and Final Frequency Response Determinant of
Return Difference- 1 Matrix.
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Figure 3.26: Magnitude Frequency Response of Compensator 1,1
Cornpen$otor 1 , 1 Frequency Response
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Figure 3.27: Phase Frequency Response of Compensator 1,1.
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Figure 3.28: Magnitude Frequency Response of Compensator 2,2.
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Figure 3.29: Phase Frequency Response of Compensator 2,2.
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3.7.3 Pointing System Example (z-plane)
The following example involves a discretized version of the plant shown in the
previous example. Due to the discretization of the data, which is done by using a
sampler/zero-order-hold device at each system input, an inherent delay results, making
the design more difficult to improve. Figures 3.30 to 3.37 show the open loop
frequency responses of the uncompensated plant. The sampling period is 0.1 seconds.
Notice the roll off as the frequencies approach the half sampling frequency.
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Figure 3.30: Mag. Frequency
Response of Plant from x(1) to y(1)
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Figure 3.32: Mag. Frequency
Response of Plant from x(1) to y(2)
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Figure 3.34: Mag. Frequency
Response of Plant from x(2) to y(1)
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Figure 3.31" Phase Frequency
Response of Plant from x(1) to y(1)
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Figure 3.33: Phase Frequency
Response of Plant from x(1) to y(2)
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Figure 3.35: Phase Frequency
Response of Plant from x(2) to y(1)
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Figure 3.36: Mag. Frequency
Response of Plant from x(2) to y(2)
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Figure 3.37: Phase Frequency
Response of Plant from x(2) to y(2)
All the types of specifications available in OUCIP were used in this example. All
design specifications were achieved at the end of iteration 220.
Table 3.5 and Table 3.6 show the initial and the final factors of the compensator
matrix elements. From Table 3.7 and Table 3.8 it is seen that considerable
improvement to the damping ratios and DC gains has been accomplished. Also, the
unsatisfied phase margin and attenuation level of loop 2 are now within the desired
specifications.
Table 3.5 Initial Compensator Elements, z-plane Pointing Exam 91e
Numerator 1 Comp.(1,1)
Denominator 1 Comp. (1,1)
Numerator 2 Comp.(1,1)
Zeroth Order
-1948.98
0.703009
-1.50000
First Order
1950.68
1.00000
1.85505
Second Order
N/A
N/A
N/A
Denominator 2 Comp.(1,1) -0.644949 1.00000 N/A
Numerator 1 Comp.(2,2) -1948.98 1950.68 N/A
Denominator 1 Comp.(2,2) 0.703009 1.00000 N/A
Numerator 2 Comp.(2,2) 5.20662 -10.4657 5.31163
Denominator 2 Comp.(2,2) 0.995451 -1.94290 1.00000
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Table 3.6 Final (iteration220) CompensatorElements,z-planePointing Example
Numerator 1 Comp.(1,1)
Denominator1 Comp.(1,I)
Zeroth Order First Order SecondOrder
-2293.00 2295.01 N/A
1.00223 1.00000 N/A
Numerator2 Comp.(l,1) -1.87765 2.05740 N/A
Denominator2 Comp.(1,1) -0.977165 1.00000 N/A
Numerator 1 Comp.(2,2) -2032.19 2033.96 N/A
Denominator1 Comp.(2,2) 0.774639 1.00000 N/A
Numerator2 Comp.(2,2) 3.99664 -8.39197 4.48299
Denominator2 Comp.(2,2) 0.546768 -1.54189 1.00000
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Table3.7 Initial ObjectiveFunctionValuesfor the z-
Iteration
0
0
0
0
0
0
)lanePointingExample
Type
G1
G1
P1
P1
P1
P1
P1
Frequency(Hz) Desired
0.2825 > 0.5000
3.881 _> 0.5000
0.06362 > 50.0 °
0.1303 _> 50.0 °
Cu_ent
0.8243
0.9095
140.1 °
130.1 °
0.2349 _ 50.0 ° 97.06 °
0.3041 _ 50.0 ° 75.96 °
0.7013 _ 50.0 ° 56.37 °
2.0590 A1 _ 0.2000 0.1668
0 A1 4.405 _ 0.2000 0.07974
0 G2 3.881 _ 0.5000 0.8851
0 P2 0.04497 _ 50.0 ° 125.1 °
0 P2 0.1238 _ 50.0 ° 168.8 °
0.1444 _ 50.0 ° 164.2 °
0.2182 _ 50.0 ° 114.8 °
0.7961
0 P2
0 P2
0 P2 _ 50.0 ° 44.37 °
0 A2 2.059 _ 0.2000 0.2170
0 A2 4.405 _ 0.2000 0.09469
0 Z22_"
0 P22_"
0 DCll
0 DC22
0 DRll
DR22
DPll
DPll
DPll
0
0
0
0
0
0.1592 _> 0.3000 0.09984
0.3661 _> 0.3000 0.00991
0.0000 > 0.5000 0.07079
0.0000 _> 0.5000 0.03162
N/A < 0.0070 0.00462
N/A
0.0100
0.2885
0.3107
0.0000
< 0.0070
_< 0.0070
< 0.0070
< 0.0070
_< 0.0070DP22
0.00349
0.01880
0.00958
0.00958
0.02252
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Table 3.8 Final ObjectiveFunctionValuesfor thez-planePointing Example
Iteration Type Frequency(Hz) Desired Current
220 G1 0.3460 > 0.5000 3.543
220 P1 0.05586 _> 50.0 ° 73.62 °
220 P1 0.06740 > 50.0 ° 157.50 °
220 P1 0.61780 >_ 50.0 ° 50.00 °
220 A1 2.059 < 0.2000 0.1984
220 A1 4.405 < 0.2000 0.1002
220 G2 3.881 >__0.5000 0.8839
220 P2 0.06092 _> 50.0 ° 80.74 °
220 P2 0.06740 > 50.0 ° 131.0 °
220 P2 0.2026 > 50.0 ° 58.5 °
220 P2 0.2877 >__50.0 ° 159.0 °
220 P2 0.4500 > 50.0 ° 71.92 °
220 A2 2.059 < 0.2000 0.19580
220 A2 4.405 < 0.2000 0.09709
220 Z22_" 0.2218 > 0.3000 >__0.3000
220 P22_" 0.1054 > 0.3000 _> 0.3000
220 DCll 0.0000 > 0.5000 _ 0.5000
220 DC22 0.0000 > 0.5000 _> 0.5000
220 DR11 N/A <_ 0.0070 0.00374
220 DR22 N/A < 0.0070 0.00207
220 DPll 0.01 < 0.0070 < 0.0070
220 DPll Unavailable < 0.0070 < 0.0070
220 DPll Unavailable < 0.0070 < 0.0070
220 DP22 0.01 ___0.0070 < 0.0070
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Figure 3.38: Polar plot of the Compensated Open Loop System from control input
u(1) to measured output y(1)
Figure 3.38 and Figure 3.39 show the polar plots of the compensated open loop
systems. From these it can be determined that the compensated open loop system 1
has lost loop integrity as in the design in the s-plane example. Similarly the closed
loop system is assumed to have remained stable by examining the determinant of the
return difference - 1 matrix shown in Figure 3.40.
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Figure 3.39:
Ini'dol
Final Magnitudes in dB
Polar Plot of the Compensated Open Loop System from control
input u(2) to measured output y(2)
Figures 3.41 to 3.44 show the magnitude and phase frequency responses of the
compensator. Notice the improvement of the low frequency gain. This is due to the
increase of the compensator DC gains. ? shows the improvement of compensator
damping ratios by the smoothing out of the peaks and notches of the frequency
response.
Finally, Figures 3.45 and 3.46 show that the peaks of the magnitude frequency
responses from disturbance 1 to measured output 1 and from disturbance 2 to
measured output 2 did not satisfy the specifications with the initial compensator, but
are below the desired level with the final compensator.
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Figure 3.40: Polar Plot of the Frequency Response of the Determinant of the
Return Difference - 1 Matrix.
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Figure 3.41: Magnitude Frequency Response of the Compensator 1,1
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Figure 3.43: Magnitude Frequency Response of the Compensator 2,2
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Figure 3.46 Magnitude Frequency Response from Disturbance 2 to Output 2 for
the z-plane Pointing Example
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3.7.4 Example 2: Space Shuttle (w-plane)
This is an example of the Yaw/Roll Ascent Flight Control System for the Space
Shuttle. The system has two control inputs and four measured outputs.
Compensator
P/ant
FGp;cp_
I_,/';qPJ
Figure 3.47: Shuttle Yaw / Roll Control System Block Diagram
The plant is described by 26 discrete frequency response data points for each of the
8 open loop systems. Many of the modes of this system are lightly damped. This
design was initially performed in the w-plane, with a sampling time of 0.04 seconds.
Figures 3.46 to 3.53 show the open loop frequency responses of the uncompensated
plant.
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Figure 3.48: Mag. Frequency
Response of Plant from x(1) to y(1)
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Figure 3.49: Phase Frequency
Response of Plant from x(1) to y(1)
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Figure 3.50: Magnitude Frequency
Response of Plant from x(1) to y(2)
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Figure 3.51" Phase Frequency
Response of Plant from x(1) to y(2)
Figure 3.52: Magnitude Frequency
Response of Plant from x(1) to y(3)
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Figure 3.53: Phase Frequency
Response of Plant from x(1) to y(3)
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Figure 3.54: Magnitude Frequency
Response of Plant from x(1) to y(4)
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Figure 3.55: Phase Frequency
Response of Plant from x(1) to y(4)
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Figure 3.56: Magnitude Frequency
Response of Plant from x(2) to y(1)
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Figure 3.57: Phase Frequency
Response of Plant from x(2) to y(2)
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Figure 3.58: Magnitude Frequency
Response of Plant from x(2) to y(2)
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Figure 3.59: Phase Frequency
Response of Plant from x(2) to y(2)
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Figure 3.60: Magnitude Frequency
Response of Plant from x(2) to y(3)
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Figure 3.61" Phase Frequency
Response of Plant from x(2) to y(3)
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Figure 3.62: Magnitude Frequency
Response of Plant from x(2) to y(4)
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Figure 3.63: Phase Frequency
Response of Plant from x(2) to y(4)
A satisfactory design for this example was accomplished in stages by using the
ACTIVATE menu to turn on certain design specifications. Initially only the relative
stability specifications were activated. The DC gains were set to stay constant (initial)
values. During this time, some compensator damping ratios were degraded. This
execution finished at iteration 39 when all relative stability specifications were
achieved. Next, the compensator damping ratios were added to the specifications to
be improved. These were allowed to improve until all damping ratios of the
compensator poles were satisfied (_'DZN'S --> 0.499). At this point the DC gains were
activated along with previously activated specifications and execution continued until
DC gains were larger than 0.7 and damping ratios of the compensator zeros increased
to 0.4. This execution ended after iteration 136 when all current specification levels
were satisfied. The desired specification values were then increased. The DC gains
were increased to 0.8 and both zero and pole damping ratios were increased to 0.5.
This execution finished at iteration 184 when all design specifications were achieved.
At this point the compensator DC gain specifications were raised to 0.9. This design
improvement was accomplished at the end iteration 190. Many other executions were
attempted with different combinations of active specifications, but this series of phases
seemed to work the best. The damping ratios were unable to be raised much above
0.5.
Tables 3.9 and 3.10 give the initial and final compensator element coefficients in
ascending order. Tables 3.11 and 3.12 show the initial and final specification values.
Figures 3.64 and 3.65 show the frequency response of the broken loop systems 1
and 2 respectively. These plots show the improvement of the phase margins and gain
margins of each system. From Figure 3.66 the stability of the system can be seen to
have remain unchanged from the initial iteration to the final design.
Figures 3.67 to 3.74 show the magnitude and phase frequency response plots of
the compensators. Notice the smoothing out of the notches caused by increasing the
damping ratios.
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Table3.9 Initial Compensator Elements (w-plane)
Numerator 1 Comp.(1,1)
Zeroth Order
0.01000
Denominator 1 Comp.(1,1) 0.01330
Numerator 2 Comp.(1,1) 1.00000
Denominator 2 Comp. (1, I) 1.00000
Numerator 3 Comp.(1,1) 1.00000
Denominator 3 Comp.(1,1) 1.00000
Numerator 4 Comp.(1,1) 1.00000
Denominator 4 Comp. (1,1)
Numerator 5 Comp.(1,1)
Denominator 5 Comp.(1,1)
1.00000
1.00000
1.00000
First Order Second Order
1.00000 N/A
1.00000
1.00000
4.34800
2.28600
4.34800
1.20000
2.40000
1.00000
4.34800
N/A
8.16300
18.9030
2.01400
18.9030
4.44400
4.00000
8.16300
18.9030
Numerator 1 Comp.(1,2) 1.00000 -1.00000 N/A
Denominator 1 Comp.(1,2) 1.00000 50.0074 N/A
Numerator 2 Comp.(1,2) 0.01000 1.00000 N/A
Denominator 2 Comp.(1,2) 0.01330 1.00000 N/A
Numerator 3 Comp.(1,2) 1.00000 0.57140 8.16300
Denominator 3 Comp.(1,2) 1.00000 5.21700 18.9030
Numerator 4 Comp.(1,2) 1.00000 0.64520 10.4100
Denominator 4 Comp.(1,2) 1.00000 6.00000 25.0000
Numerator 5 Comp.(1,2) 1.00000 0.57140 2.04100
Denominator 5 Comp.(1,2)
Numerator 6 Comp.(1,2)
Denominator 6 Comp.(1,2)
Numerator 1 Comp.(1,3)
Denominator 1 Comp.(1,3)
Numerator 2 Comp.(1,3)
Denominator 2 Comp. (1,3)
1.00000 5.33300 11.1111
1.00000 1.20000 4.44400
1.00000 2.40000 4.00000
0.00000 51.0074 N/A
1.00000 50.0074 N/A
1.00000 N/A
1.00000 N/A
0.01000
0.01330
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Numerator3 Comp.(1,3) 1.00000 0.57140 8.16300
Denominator3 Comp.(1,3) 1.00000 5.21700 18.9030
Numerator4 Comp.(1,3) 1.00000 0.64520 10.4100
Denominator4 Comp.(1,3) 1.00000 6.00000 25.00000
Numerator5 Comp.(1,3) 1.00000 0.57140 2.04100
Denominator5 Comp.(1,3) 1.00000 5.33300 11.1110
Numerator6 Comp.(1,3) 1.00000 1.20000 4.44400
Denominator6 Comp.(1,3) 1.00000 2.40000 4.00000
Numerator 1Comp.(2,4) 0.03000 1.00000 N/A
Denominator1 Comp.(2,4) 0.04000 1.00000 N/A
Numerator2 Comp.(2,4) 1.00000 0.85710 8.16300
Denominator2 Comp.(2,4) 1.00000 4.34800 18.9030
Numerator3 Comp.(2,4) 1.00000 1.00000 6.25000
Denominator3 Comp.(2,4) 1.0000t3 4.34800 18.9030
Numerator4 Comp.(2,4) 1.00000 2.00000 1.56300
Denominator4 Comp.(2,4) 1.00000 3.33300 11.1110
Numerator5 Comp.(2,4) 1.00000 1.20000 4.44400
Denominator5 Comp.(2,4) 1.00000 2.40000 4.00000
8O
Table 3.10: Final (iteration 190)CompensatorElements(w-plane)
Numerator1 Comp.(1,1)
Denominator1 Comp.(1,1)
Numerator 2 Comp.(1,1)
Denominator 2 Comp. (1,1)
Numerator 3 Comp.(1,1)
Denominator 3 Comp.(1,1)
Numerator 4 Comp.(1,1)
Denominator 4 Comp.(1,1)
Numerator 5 Comp.(1,1)
Denominator 5 Comp. (1,1)
Numerator 1 Comp.(1,2)
Denominator 1 Comp. (1,2)
Numerator 2 Comp.(1,2)
Denominator 2 Comp.(1,2)
Numerator 3 Comp.(1,2)
Denominator 3 Comp.(1,2)
Numerator 4 Comp.(1,2)
Denominator 4 Comp.(1,2)
Numerator 5 Comp.(1,2)
Denominator 5 Comp. (1,2)
Numerator 6 Comp.(1,2)
Denominator 6 Comp. (1,2)
Numerator 1 Comp.(1,3)
Denominator 1 Comp. (1,3)
Numerator 2 Comp.(1,3)
Denominator 2 Comp.(1,3)
Zeroth Order
0.0114689
0.0121452
1.00002
0.999985
1.00002
0.999985
1.00002
0.999985
1.00002
0.999985
1.00004
0.999961
0.0134783
0.010130
1.00004
0.999961
1.00004
0.999961
1.00004
0.999961
1.00004
0.999961
0.00000
0.999961
0.0124783
0.0101301
First Order
0.854976
1.12287
2.87901
4.34426
2.67403
4.34426
2.11937
2.00405
2.87901
4.34426
-0.922847
50.0110
0.217520
1.52257
2.88835
5.13476
3.23073
5.91867
1.42675
5.25500
2.11969
2.31828
51.0047
50.0193
0.308931
1.41465
Second Order
N/A
N/A
8.15254
18.8722
2.03328
18.8722
4.45197
3.98085
8.15254
18.8722
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
8.11781
18.9016
10.3597
24.9981
2.02449
11.1098
4.42663
4.00029
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
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Numerator3 Comp.(1,3)
Denominator3 Comp.(1,3)
Numerator4 Comp.(1,3)
Denominator4 Comp.(1,3)
Numerator5 Comp.(1,3)
Denominator5 Comp.(1,3)
Numerator6 Comp.(1,3)
Denominator6 Comp.(1,3)
Numerator1 Comp.(2,4)
Denominator1Comp.(2,4)
1.00004 2.86469 9.13119
0.999961 5.15289 18.8902
1.00004 3.26889 10.3721
0.999961 5.94790 24.9870
1.00004 1.46337 2.03603
0.999961 5.26898 11.0989
1.00004 2.11264 4.43917
0.999961 2.29927 3.98871
0.033576 0.795842 N/A
0.0371472 0.739216 N/A
Numerator2 Comp.(2,4) 1.00011 2.88687 8.17731
Denominator2 Comp.(2,4) 0.999889 4.35432 18.8474
Numerator3 Comp.(2,4) 1.00011 2.51097 6.27352
Denominator3 Comp.(2,4) 0.999889 4.35432 18.8474
Numerator4 Comp.(2,4) 1.00011 2.33121 1.60744
Denominator4 Comp.(2,4) 0.999889 3.34105 11.0565
Numerator5 Comp.(2,4) 1.00011 2.12802 4.47811
Denominator5 Comp.(2,4) 0.999889 2.07043 3.95442
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Table 3.11: Initial ObjectiveFunctionValuesfor thew-planeShuttleExample
Iteration Type Frequency(Hz) Desired Current
0 G1 0.01425 > 0.6000 0.4163
0 P1 0.003822 _> 45.0 ° 53.74 °
0 P1 0.009590 >_ 45.0 ° 127.5 °
0 P1 0.01081 _ 45.0 ° 24.21 °
0 G2 0.01425 > 0.6000 0.5941
0 P2 0.005103 _> 45.0 ° 36.50 °
0 Zll_" 0.05570 > 0.5000 0.1750
0 Zll_" 0.07550 > 0.5000 0.2846
0 Zll_" 0.05570 > 0.5000 0.1750
0 Zll]" 0.11210 > 0.5000 0.8054
0 Pll_" 0.03661 > 0.5000 0.5000
0 Pll_" 0.03661 > 0.5000 0.5000
0 P11_" 0.07958 > 0.5000 0.6000
0 Pll_" 0.03661 > 0.5000 0.5000
0 Z12_" 0.05570 >__0.5000 0.1000
0 Z12_" 0.04933 > 0.5000 0.1000
0 Z12_" 0.11140 > 0.5000 0.2000
0 Z12]" 0.07550 > 0.5000 0.2846
0 P12_" 0.03661 > 0.5000 0.6000
0 P12_" 0.03183 > 0.5000 0.6000
0 P12_" 0.04775 > 0.5000 0.7999
0 P12_" 0.07958 ___0.5000 0.6000
0 Z13_" 0.05570 > 0.5000 0.1000
0 Z13_" 0.04933 >__0.5000 0.1000
0 Z13g" 0.11140 >__0.5000 0.2000
0 Z13_" 0.07550 > 0.5000 0.2846
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00
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
P13_"
P13_-
P13_"
P13_"
z24 -
Z24_
Z24_"
Z24_-
P24_"
P24_-
P24_-
P24_"
DC11
DC12
DC13
0.03361
0.03183
0.04775
0.07958
0.05570
0.06366
0.O755O
0.12730
0.03661
0.03661
0.04775
0.07958
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.5000
_> 0.5000
>-_ 0.5000
_> 0.5000
_> 0.5000
0.5000
_> 0.5000
_> 0.5000
_> 0.5000
>_ 0.5000
_> O.5000
_> 0.5000
_> 0.9000
0.9000
0.9000
0.6000
0.6000
0.7999
0.6000
0.1500
0.2000
0.2846
0.7998
0.5000
0.5000
0.4999
0.6000
0.7519
0.5602
0.5602
0 DC24 0.00000 >_ 0.9000 0.7500
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Table 3.12: Final ObjectiveFunction Valuesfor thew-planeShuttleExample.
Iteration Type Frequency(Hz) Desired Current
190 G1 0.01879 >__0.6000 0.7819
190 P1 0.003136 >_45.00° 46.05 °
190 P1 0.01050 >__45.00 ° 131.7 °
190 P1 0.01064 > 45.00 ° 52.90 °
190 G2 0.01879 > 0.6000 0.6340
190 P2 0.00606 _> 45.00 ° 46.89 °
190 Z1 lg" 0.05574 _ 0.5000 0.5044
190 Zll_" 0.11160 >_ 0.5000 0.9376
190 Zll]" 0.07543 >_ 0.5000 0.5026
190 Zll_" 0.05574 _> 0.5000 0.5044
190 Pll_" 0.03664 _> 0.5000 0.5001
190 P11_" 0.03664 _> 0.5000 0.5001
190 P11 _" 0.07977 _ 0.5000 0.5026
190 Pll_" 0.03664 >__0.5000 0.5001
190 Z12g" 0.05586 _ 0.5000 0.5071
190 Z12_" 0.04945 _> 0.5000 0.5020
190 Z12_" 0.11190 >_ 0.5000 0.5022
190 Z12_" 0.07565 _> 0.5000 0.5041
190 P12_" 0.03661 _> 0.5000 0.5906
190 P12g" 0.03183 >__0.5000 0.5920
190 P12_" 0.04775 >_ 0.5000 0.7883
190 P12_" 0.07957 > 0.5000 0.5800
190 Z13_" 0.05581 _> 0.5000 0.5025
190 Z13_" 0.04942 _> 0.5000 0.5076
190 Z13g" 0.11160 _> 0.5000 0.5136
190 Z13_" 0.07554 >__0.5000 0.5017
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190 P13_" 0.03661 __>0.5000 0.5929
190 0.03184 >___0.5000 0.5950P13g"
190 P13_"
190 P13_"
0.04777 > 0.5000 0.7908
0.07968 __>0.5000 0.5760
190 Z24_" 0.05566 > 0.5000 0.5049
190 Z24_" 0.06355 > 0.5000 0.5015
190 Z24_" 0.12550 __>0.5000 0.9193
190 Z24_" 0.07521 -> 0.5000 0.5031
190 P24_" 0.03661 > 0.5000 0.5016
190 P24_" 0.03661 __>0.5000 0.5016
190 P24_"
190 P24g"
190 DCll
190 DC12
190 DC13
DC24190
0.04786 > 0.5000 0.5026
0.08003 > 0.5000 0.5210
0.00000 >__0.9000 0.9444
0.00000 _> 0.9000 0.9916
0.00000 >_ 0.9000 0.9916
0.00000 ___0.9000 0.9046
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Figure 3.64: Polar Plot of the Compensated Open Loop System from control
input u(1) to measured output y(1)
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Figure 3.65: Polar Plot of the Compensated Open Loop System from control
input u(2) to measured output y(2).
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Figure 3.66: Polar Plot of the Frequency Response of the Determinant of the
Return Difference- 1 Matrix.
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Figure 3.68: Phase Frequency Response of Compensator 1,1.
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Figure 3.70: Phase Frequency Response of Compensator 1,2.
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3.8 Conclusions and Recommendations for C1P
CIP is a numerical algorithm-based program designed for iterative improvement
of MIMO control systems. Initially developed in the 1970's for use in improving
open-loop frequency response specifications, it has undergone many changes over the
years. The current version, OUCIP, contains enhancements including graphical user
interface (GUI), closed-loop specifications, and an improved directional vector
routine.
The work presented in this report includes theory and methods used in
enhancements implemented in OUCIP. It was decided that the best method of testing
stability of MIMO systems was to implement the generalized Nyquist criterion on the
determinant of the return difference matrix, det[l + G(s)]. The original CIP used a
loop-at-a-time approach that proved to be unreliable. Each example shows significant
improvement in the final design in terms of compensator damping ratios and DC
gains, as well as relative stability design specifications and disturbance rejection
characteristics (when specified).
Although CIP has reached a significant level of maturity, there are other
enhancements that will add value to the code. One area that needs improvement is
the entry and manipulation of data. Currently the user must create data files for each
design improvement effort. Eventually OUCIP should have windows in which the
user can key in the data which will be automatically stored by OUCIP into the proper
files. This should be transparent to the user. In addition, the user should have the
choice of entering the compensation matrix as transfer functions or state space
realizations. Currently, the compensation matrix must be given in the form of transfer
functions comprised of cascaded first and second order polynomials.
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4 Model and Data Oriented Computer Aided Controller Design System
This section contains an in-depth discussion of the Model and Data Oriented
Computer Aided Controller Design System. As stated earlier, this controller design
system is based on a search technique that systematically alters the free parameters of
an existing nominal controller to achieve multiple design constraints.
The initial discussion in sub-section 4.1 reviews some common design
specifications used for linear, time-invariant, multi-input/multi-output systems. Since
a computer aided approach is being considered, a brief discussion is then included in
sub-section 4.2 that covers the general principles of mathematical programming.
Sub-section 4.3 begins with an examination of two simple previously existing
algorithms for solving general inequality constrained problems. Sub-section 4.3 then
continues with a discussion of two, also previously existing, more sophisticated and
reliable methods that lend themselves primarily to controller design problems.
Specifically, sub-section 4.3.2 discusses the CIT algorithm which is the heart of CIP,
and includes a brief discussion of its philosophy and modes of operation. Sub-section
4.3.3 examines the Polak-Mayne algorithm and comments on the differences between
this algorithm and CIT. Three new algorithms are introduced in sub-section 4.4 and
their respective strengths and weaknesses are examined.
The following sub-section, 4.5, discusses various controller parameterizations
and what effects a particular method of representation might have on the
characteristics of the parameter space.
Sub-section 4.6 then deals with the computational tools necessary for
implementation of the various gradient search algorithms. Specifically, the techniques
for computing the constraint functions and their partial derivatives are presented.
These constraint functions include controller frequency response constraints, transfer
function frequency response constraints, frequency dependent singular value
constraints, pole and zero damping ratio constraints, eigenvalue constraints and others.
The discussion then continues in sub-section 4.7 by examining methods by
which an initial controller can be obtained. Two methods are included: a classical
graphical approach, and an analytical synthesis method.
Two successful applications of these methods are then presented in sub-section
4.8. The first is the Active Control Technique Evaluation for Spacecraft (ACES)
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facility located at the NASA Marshall SpaceFlight Center. The secondis the
redesignof thepointing control systemon the HubbleSpaceTelescope.
Sub-section4.9 containsa comparisonof theperformanceof two of themore
robustalgorithms. Conclusionsare thendrawnconcerningthevarioustechniquesand
further researchareasarecited in sub-section4.10
4.1 Control System Design Specifications
This sub-section reviews some common LTI MIMO control system design
specifications. These specifications are motivated by appealing to a typical design
problem. The block diagram shown in Figure 4.1 illustrates a simplified model of a
feedback control system. The variables in the block diagram are defined as follows.
Transfer function matrix blocks:
K"
cp:
Signals:
U:
d:
y:
Controller
Plant
Disturbance model
Control
Disturbance
Output to be controlled
G d
, 4-)
Figure 4.1 Block Diagram for Illustrating Design Constraints
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It canbe shownthat the following relationshipshold:
and
y = (1 + GpK)-'Gdd
u = -(I + KGp)-tKGad.
(4.1)
(4.2)
In general, it is desired to design the controller such that (1) the closed-loop
system has sufficient stability robustness to uncertainties and variations in the plant,
(2) the effect of disturbances on the output is minimal, and (3) the control signal does
not drive the plant's actuators into saturation.
Although many models of plant uncertainty can be devised, two of the most
commonly used are in terms of multiplicative plant uncertainty modeled by
(1 + A,,o)G p (output uncertainty) and Gp(l + A_ (input uncertainty). When these
uncertainties, Am,, and A,a, are not specified explicitly, but are given only in terms of
their size (norm), they are often described as being unstructured. It can been shown
(Maciejowski, 1989, p. 115) that in order to maintain closed-loop stability in the face
of these unstructured uncertainties, it is sufficient to satisfy the following conditions
for every ¢o E R:
and
+Gp(joa)K(j¢o))-']<
+,V</+g<j+)-']<
(4.3)
(4.4)
where the symbol a,,,,_(.) is the maximum singular value of a matrix. It is also
assumed that the number of unstable poles of the plant does not change.
The use of singular values and the singular value decomposition (SVD) in
control system analysis and design has become widespread in recent years. Many
properties of the SVD are described in sub-section 4.6, but one of the most important
is the following relationship between the maximum singular value and the matrix 2-
norm, i.e.,
a,,_(A) = max llAxll2, (4.5)
Ixl,=l
where A is a matrix and x is a vector of compatible dimension. When the matrix A
is the frequency response of a transfer function matrix evaluated at a single frequency,
the maximum singular value can be thought of as the maximum possible gain (in the
2-norm sense) of that transfer function matrix at that frequency. Therefore the
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stabilityrobustnessconstraintsdescribedby Equations4.3 and4.4 areactuallybounds
on thegainsof particular transfer functionmatrices.
In somesituationsit is important to providestability robustnesswith respect
to structureduncertainties,suchasuncertaintiesin thefrequenciesanddampingratios
of polesand zerosof the plant. Somestability robustnessto theseuncertaintiescan
be achievedby placinglower boundson thedampingratiosof the controller's poles
and zeros, thuspreventingthe controller from usinglightly dampedpolesand zeros
to cancel the plant's lightly damped dynamics. This cancelling phenomenon,
sometimescalledplant inversion, is a common problem with some modem analytical
design techniques _.
In Equations 4.3-4.4 the constraints are specified at each frequency explicitly.
Sometimes, as in the case of H® control theory in particular, the constraints are
specified on a more global measure of a transfer function matrix, e.g.,
and
II(I+ G_K)'glI_
II(I + KOp)-'KGaII
C 1
-- C2 ,
(4.6)
(4.7)
where c, and c2 are nonnegative constants, and I1" II. is the operator infinity norm,
which is defined for transfer function matrices as
IIrll_ -_sup a,,_,(T(j_)). (4.8)
,to
To give further meaning to II7"II+., suppose that the operator (transfer function) T is
stable and proper (realizable), that the signal d is square integrable (has finite energy)
as defined by
lid112"- dTU) d(t) dt < oo , (4.9)
and that
y = Zd,
(4.10)
i.e., Toperates on d to yield y. Then it can be shown (Francis, 1987) that
Some recent workers have proposed plant inversion as a design technique itself. The
authors believe the robustness problems of such an approach make plant inversion
unsuitable for structural control.
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Ilzll : sup Ilyll2 (4.11)
o_ d
Thus the constraint specified by Equation 4.6 can be interpreted as an attempt to
maintain good closed-loop performance by limiting the impact that a worst case
disturbance has upon the output. Likewise, Equation 4.7 can be interpreted as an
attempt to avoid actuator saturation by limiting the impact that a possibly different
worst case disturbance has upon the control signal. Equation 4.6 reveals that K needs
to be large in order to achieve good performance, but Equation 4.7 reveals that
making K large increases the magnitude of the control signals, which can be an
undesirable effect. This brings to light one of the strongest motivations for continuing
the development of search-based methods for control system design: they have the
ability to simultaneously handle such conflicting design tradeoffs as individual hard
constraints rather than as a single cumulative constraint.
Another type of performance constraint is a bound on an average gain of a
transfer function. A common constraint of this type is to specify a limit for the root-
mean-square (RMS) value of an output signal that results from a stochastic input
signal possessing an identity covariance matrix. To be more precise, it is desired to
place an upper bound on E{yry}, where y = Td, d is a stochastic signal with an
identity covariance matrix, and E is the expectation operator. This constraint can be
expressed in terms of the frequency response of a transfer function matrix as
II(z+ c3, (4.12)
where c3 is a positive constant, and the operator 2-norm has been used (Postlethwaite
et al., 1981). This norm is defined by
IIr 112_,_ _1 tr[TU(j_o) T(j_o)]&o
71"
I/2
(4.13)
where T is a transfer function matrix. In this sense, Equation 4.12 places an upper
bound on the RMS value of that component of the output signal that is due to the
disturbance signal.
The aspects of control systems design presented in this sub-section have been
rather limited in scope. Other specifications on such items as interaction of particular
outputs and inputs, noise suppression, command tracking errors, and steady-state
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errors, to namea few, canalsobe formulatedasconstraintson variousfunctionsof
the plant and controller.
4.2 Mathematical Programming Principles
As was illustrated in sub-section 4.1, many control system design constraints
can be stated in terms of precise but usually nonlinear inequality constraints that are
functions of the controller parameters. In the terminology of mathematical
programming, this type of problem is usually referred to as an inequality constraint
problem (IP). Standard algorithms for solving IP problems are almost always
designed to optimize some functional, subject to a set of inequality constraints, and
they require that the initial parameter vector be feasible, i.e., the inequalities must be
initially satisfied. Examples of such techniques are active set methods and barrier
function methods (Luenberger, 1984, Chaps. 11 and 12), to name only two. These
methods are not directly applicable to search-based methods for controller design in
which the primary goal is to find a point in the feasible region (the set of all
controllers of a fixed order that satisfy all the design constraints); not optimization of
a functional. Another aspect of the controller design problem that distinguishes it
from the standard IP problem is that the number of inequality constraints is almost
always much greater than the number of free parameters, thus eliminating the
possibility of using a nonlinear equation solver to try to find a point in the feasible
region. Therefore, special techniques must be applied in order to develop effective
algorithms for this type of IP problem.
The majority of mathematical programming algorithms, including those that
have been developed specifically for search-based controller design, possess the
following model algorithm structure.
Standard Model Algorithm
Let x E R N" be the current parameter vector.
Step 1. [Test for a solution.] If the conditions for a solution are
satisfied, the algorithm terminates with x as the
solution.
Step 2. [Compute a search direction.] Compute a non-zero
d E R_,; the direction of search.
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Step3. [Compute a step length.] Compute a positive step
ot E R along d for which a measure of the algorithm's
progress is improved.
Step 4. [Update the parameter vector.] Set x =: x ÷ ad. Go
to step 1.
It is well established that step 2, computation of the search direction, is the crucial
step in determining the performance of an algorithm with this structure, although some
multi-step algorithms, i.e., algorithms in which the search direction at the current
iteration depends explicitly on previous search directions, such as the conjugate
gradient method, are highly sensitive to the choice of step length (Luenberger, 1984,
p. 257).
Probably the most important mathematical principle used in determining the
search direction is the following result that is based upon the Taylor series and proved
in Appendix A.
Claim 1.
Suppose f: R u, _ R has the second-order Taylor series expansion
f(x + hal) = f(x) + hDf(x)d + lh2drD2(x + hOd)d,
2
(4.14)
where x E R N,, Df(x) E R I ×N, is the gradient off evaluated at x as defined
Df(x) a-[ Of(x)f( )'''oxl cgx2 Oxu,Of(x)l ' (4.15)
by
and D2f(x) E R 'v,×u,, often referred to as the Hessian off evaluated at x, is
a matrix with its (i, j) element defined as
OX i OXj
(4.16).
Also suppose that IlDf(x)II _ 0.
Then there exist d and h such that f(x ÷ hd) > f(x).
This result reveals that there exists a "direction" d and a "distance" h for which x can
be changed such that the value of the function f is increased. The significance of this
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result to mathematical programming algorithms is immediately apparent: in order to
improve a violated constraint (e.g., increase its value), it is sufficient to find a search
direction and step length that satisfy the hypotheses of the above claim. In problems
of greater than one dimension the number of these feasible search directions is
uncountable, and the algorithm must decide which of these directions is the "best".
In the case of unconstrained minimization of a single objective function, the
algorithm that uses the negative of the gradient as the search direction is the well-
known method of steepest descent. Although the linear convergence rate of this
method leaves something to be desired in the case of optimization problems, its global
convergence properties (i.e., it will not diverge) make it very useful when the current
parameter vector is far from the actual solution. When near the optimal solution, an
algorithm with a better convergence rate, such as Newton's method, a quasi-Newton
method, or a conjugate gradient method, is often used (Luenberger, 1984, chaps. 7,
8, and 9).
In inequality constraint problems with no functional to optimize, the
importance of the rate of convergence near the optimum completely loses its meaning
and is replaced by the concept of rate of convergence toward the feasible region.
How this can modify search direction calculations is illustrated by Figure 4.2, where
the contours lines of a function of two variables are drawn. In order to take the
shortest step to the feasible region (shaded area) from the point x0, a search direction
along the direction of gradient g is actually superior to the direction d that takes a step
toward the minimum of the function. This and other issues pertaining to purely
inequality constrained problems are discussed further in sub-sections 4.3 and 4.4.
Figure 4.2 Illustration of Search Direction Calculations
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4.3 Previously Developed Algorithms
In this sub-section two simple approaches to solving purely inequality
constrained problems are presented, followed by detailed descriptions of two more
sophisticated and reliable algorithms that have been developed primarily for controller
design improvement.
4.3.1 Simple Approaches
Let
F = {f(x) < 0, i = 1,2,...,N/} (4.17)
define a set of inequality constraints where x E R _,, andf:R N, --, R, i = 1,2,...,Ns,
are continuously differentiable functions. Let
V(x) = {ill(x) > 0, i = 1,2,...,Nf} (4.18)
denote the set of constraints that are violated. The question becomes: how should the
parameter vector x be changed in order to bring the violated constraints closer to
satisfaction? A tempting answer might be to try to convert the problem to an
"optimization" problem by forming the objective function
1 _ f2Cx), (4.19)
m(x) = _ ic v<,,)
setting the search direction d equal to the negative of the gradient of this function,
i.e.,
d = - _ fCx)Df(x), (4.20)
i E vo0
and finding a step length c+ such that the condition
__, f2(x + o+d) < __, f2(x) (4.21)
i E V(.g ÷ ad) i E V(x)
is satisfied. This is, in fact, the basis of a method that has been previously used for
controller design improvement (Newsom and Mukhopadhyay, 1984). The
disadvantage to this approach is that by including all the constraint violations in the
objective function, the greatest violation can easily be dominated by the potentially
numerous lesser violations and can actually become much worse even while the
objective function improves. Experience also indicates that including all the constraint
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violations in a singleobjective function tendsto createlocal minima that causethe
algorithm to jam (terminate) before all the constraints are satisfied.
At the other extreme, another approach that might be tempting would be to
simply set the search direction equal to the negative of the gradient of the single worst
violation, i.e., d = -Dfw,,,.,,(x) and find a step length such that the condition
f_,(x + otd) < fwor_,(X) (4.22)
is satisfied. However, this approach is highly subject to jamming. To understand
why this is the case, consider the situation when the worst violation and the next to
worst violation are nearly equal in value. Also suppose that the gradients of the
functions associated with these two violations have the property that
Df_o,_,(x)Df,_(x)r< O, thus implying that these constraints are, in a sense,
conflicting. If the search direction d is set equal to -Df_,_,(x), then
-Df,,,_(x)d < O. This reveals that the constraint associated with f_(x) is likely to
get worse. Since the two violations are nearly equal in value, it is quite possible that
a step length within the precision of the computer cannot be found such that an
improvement is achieved.
To overcome the disadvantages of these two simple approaches, it is necessary
to more intelligently take into account the relationships that the constraints have with
one another. Two algorithms developed for controller design improvement that do
this are now presented.
4.3.2 The Constraint Improvement Technique
The first algorithm to be described, the Constraint Improvement Technique
(CIT), was one of the first search-based algorithms developed for controller design
improvement and has been successfully applied to controller design problems with
phase margin, gain margin, stability margin (the closest approach of the compensated
open-loop frequency response to the -1 + j0 point in the complex plane), attenuation
margin (the distance from the compensated open-loop frequency response to the origin
of the complex plane), and zero-frequency (d.c.) gain constraints (Mitchell, 1972).
This algorithm follows the control flow of the Standard Model Algorithm presented
in sub-section 4.2. The problem to be solved may be stated mathematically as
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Find x E R u" to satisfy
Ci(X ) _ 0, i= 1,2,...,N c,
fi(x) = max{ hi(oJj,x), oJj C _i} <- 0, i = 1,2,...,Ny
where each _-_i is finite collection of frequencies for which the i'h constraint
is defined.
The constraints corresponding to the f are frequency dependent constraints such as
gain margins, phase margins, stability margins, and attenuation margins. The quantity
h i defines a mathematical relationship between the i'h performance measure, the
frequencies in t2i, and the controller parameters in x. The constraints corresponding
to the c,. are d.c. gain constraints and damping ratio constraints.
To describe CIT, first denote the frequency dependent constraint violations and
ordinary constraint violations by the sets
and
Vy : {(i,j) l h,(%,x) > O} (4.23)
v : {ilc,(x) > O} (4.24)
respectively. The search direction d is calculated by requiring that
and
-Dh,(%,x)a = 1, ¥ (i,j) E Vs (4.25)
-Dc,(x)d = 1, q i E V. (4.26)
Taken together Equations 4.25 and 4.26 form a system of linear equations in the
elements of d that can be written in the form
J(x)d = p , (4.27)
where the rows of J(x) are the gradients of the violated constraints, and p is a vector
of l's. A solution to these equations exists as long as p is in the range of J(x). This
is usually the case since the number of gradients is not allowed to exceed the number
of parameters Np. In fact, the system is usually underdetermined, meaning that there
are an infinite number of solutions. When this is the case, the solution having the
smallest 2-norm is used. It is important to realize that satisfaction of these equations
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guaranteesthat thedot productbetweenthesearchdirectionandthe negativeof each
gradient is positive, satisfying Claim 1 of sub-section 4.2. This means that the
resulting search direction is a feasible direction for each constraint violation that is to
be decreased. Empirical evidence indicates that when the gradients have norms that
range over several orders of magnitude, better algorithm performance can be achieved
if each of the gradients is normalized to unit length before the search direction is
calculated. This might be explained by the fact that without gradient normalization
the search direction generally places it greatest emphasis on the gradient with the
smallest norm.
CIT allows the user to choose between two different measures of constraint
improvement. One method is the Total Improved Frequency Response (TIFR); the
other is the Sum Improved Frequency Response (SIFR). When operated in the TIFR
the mode the algorithm accepts the trial step length only if all the constraint violations
for which the gradients were computed improve. When operated in the SIFR mode
the algorithm accepts the trial step length if the sum of the constraint violations for
which the gradients were computed improves. Although the TIFR mode has the
apparent advantage that it requires all of the constraint violations to improve at each
step, experience has shown that the SIFR mode tends to give better overall algorithm
performance.
CIT has recently been modified to include a new search direction calculation
defined by
d =-arg max[q (ij)E_-_Dh_(%'x)q+_Dci(x)q]vjgc v (4.28)
subject to
Dhi(o_j,x)d >_ O, v (i,j) E Vy, (4.29)
Dci(x)d > 0, ¥ i E V , (4.30)
and lid112= 1. This search direction, which attempts to maximize the sum of the
vector inner products while preventing any single inner product from being negative,
tends to place its greatest emphasis on the largest gradient. When using this search
direction CIT is always operated in the SIFR mode. Preliminary studies using this
search direction indicate improvements in algorithm performance over using the
original search direction.
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A key elementof the implementedversion of CIT, called the Compensator
ImprovementProgram (CIP), is a specialtechniquethat is employedto avoid the
potentialdifficulties thatareassociatedwith thediscontinuousbehaviorof gain margin
and phasemarginconstraints(the frequenciesat which they occurcanchangeasthe
controller frequencyresponsechanges). This specialtechnique,describedin detail
by Mitchell (1972), is baseduponthe ideaof "pushing"or "pulling" the frequency
responsenear thefrequencyat which a marginoccursin sucha way asto guarantee
that the violated margin cannotbecomeworse even if the frequencyat which the
marginoccurschangesas thecontroller is changed. Discontinuitiesassociatedwith
stability marginandattenuationmarginconstraintsareovercomeby including in the
searchdirectioncalculationthegradientsof thoseconstraintfunctionsthatcorrespond
to "peaks"in the measuresof thosemargins.
The algorithm is terminatedeither whenall the constraintsare satisfied,the
normof a gradientof a violatedconstraintbecomessufficientlysmall, indicatingthat
no further local improvementin thatconstraintis possible,or a steplengthcannotbe
found that is greaterthana userspecifiedminimumvalue. This secondconditionis
oftencausedby constraintsthat are not locally consistent.
Although experimentalevidenceindicatesthat CIT is more efficient when
operatedin SIFR modethanTIFR mode,thepossibilityexiststhat thealgorithmwill
zigzagashighly sensitiveconstraintsmovefrom violationto satisfactionandbackinto
violation again. It may be possible to overcomethis difficulty by introducing
information from previous iterations into the searchdirection calculation. Another
potential difficulty with the SIFR mode,or any algorithm that usesa cumulative
measure,is that it is possiblethat the worst constraintviolation will becomeworse
insteadof better. This cancausedifficulties if the constraintthat is associatedwith
theworstviolation is a stability margin,sincethealgorithmmaycausetheclosed-loop
systemto becomeunstable. The following algorithm uses the worst constraint
violation as the measureof algorithmprogress,yet it doesnot requireall constraint
violations to improve. Thus it is, in a sense,a mix of theTIFR and SIFR modes.
4.3.3 The Polak-Mayne Algorithm
An algorithm that uses a somewhat different approach than CIT, but still
follows the control flow of the Standard Model Algorithm has been proposed by Polak
and Mayne (1976). The controller design problem to be solved may be stated
mathematically as
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Find x E R u" to satisfy
c,(x) <__0, i -- 1,2,...,N_,
f(x) = max{h,(o_,x), o_ C fi,} < 0, i = 1,2,...,N I
where each Q i C R is a compact set on which the i'h constraint is
defined.
The functional constraints, the f, can be used to specify the "shapes" of various
frequency responses. Since it is very impractical to accurately evaluate each f at
every iteration, each t-It is adaptively discretized at each iteration to contain a finite
number of frequencies. Of course, if a design is performed using a nonparametric
plant model, then the number of frequency points is already finite. After
discretization the problem statement becomes
Find x E R N" to satisfy
c,(x) < O, i = 1,2,...,_,
fi(x) = max{hi(6oj,x), 6oj C _i} <- O, i = 1,2,...,Nf
where each fli is a finite collection of frequencies for which the i ,t,
constraint is defined.
At each iteration the search direction is calculated by finding the d that solves
0 = min max {Dci(x)d , i E V; Dh,(o_j,x)a, (i,j) E Vy} , (4.31)
d
where
constraints as described below. Let
_b(x) = max{q(x), i = 1,2,...,N_; f(x), i = 1,2,...,NI}
denote the value of the worst violation. Then for E > 0 define
V = {ilc,(x) > _(x) - _}
to be the set of e-active ordinary constraints and
lid II. <- 1, and the sets Vy and V are determined by defining t-active
(4.32)
(4.33)
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Vy = {(i,j)lh,(%.,x ) > _(x) - _, _j E fl,} (4.34)
to be the set of e -active frequency dependent constraints. The purpose in defining e -
active constraints is to force the algorithm to try to always improve the worst
constraint violation, while trying to avoid the type of jamming discussed in sub-section
4.3.1. Notice that this method of calculating the search direction differs somewhat
from themethod used in CIT in that the e-active constraint technique compares all
constraint violations (ordinary and frequency dependent) to the worst constraint
violation when deciding which gradients to use for the search direction calculation,
whereas in CIT every frequency dependent constraint that has a violation contributes
at least one gradient.
In an attempt to obtain a search direction that has a sufficiently negative dot
product with each of the gradients to be considered, the solution to Equation 4.31 is
required to satisfy 0 < -2e. If it does not, the nominal value of e is reduced (in
effect, reducing the number of gradients in the search direction calculation), and the
search direction recalculated until this requirement is met.
The step length ot is determined by requiring that
_b(x + o_d) < _b(x) - abe , (4.35)
where /3 E [0,1) is a user specified parameter that helps to guarantee a "sufficient
improvement". The algorithm is terminated whenever all the constraints are satisfied
or if step length cannot be found that gives a sufficient improvement.
Although the search direction defined by Equation 4.32 has the property that
it is a descent direction for the constraints within the e-boundary, it generally places
its greatest emphasis on the constraint gradient possessing the smallest norm without
any consideration of the relative degree to which each of the constraints is violated or
the behavior of the constraint violations outside the e-boundary. Empirical evidence
indicates that this often causes algorithm termination when the gradient corresponding
to the worst constraint violation has a norm much larger than the other gradients.
This is because the search direction can be almost orthogonal to the gradient of the
worst violation and still have a dot product with that gradient that is less than -2e.
The algorithm also tends to make very slow progress when a constraint function
possessing a large gradient moves inside and outside of the e-boundary from iteration
to iteration. These difficulties can be attributed to the fact that the search direction
calculation does not actually correspond to the measure of constraint improvement.
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Notice that the searchdirection, as calculatedby Equation4.32, doesnot placeany
specialemphasison theworstviolation, eventhoughthis is themeasureof constraint
improvement.
4.4 Three New Algorithms
In this chapter, three new algorithms for search-based controller design
improvement are presented. Each of the algorithms is similar in some respects to the
algorithms presented in sub-section 4.3, but the methods used for determining the
search direction, the step length, and the measure of constraint improvement are
different in each case. The algorithms are presented in the chronological order in
which they were developed and tested. The third algorithm, although not the most
complex, has generally given the best performance and has been the most robust in
the sense that occurrences of jamming are far less frequent than for the other
algorithms. The mathematical problem statement for each of these algorithms is the
same and is given by
Find x @ R u' to satisfy
ci(x ) < 0, i = 1,2,...,N_,
f(x)--max{h,(oJj,x), % E fl,} <_ 0, i = 1,2,...,N s
where each fl,. is finite collection of frequencies for which the i 'h
constraint is defined.
4.4.1 Algorithm A1
This algorithm follows the control flow of the Standard Model Algorithm and
is the simplest of the algorithms presented in this sub-section. To develop the method
used for determining the search direction, define the constraint violations to be
considered at each iteration by
and
v = {ilc,(x) > 0} (4.36)
Vy = {(i,j)lh,(o_,x ) is among the N,,_ largest values for i} , (4.37)
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and
whereN,,,= > 0 is a user specified integer. In other words, Vr is a set corresponding
to the N,,_ worst violations for each frequency dependent constraint. The set VI is
defined in this manner for two reasons. The first reason is to ensure that each
violated constraint contribute at least one gradient to the search direction calculation
so that all the constraints have some chance of improving. The second reason is to
try to prevent jamming by including several gradients that correspond to violations
that are "near" in value to the worst violation for each frequency dependent constraint.
This is similar to the E-active constraint approach. The search direction d is calculated
by requiring that
-Dci(x) d
= 1, v i E V (4.38)
IlDc,(x)ll2 c
-Dh,(wj,x) d
UOh,(o,j,x)ll2= 1, v (i,j) E vy. (4.39)
Assuming that the system of linear equations corresponding to Equations 4.38 and
4.39 is consistent, it can be shown that the angle between the resulting search
direction and each of the gradients is the same. Furthermore, it can also be shown
that this angle satisfies the relationship
cos(0) = 1/lldll , (4.40)
where 0 is the angle between the search direction and the negative of each of the
gradients. Therefore, if the minimum 2-norm solution to Equations 4.38 and 4.39 is
used, then 0 is minimized. This is important since it is desirable to keep the search
direction as close (in direction) as possible to the negative of the gradients since no
further information about the behavior of the constraint functions is available.
The step length t_ is chosen such that all the violated, ordinary constraints and
the worst violation of each frequency dependent constraint decrease. If a satisfactory
step length cannot be found at some iteration before all the constraints have been
satisfied, then one of two conditions usually exists. First, the norm of one or more
of the gradients could be small, implying that local improvement in that constraint is
difficult. Second, two or more gradients might be conflicting, which means that they
are pointing in nearly opposite directions. Since Equation 4.40 reveals that the angle
between the search direction and each of the gradients is equal, the search direction
is virtually orthogonal to all the gradients in that case. This makes achieving an
improvement in all the violated constraints extremely difficult. Sometimes this
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difficulty can be avoidedby noting that if one of the opposinggradientsdoesnot
correspondto theworstviolation of its correspondingfrequencydependentconstraint,
then that gradient can be dropped from the search direction calculation without
eliminatingthepossibility of decreasingall theviolatedconstraints. If, however,the
opposinggradientscorrespondto theworstviolationsof two constraints,thenthetwo
constraints are locally inconsistent. At this point the algorithm can either be
terminated, or one of the constraintsrelaxed and the algorithm continued. A
simplified flowchart of thealgorithm is shownin Figure 4.3.
I ov,,w I
•Computed l
l
Figure 4.3 Simplified Flowchart of Algorithm A1
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Theapplicationof thisalgorithmto controllerdesignfor a largespacestructure
groundtest facility is presentedin sub-section 4.8. Although the resulting controller
was successful upon implementation, a major weakness in the algorithm was
discovered as described in sub-section 4.8. In an attempt to overcome this weakness,
an algorithm closely resembling the Polak-Mayne Algorithm was developed and
tested.
4.4.2 Algorithm A2
This algorithm is the most complex of the algorithms presented in this chapter
primarily because of the introduction of special vectors other than gradients into the
search direction calculation. The motivation for including more than gradient
information in the search direction calculation is to try to overcome the fact that
gradients are often poor predictors of function behavior when higher order terms in
the Taylor series expansion are not negligible.
One approach to obtaining more information is to directly compute higher
order partial derivatives. Even though the use of second-order information can
significantly improve the performance of optimization algorithms, the calculation of
these partial derivatives can be computationally expensive and analytically difficult.
Another approach is to try to decompose a function into two functions such that one
of the functions has predictable behavior. For example, suppose the real-valued
function f:R n -_ R can be decomposed into the two continuously differentiable
functions g:R _ -, R p and h:R p --, R such that
f(x) = h[g(x)] (4.41)
and such that h is a linear function of g, i.e.,
h(g(x + ax)) = h(g(x)) + (4.42)
for some constant row vector _, where _Sg =g(x + _x) -g(x) and x E R _.
Therefore, it is possible to calculate a precise change in g given a desired change in
h. Writing the first order Taylor series approximation of the vector-valued functiong
about x,
g(x + _x) _- g(x) + Og(x)Sx , (4.43)
and solving for 5x yields the desired parameter correction or in-the-large direction.
As an example illustrating the calculation of an in-the-large direction, consider the
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following property of the SVD of a complex-valuedmatrix.
SVD of
given by
If Ur, V n = T is the
T E C "x" then it can be shown that the singular value expansion of T is
where the ai, u,.,
r
T = __, ¢_iUil_i H, r = min{n,m}, (4.44)
i=1
and v,. are the singular values, left singular vectors, and right
singular vectors of T, respectively.
the maximum singular value cr_ by changing the matrix T.
defined by 6T = (_al)UtVl u. If
7"=T+_T
then it is clear that
Now suppose it is desired to change the value of
Consider a change in T
(4.45)
r
7" = -_tu,v n + _., aiuivi u, (4.46)
i=2
where a I = a I + 6a I . Thus, it is possible to determine a precise change in T that
results in a predetermined change in a I . Then if T is a function (possibly nonlinear)
of a vector of parameters p, an approximation to the desired change in p can be
calculated by solving the system of linear equations generated from a first-order
approximation of T with respect to p, i.e.,
-_ (p)tp -- (tT)o , i = 1,2,...,m, j = 1,2,...,n . (4.47)
The reason that the in-the-large direction _Sp contains information about the behavior
of a_ as a function ofp in addition to the gradient is clear: the fact that a_ is a linear
function of the elements of T has been explicitly taken into account.
Now to describe the complete algorithm, including the in-the-large directions,
define the set of _-active frequency dependent constraints by
vj = {(i,j)lh,(%,x) > f_(x)- _, % E f_,} (4.48)
where e > 0. Define the violations of the ordinary constraints by
= {ilc,(x) > O} (4.49)
The set VI is similar to the set of e-active constraints defined in the Polak-Mayne
Algorithm except that here the _-active constraints are defined for each frequency
dependent constraint, and they do not involve the ordinary constraints. The reason
for these differences is to force every violated constraint to contribute at least one
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gradientto the searchdirection calculation so that all the violated constraint have the
possibility of being improved at each iteration.
When using the in-the-large directions in the search direction calculation it is
not sufficient to simply require that the search direction have a positive inner product
with each of the in-the-large directions to guarantee that all the violated constraints
have the possibility of decreasing. This is because the resulting search direction may
have a positive inner product with a gradient of one or more of the violated constraint
functions that needs to be decreased. Therefore, it is also necessary to force the
search direction to have a negative inner product with each of the gradients. To be
precise, the search direction is a blend of gradients and in-the-large directions and is
computed as the solution to the following optimization problem.
Find the minimum 2-norm d that satisfies
-Dci(x)d
_>I, viE VIIDc,(x) 112
-Dh, (co.i, x)d
> 1, v (i,j) E V:IIOh,% ,x)112
,"/¢x)d
_> 1, vie Vb, IIr,(x)112
where the r_ are in-the-large directions and Vr is a set denoting the violated constraints
for which the in-the-large directions are to be used. The scalars b, are chosen to
reflect the desired weighting between the in-the-large directions and their
corresponding gradients. In general, the b_ are kept greater than one in order to place
more weight on the in-the-large directions than the gradients.
The motivation for using an inequality constrained optimization problem to find
the search direction is to reduce the angle between the desired directions (gradients
and in-the-large directions) and the search direction. To illustrate why this approach
is potentially better than simply solving a linear system, let {v i E R _, 1,2,...,N} be
a set of vectors where N < Np. If the search direction is calculated according to the
method, i.e., find the d having the smallest 2-norm that satisfies
= 1, i = 1,2,...,N , (4.50)
then the angle between the search direction and each v,., denoted by O(v_,d) satisfies
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cos[0(v_,d)] = 1 i= 1,2,...,N_ . (4.51)
On the other hand, if the inequality method, i.e., find the d having the smallest 2-
norm that satisfies vrd
> 1, i = 1,2,...,N , (4.52)
is used, then the angle between the search direction and each v_ satisfies
1
cos[O(,,,,a)] >_ -11-_' i: 1,2,...,_. (4.53)
Y8$
]npUU a, _, X, Icontraints
l
Figure 4.4 Simplified Flowchart of Algorithm A2
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Thus thepossibility exists that thesearchdirection can be made closer (in direction)
to each of the v t through the use of the inequality method. This method is sometimes
referred to as a least distance program (Lawson and Hanson, 1974) because it
computes a search direction that takes the shortest path to a given region.
If the number of constraints in the search direction calculation is greater than
the dimension of the parameter space, it is likely that the problem is ill-posed. In this
case it is necessary to decrease the value of e until the number of constraints is less
than or equal to the number of parameters. Once the search direction is calculated,
the step length is determined by requiring that the worst violation of every violated
constraint decrease. A simplified flowchart of the algorithm is given in Figure 4.4.
The application of this algorithm to a controller design problem for the Hubble
Space Telescope is presented in sub-section 4.8. As a result of that design effort a
few weaknesses of the algorithm were discovered and are described therein.
4.4.3 Algorithm A3
This final algorithm, being the result of careful study of the conditions under
which all the previously discussed algorithms tend to jam, has proven to be highly
robust to jamming and usually able to make more rapid progress toward the feasible
region than any of the algorithms discussed. The increased robustness and
performance is achieved by making the search direction depend upon the anticipated
step length in addition to the constraint function gradients. Thus, this algorithm
differs from all the previously described algorithms in that it is does not follow the
Standard Model Algorithm, but uses the following model algorithm structure instead.
Anticipative Model Algorithm
Let x E R u, be the current parameter vector.
Step 1. [Test for a solution.] If the conditions for a solution are
satisfied, the algorithm terminates with x as the
solution.
Step 2. [Compute a search direction.] Compute a non-zero
direction of search d E R _, that improves the linear
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approximationto theproblemassuminga steplengthof
aER.
Step 3.
Step 4.
Note that this model
2 and 3.
[Check for an improvement.] Check if the measure of
algorithm progress has improved. If not, decrease a
and go to step 2.
[Update the parameter vector.] Set x := x + ad and
go to step 1.
algorithm differs from the Standard Model Algorithm in Steps
To describe the complete algorithm in detail, first define the worst violation
at each iteration by
_b(x) = max{ci(x), i = 1,2,...,No; f(x), i = 1,2,...,Ns} . (4.54)
Then for e > 0 denote the E-active constraints as
and
V : {ilci(x) > _(X) - _}
Vy= {(i,j)lhi(_j,x ) > _b(x)- e, wi E fl,} .
(4.55)
(4.56)
Calculate the search direction at each iteration by solving
O(x) = min max{c,(x) +Dc,(x)d,i E V; h,(e0j,x) +Dh,(%,x)d, (i,j) E Vy}. (4.57)
Idl,-,,
Calculating the search direction in this manner is equivalent to finding a parameter
correction of length a that affords the maximum decrease in the value of the worst
constraint violation predicted by the first-order approximations to all the functions
corresponding to the e-active constraints. If the parameter correction calculated by
Equation 4.57 fails to decrease the actual value of the worst violation, the step length
is decreased, and the search direction is recalculated using Equation 4.57 until
(x + d) < _(x) - ,_/3_ (4.58)
where/3 E [0, 1) is chosen to guarantee a sufficient decrease (a value of 0.2 has been
used with consistent success) and t5 = if(x) - O(x). At the next iteration the step
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length is increasedby a userdefinedfactor over theprevioussuccessfulsteplength.
Thealgorithm is terminatedif all theconstraintsaresatisfiedor if theminimum step
lengthallowedby theuser is reached.
Severalfeaturesof theabovetechniquefor calculatingthesearchdirectionare
now mentioned. First, theparametere is usedto determinehow manygradientsare
to be computedand not as an intrinsic part of the searchdirection calculation.
Second,unlikeall thepreviousalgorithms,thesearchdirection iscalculatedto achieve
preciselywhat is actuallydesiredaccordingto themeasureof constraintimprovement
Yes
Input: _, 13,"t, x,
eontraints
l
[ Compute Vf. V¢ I
Compute d iL
Compute x ": x + a d
1No
De_ease a I
{ :
Figure 4.5 Simplified Flowchart of Algorithm A3
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(the value of the worst violation). Recall that in the Polak-MayneAlgorithm the
measureof improvementis also the value of the worst violation, but the search
direction calculationdoes not explicitly take this into account. Third, this "look
ahead" approachuses the proposedstep length as a integral part of the search
directioncalculation. This is importantbecausethesteplengthis an implicit indicator
of thequality of thefirst-orderapproximationsof theconstraintfunctionsin thesense
that if a large steplength can be taken, the first-order approximationsare usually
reliable, whereas, if only a short step length is successful, the first-order
approximationsarenot reliable. Fourth, if the initial correctionfails to improvethe
actual constraints, then rather than simply reducing the step length until an
improvement is registered, the search direction is also recalculated assuming the new
step length. A simplified flowchart of the algorithm is given in Figure 4.5.
4.5 Controller Parameterizations
When applying search-based methods to controller design problems it is
necessary to choose how the controller is to be represented. This aspect of search-
based methods appears to be one of the least studied; yet, it can be an important factor
in designing a practical algorithm because of the effect it has on the characteristics of
the parameter space.
4.5.1 State-Space Realizations
A proper, p-input, q-output LTI controller K of order n can be defined by
specifying an ordered quadruple of matrices (A,B,C,D) where
A E R _×_, B E R "×p, C E R q×" andD E R q×p. The quadruple (A,B,C,D)is
usually referred to as a state-space or state-variable realization of K. This name
comes from the representation of a LTI system as a system of linear differential
equations (or difference equations in the discrete-time case), i.e.,
= ,¢x(O ÷ Bu(O
y(t) = Cx(O + Z)u(t)
(4.59)
where x(t) is the state vector, u(t) is the input vector, and y(t) is the output vector.
Given a state-space realization, the transfer function matrix of K can be calculated
from
K(s) = C(sl - A)-_B + D , (4.60)
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where s = j_rf for continuous-time systems, or s -- e j2*j'r" (T is the sample period)
for discrete-time systems.
An important property of state-space realizations is that for a given K the
quadruple (A, B, C, D) is not uniquely determined. In fact, given any invertible T the
controller defined by (T'_AT, T-_B, CT, D) is the same as the controller defined by
(A,B, C,D). This fact, which is easily proved by direct substitution into Equation
4.60, reveals that any particular state-space realization of a given controller is simply
one element of the equivalence class of all realizations of that controller. This raises
the question of what effect the particular choice of realization has upon the dimension
(number of scalar parameters) and topology (continuity, convexity, etc.) of the
parameter space. This issue is an important area for future research.
A controller defined by an arbitrary quadruple (A,B,C,D) has
n 2 + n(p + q) + pq scalar parameters; therefore, the dimension of the parameter
space increases rapidly with increasing controller order n. One way to reduce the
dimension is to transform an arbitrary realization to one in which A has only n
nontrivial parameters (trivial parameters are defined to be either 1 or 0), leaving
n + n(p + q) + pq parameters for design. Unfortunately, the transformation to such
a form, often referred to as a companion form, can be numerically ill-conditioned
(Golub and Van Loan, 1989, p. 369).
Recently, a technique for parameterizing minimal controller realizations of a
fixed order in terms of B, C, and D (n(p + q) + pq parameters) has been developed
(Davis, Collins, and Hodel, 1992). The transformation of an arbitrary realization to
the corresponding realization, referred to as the input-normal Riccatiform, tends to
be better conditioned than the transformation to a companion form. A possible
difficulty in using this form, however, is that it is not defined for nonminimal
realizations.
One compromise to the above approaches for reducing the number of design
parameters is to transform the state-space into a form in which A is in real-Schurform
(Golub and Van Loan, 1989, p. 362). This is a quasi-upper triangular matrix form
that has all its real eigenvalues on the main diagonal and its complex eigenvalues in
2-by-2 blocks on the main diagonal. In addition to its eigenvalue revealing properties,
the real-Schur form has the advantage that the similarity transformation into this form
is always orthogonal. This means, among other things, that the transformation is
almost always numerically well-conditioned. Another useful property is that the
eigenvalues are independent of many of the elements above the main diagonal. Thus,
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changingtheseelementscanonly modify the zerosof the controller. Experiencein
this research effort has revealed that the following parameterizationstrategy
employingthereal-Schurform canbe effective.
1) Convert the initial controller state-spacerealization to a
realizationsuchthatA is in real-Schur form.
2) Use the entries of the diagonal and first subdiagonal of A and
all of the entries of B, C, and D as design parameters.
3) After each successful step of the algorithm, convert the updated
realization to a realization such that A is in real-Schur form.
This technique uses 2n - 1 + n(p + q) + pq parameters.
The final parameterization to be described has been devised to allow for
complete control over controller eigenvalues and to provide for a low number of
design parameters. It is similar to the input-normal Riccati form in that it uses only
the dements of B, C, and D for parameterization. This is accomplished by
embedding B into A using the realization (A e + BF, B, C, D), where A = Ap + BF,
and F E R p×n is chosen such that the pair (Ap, F) has certain desirable characteristics
discussed below. This parameterization shall be referred to as the state feedback
parameterization because of its resemblance to a linear system that has been
compensated by a constant state feedback gain matrix F (Kailath, 1980, p. 500).
The question arises as to what controllers can be realized using this
parameterization assuming that Ar and F are fixed and B, C, and D are free to vary.
This question is answered by assuming an arbitrary realization (A,B, C,D) and
finding the conditions for which (A,B, C,D) and (Ap + BF, B, C,D) are equivalent.
The previous discussion on state-space realizations indicates that these realizations are
equivalent if there exist B and C and an invertible T such that
AT = T(A e + BF) , (4.61)
and
= TB, (4.62)
csr = C. (4.63)
Substituting Equation 4.62 into Equation 4.61 yields
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AT - = BF. (4.64)
This linear matrix equation is in the form of a Sylvester equation (Golub and Van
Loan, 1989, p. 387) and can always be solved for T, but not necessarily guaranteed
h
to have a full rank solution, if no eigenvalue of A is equal to any eigenvalue of A F
(a sufficient condition). Once T is obtained, C is given by Equation 4.63 and B is
given by
B = T-'B. (4.65)
The authors have not been able to determine the conditions for the existence of a full
rank solution to Equation 4.64; however, this parameterization has been used in many
design experiments during this research effort with no difficulties.
The choice of the matrix F is where the utility of this parameterization is fully
realized. By judicious choice of F it is possible to keep some eigenvalues of A fixed
while allowing others to vary. This is highly desirable since it is quite common to
require particular poles of the controller to have certain values in order that the
closed-loop control system possess specific properties. As applied to this particular
problem, this implies that to keep a particular eigenvalue of A fixed at an eigenvalue
of Ap, all the rows of F should be chosen orthogonal to the corresponding
eigenvector of A F (Anderson and Moore, 1990, p. 354). As a simple example, if it
is desired to keep all of the eigenvalues of A fixed to those of Ap, F can be chosen
as the zero matrix.
4.5.2 Rational Function Representations
Another way to parameterize a controller is to represent each element of a
controller transfer function matrix as a rational function. For example, each element
can be defined either in the form
or
s" + a,n_lSn-I + "'" + als + ao
K(s) = K°s" + b,_ts"-L + "'" + bls + bo
hi2
1-I ($2 + ails + ai2)
K(S) -- K o i_1
n/2
1--[ (s2 + bils + bi2)
i=1
(4.66)
(4.67)
Empirical evidence suggests that the factored form of Equation 4.67 provides better
performance in mathematical programming algorithms than the form of Equation 4.66
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(Mitchell, 1972). This maybebecausetheindividualpolesandzerosof eachelement
of the transfer function depend only on a few parametersrather than all the
coefficientsof apolynomial. Thetransferfunctionrepresentationhasthedisadvantage
of not allowinga simpleway of fixing theorder of the controllerwhile alsoallowing
sufficient freedomto realizea wide classof controller structures. Becauseof this
inflexibility, further properties of this type of controller representationare not
considered.
4.6 Partial Derivative Calculations
In sub-section 4.1 a brief description of a few common control system design
constraints was given. In this sub-section techniques for calculating these constraints
and their partial derivatives with respect to the controller design parameters discussed
in sub-section 4.5 are developed. The analytical expressions for the partial derivatives
of the constraint functions are needed by the algorithms used in search-based methods
for controller design in order to accurately determine the local behavior of the
constraint functions. Experience has shown that the use of finite differences to obtain
approximations to partial derivatives often leads to poor performance in mathematical
programming (Gill, Murray, and Wright, 1981, p. 127).
4.6.1 Controller Frequency Response
In order to calculate the partial derivatives of frequency response constraint
functions, it is helpful to first compute general expressions for the partial derivatives
of the frequency response of a controller (at a fixed frequency) with respect to the
design parameters. Let (A,B, C,D) be a state-space realization of a controller K.
Then the frequency response of K at s is given by
K(s) = C (s)B + D (4.68)
where ,I,(s) = (sl- A) -l , and s = j27rf for a continuous-time controller, or
s - e j2"fr" for a discrete-time controller. Define e i as column vector that has a 1 as
the i'a dement with all other dements zero. Then the (i,j) element of K(s) is given
by
Ko(s ) = ef[Ccb(s)B + D]ej. (4.69)
Taking the partial derivative of Ko(s ) with respect to the (m,n) element of D yields
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o (s)
OD
mn
- e re,.erej, (4.70)
where the fact that
has been used.
aD
OD,,, - e"e"r (4.71)
Rewriting Equation 4.70 reveals that
OK_j(s) _ e rejefe m (4.72)
OD,,,
which implies that
OKq(s) _ [ejeir]r. (4.73)
aD
Using a similar approach it can be shown that
OKq(s) _ [,b(s)Bejeir]r (4.74)OC
and
-[eje, CO,)] (4.75)OB
OKo(s) -[¢b(s)BejerOb(s)] r " (4.76)
aA
Equations 4.73-4.76 assume that all the elements of A, B, C, and D are
independent. If A is a function of B as in the state feedback parameterization
A = A r + BF , (4.77)
then Equation 4.76 is eliminated and Equation 4.75 is replaced with
OKij(s) - {[1+ F,b(s)B]eje,'C,b(s)}"
aB
(4.78)
Since the state-space realization of a given controller is not unique, as pointed
out in sub-section 4.5, it is interesting to consider how the particular choice of
realization changes partial derivative calculations. Consider a controllerK
parameterized by the realization (A,B,C,D) and the realization (AT,Br, Cr,Dr) ,
where Ao` = Q IAQ, Bo` = Q lB, Co. = CQ, and Do. = D. Direct substitution of
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theseequalities into Equations4.73-4.76, yields, in terms of the original partial
derivatives, the following expressions:
aK,v(s) _ ago(s)Q-r, (4.79)
a% ac
and
aK,;(s) _ QT aK,j(s) (4.80)
aB e OB '
a j(s) Ta ij(s)
OAQ - Q _{,!
-r (4.81)
Since D r does not depend on T, OK_j(s) = aK°(s). These results indicate that the
c3Dr OD
choice of realization changes the partial derivatives; but more importantly, they reveal
that the transformation does not operate on the partial derivatives in the same manner
as it operates on the original realization. This implies that the behavior of the
constraint functions can be altered by changing the state-space realization of the
controller. How to use this fact in developing algorithms for search-based controller
design remains an area open to further research. For example, one possibility might
be to try to determine the realization that minimizes some measure of the sensitivity
of the satisfied constraints to the design parameters in order to reduce the likelihood
that satisfied constraints become unsatisfied as the violated constraints are improved.
4.6.2 Frequency Response of a Transfer Function
General expressions for the partial derivatives of a controller frequency
response with respect to the controller design parameters were derived in the previous
section. In order to calculate the partial derivatives of constraint functions, such as
frequency dependent singular values, frequency response magnitudes of individual
elements of a transfer function matrix, operator norms, etc., it is necessary to develop
general expressions for the partial derivatives of the frequency response of a transfer
function matrix with respect to the controller design parameters.
Let T:& ×q --, C "×' be a function of the frequency response of a controller (not
the design parameters) evaluated at a single frequency as defined by
T(K) = TR(K ) + jT_(K) (4.82)
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where K is the frequency response of the controller, and TR(K) (7_ R "×J and
Tt(K ) E R r×` are the real and imaginary parts of T(K), respectively. Define
O_,j(K) E C rx" as a matrix with its (m,n) element given by --j-_S. (K), where K¢ is
u
the (i, j) element of K. Let K:R u, --, C p×q be a function of the real-valued vector x
OK Cp×q
(e.g., particular elements of a state-space realization). Now define _-_-(x) E
X r
as a matrix with its (i, j') element given by
aKq___._. A_ a(KR)U(X ) + jO(Kt)iJ(x ) (4.83)
oxr (x) ax, ox_
where K R = Re(K) and K t = lm(K). Now by a straightforward application of the
multivariable chain rule it can be shown that for every (m,n) the partial derivatives of
the real and imaginary parts of T with respect to the parameter x_ are given by
and
( i
aft,).. ' ' [ a(L)., a(K,),j + 0(L).. a(K1),_l
j.1 i., a(K,) u
q P [ O(TI),,,, O(KR)u a(Ti),,,, a(K,)u ]
a(Tl)ran : E Z +
ax r y., ,., a(KR) q ax a(K,)u axr
(4.84)
(4.85)
These expressions can be reduced to a more compact form by first noting that
application of the Cauchy-Riemann equations (Appendix B) to the function T,,,, yields
a(T.).., a(Y,).,.
a(K,),j a(l<,),j
(4.86)
and
a(_rR)., a(:r,)m.
- - _ (4.87)
a(K,),j a(KR),j '
aT.,. aCTR).," .OCT,),,,.. (4.88)
OKu - -O(Ke)u + J O(KR)------_j,
and then substituting these equations into Equations 4.84 and 4.85 to obtain
q P aT aK/j(x)--EE (K(x)) (x).r ."' (4.89)
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The term _.--_(K(x)) in Equation4.89 is, in general, different for various transfer
U _dt_ij •
function matrices. As an example of this calculation, consider the transfer function
defined by Equation 4.1, which is repeated here for convenience:
T = (i + (4.90)
Using the vectors e i and ej as defined in Section 4.6.1
= (1 + GpK)-'G a , (4.91)
aK,j O.
and
aT -(I + GvK)-1 OK= (1 + GpK) -loK,, (4.92)
0T
- -(I + GvK)-'Gve,eJ(I + GvK)-'. (4.93)
an,
It is interesting to note that this partial derivative is simply an outer product of
vectors. In fact, this holds for all such partials, and it is important to use this
information upon actual implementation in order to reduce floating-point operations.
In order to complete the development of the expressions necessary for
evaluating constraint function gradients, the partial derivatives of several real-valued
functions of the frequency responses of transfer functions are derived in the following
sub-sections.
4.6.3 Frequency Dependent Singular Values
Sub-section 4.1 pointed out that many common performance and stability
robustness constraints are defined in terms of the frequency dependent singular values
of the frequency response of a transfer function. Since at any given frequency the
frequency response of a transfer function is a complex-valued matrix, the general
expressions for the necessary partial derivatives can be determined by calculating the
partial derivatives of the singular values of a matrix with respect to some arbitrary
scalar parameter upon which the elements of the matrix depend. Before expressions
for these partial derivatives are derived, the basic properties of the SVD are
presented.
Let T E C "×". Then there exist unitary matrices
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and
suchthat
where
U= [u_ u 2 ... u ] E C "x"
V= [v_ v2... v ] E C "×"
T = UF, V n ,
= diag(trt, tr2, ... ,aq) E R "x", q = min{m,n}
(4.94)
(4.95)
(4.96)
(4.97)
and tr_ >_ az >_ ... >_ aq >- O. The%arethesingularvaluesofT, andtheu iand
v_ are the corresponding left singular vectors and right singular vectors, respectively.
It is often useful to define try, = a_ and %_ = trq. Several algorithms exist for the
calculation of the SVD of a matrix. A well- tested implementation of an algorithm
for calculating the SVD is provided in the LINPACK collection of FORTRAN
subroutines (Dongarra et al., 1979).
To calculate the partial derivatives of the i'h singular value of T with respect
to the elements of some vector of parameters x, first note that Equation 4.96 implies
that
Tv i = %u i (4.98)
and
Tltui = trivi , (4.99)
where i = 1,2,...,q. Taking derivatives with respect to the j_ element of x by
applying the product rule to Equations 4.98 and 4.99 yields (dropping the explicit
dependence on x for the sake of brevity)
and
OT Ov i 0% cgui
mv i + T - __u i + % (4.100)% axj
OT n TnaUi 0% Ov i
+ = _l_i + (Yi_ ' (4.101)
OXj u i _Xj OXj OXj
respectively.
conjugate transpose of Equation 4.99 yields
Multiplying Equation 4.100 on the left by u, n and using the complex-
tt cgT n cgvi 0% HOui
u i hv i + %v i _ - + %u i _ . (4.102)
axj axs axs
Likewise, multiplication of Equation 4.101 on the right by v_n and using the complex-
conjugate transpose of Equation 4.100 yields
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v HOT" .Ou i O_ ,3v i
, + o,u, - % + m.Oxj
3a i
Adding Equations 4.102 and 4.103 and solving for
c3_, [u nOT (x)v, 1
.=-(x) = Re
% L ,,xj .l
(4.103)
yields the desired result:
(4.104)
which is the same as obtained by Junkins and Kim (1990). In the case of a frequency
response constraint, the matrix T becomes a function of frequency as well as the
controller parameters; and therefore, the singular value partial derivatives also become
functions of frequency.
As described in sub-section 4.1, many design constraints can be expressed
explicitly in terms of the maximum singular value frequency response of a transfer
function. Experience has revealed that great care must be taken when trying to
improve a constraint involving maximum singular values, because in many
circumstances the maximum singular value is not well isolated (meaning that the next
largest singular value is near it in value). If this is the case, trying to improve the
maximum singular value without regard for the other singular values may cause
another singular value to become the "maximum". Furthermore, this new maximum
may be a worse constraint violation than the first one. A simple solution to this
potential difficulty is to try to simultaneously improve all the singular values that are
near in value to the maximum singular value. Experience in this research effort has
shown this approach to be highly effective in practice. A similar approach is also
used when constraining minimum singular values.
4.6.4 Operator Norms
Although the infinity-norm of an operator is, in general, defined on an
uncountable set (a frequency interval), it can be approximated for practical purposes
by using a finite set tl, i.e.,
IITII. =sup{ r[T(j,.,,)], R} =max{o',,_[T(jo0], _./E fl}. (4.105)
This approximation may seem rather coarse, but in practice there is usually no
difficulty in defining f/ such that there is a point near the actual value of o_ at which
the norm is achieved. The calculation of the partial derivatives of the infinity norm
follow directly from the singular value partial derivatives, although care must be used
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whenthe norm is nearlyachievedat morethanonefrequencypoint. This difficulty
is overcomeby a techniquesimilar to thatusedfor nearlyrepeatedsingularvalues.
The calculationof the operator2-norm is somewhatmoredifficult than the
infinity-norm. In this case,an integralmustbe replacedby a finite sum, i.e.,
IIrll = tr[rHO o) (4.106)
can be approximated by
IIr 112= wi
iffi
tr[Tn(j%)T(j%)]}
112
(4.107)
where the w_ are determined by the particular quadrature scheme used. The
calculation of the partial derivatives depend on having an expression for the partial
derivatives of the trace operator with respect to the elements of T(jo_). This is
obtained through the relationship
tr[Tn(j6o) T(joJ)] = E Re[T=.(fl°)] z + lm[T=.(J°a)] 2. (4.108)
m,tl
Thus the partial derivatives of the trace with respect to the real and imaginary parts
of the (i,j) element are given by
and
O tr[TU(jo_) T(jo_)] = 2Re[To.(joa)]
ORe[T_j(jo_)]
• O_ .tr[TU(joo)T(joa)] = 21m[T_j(jo_)].
&m[T_j(jo_)j
(4.109)
(4.110)
4.6.5 Damping Ratios of Poles and Zeros
As was mentioned in sub-section 4.1, it is sometimes desirable to place
constraints on the damping ratios of the poles and zeros of the controller in order to
achieve certain types of stability and performance robustness. The damping ratio of
a stable, complex pole or zero of a continuous-time system can be calculated from its
corresponding location in the complex plane Xc as
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-Re(hc)
_"= [Rre2(h) 2 w2 (4.11i)÷ tm (xc)]
A straightforward calculation yields the partial derivatives of the damping ratio with
respect to Re(k) and lm(k), which are given by
Of = -lm2(kc) (4.112)
ORe(he) t,,_[_'-'2(Xc)+ lm 2(Xc) ]13aarid
Of = Re(he) lm(Xc) (4.113)
OIm(X_) [Re2(X¢) + Im 2(he) ]l_a
In the case of discrete-time linear systems, damping ratios can be defined
through the relationship
1 ln(hd) (4.114)h_=_-
$
where T, is the sampling period, h c is the continuous-time root location, and h d is
the discrete-time root location. In order to calculate the necessary partial derivatives,
the derivative of Equation 4.114 with respect to k d is needed and is given by
ak_ 1
= (4.115)
Ohd T h a
Applying the Cauchy-Riemann equations (see Appendix B) to Equation 4.115 yields
the following expressions for the partial derivatives of Re(h) and Ira(h) with respect
to Re(ha) and Im(hs):
and
ORe(h_) _ OIm(h_) _ Re[ 0h_} (4.116)
0Re(ha) Olm(hd) [ _a I
Olm(hc) _ _ORe(he) _ lm [ 0he ] (4.117)
ORe(ha) Olin(ha) [ -_n _
Using the chain rule, together with Equations 4.112, 4.113, 4.116, and 4.117 results
in the final expressions for the partial derivatives of the damping ratio of a complex
pole or zero of a discrete-time system with respect to Re(ha) and lm(hn). They are
Or _ Or ORe(hc) Or Olm(hc)
+ (4.118)
ORe(ha) Oee(k_) ORe(ha) Olm(h_) ORe(ha)
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and
_ aRe(kc) alm(Xc)+ (4.119)
aRe(X3 aZm(X.) aZm(X )aZm(X.)
4.6.6 Eigenvalues
To calculate the damping ratios of the poles of a controller with realization
(A,B,C,D) the eigenvalues of A need to be determined. If A E R "×", then the
eigenvalues of A are defined by the set
A(A) = {x C l det(M - A) = 0} (4.120)
A well-tested implementation of the QR algorithm for calculating the eigenvalues of
a matrix exists in the EISPACK collection of FORTRAN subroutines (Smith et al.,
1976).
Let k E A(A). Then any x E C" such that
Ax = hx (4.121)
is a right eigenvector of A corresponding to k. Similarly, any y E C" such that
ynA = Xy" (4.122)
is a left eigenvector of A corresponding to k. Since the implementation of an
algorithm for the simultaneous calculation of the right and left eigenvectors
corresponding to a particular eigenvalue is not readily available, the following (not
necessarily efficient) approach using the SVD can be used. Let A x = hat - A and let
A x = UF, V n be the SVD of A x. Then for every i such that a,. = 0, v, and u, are
left and right eigenvectors of A corresponding to k. Moreover, for every i _ j, v i
and vj are linearly independent, and u_ and uj are linearly independent.
The partial derivatives of a matrix eigenvalue with respect to a scalar
parameter can be derived in a manner similar to that of singular value partials.
Suppose that the elements of A are functions of a vector of parameters p, and let Pi
denote the i '_ element of p. Taking derivatives on both sides of Equation 4.121
yields
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OA ax ok k ax
_X + A - X +
op, ap, ap,
Multiplying on the left by yn, using Equation 4.122, and solving for
desired expression: n OA. ,
_ y  tmx
• ynx '
(4.123)
aX yields the
(4.124)
which is equivalent to the results obtained by Golub and Van Loan (1989, p. 344).
4.6.7 Generalized Eigenvalues
To calculate the damping ratios of the zeros of the individual elements of a
transfer function matrix the generalized eigenvalues of a pair of matrices must be
determined. Let (A,B, C,D) be a state-space realization of a controller K. Define
G= , H=
i
(4.125)
where c_ is the i'h row of C, bj is the j _ column of B, and d u is the (i,j) element
of D. Then the zeros of the (i,j) element of K are given by the set (Kailath, 1980,
p. 76)
A(G,H) = {X E C I det(M-/ - G) = 0}. (4.126)
A well-tested implementation of the QZ algorithm for determining generalized
eigenvalues is available in the EISPACK collection of subroutines (Garbow et al.,
1977).
Suppose h E A(G,H). Then any x E C" such that
Gx = M-lx (4.127)
is said to be a right eigenvexXor of the pair (G,H) corresponding to k.
y E C" such that
yn G --_kyUn
Similarly, any
(4.128)
is said to be a left eigenvector of the pair (G,H) corresponding to X. The left and
fight eigenvectors for the generalized eigenvalue problem can be determined by the
same technique as is described for ordinary eigenvalues in Section 4.6.6
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By using Equations4.127 and 4.128, the partial derivativesof generalized
eigenvaluescanbe determinedin a manneranalogousto that usedfor determining
ordinary eigenvaluepartials. Let G be a function of a vector of parameters p and
let Pi be the i ,h element of p. Then the partial derivative of X with respect to Pi can
be shown to be given by
tt aG..
Oh y --_tp)x (4. 129)
-- y"/4x
4.7 Techniques for Obtaining an Initial Controller
Before the algorithms presented in sub-sections 4.3 and 4.4 can be applied to
controller design problems, it is necessary to obtain an initial controller (parameter
vector) that is close enough to a controller that satisfies the design constraints in order
for the algorithm to have a reasonable chance of finding a satisfactory solution. There
are two methods currently available for obtaining initial controllers: (1) classical
graphical methods and (2) analytical synthesis methods.
The case in which a parametric model of the plant is available is somewhat
easier to handle than the nonparametric model case because it is usually possible to
rely on analytical synthesis methods, such as LQG and H_-optimization, to design a
controller that achieves a few design constraints. Then a search-based method can be
applied to try to achieve the remaining constraints while maintaining those that were
already satisfied by the analytical design. The only serious drawback to this approach
is the fact that the analytical methods produce controllers that have a dynamical order
that is greater than or equal to the plant model order. Occasionally these controllers
can be simplified by model reduction techniques (Anderson and Moore, 1990, chap.
10) without seriously degrading the design constraints. After the model reduction is
performed a search-based method can be applied in an attempt to recover the degraded
constraints as well as achieve other constraints. This approach is employed in the
applications presented in sub-section 4.9.
The case when the plant is described solely by a nonparametric model is more
difficult because there does not exist any analytical design method that can be applied
in order to get an initial controller that satisfies any design constraints. Presently, the
only approach is to use graphical design procedures with frequency response estimates
as was done in the application presented in Section 4.8.1. In the case of SISO plants
and well decoupled MIMO plants, this is not an insurmountable task. On the other
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hand, if the plant is MIMO and not well decoupled,then obtaining a good initial
controller can become very tedious. In this case, one approach that may offer some
hope for open-loop stable plants is to work with the Youla parameterization of all
stabilizing controllers (Youla et al., 1976). Without reviewing the details of this
theory, let it be stated that if G is a proper and stable plant, then the controller given
by
K = Q(I- GQ) -1 (4.130)
results in a stable closed-loop system (negative feedback assumed) where Q is any
proper and stable transfer function. Moreover, it can be shown that closed-loop
transfer functions, such as the sensitivity function and complementary sensitivity
function are affine (linear) functions of Q. This affine relationship simplifies the
choice of an initial Q and thus the design of an initial K. Of course, the drawback
to this approach is that it results in a nonparametric model of the controller as well
as the plant! This is clear from Equation 4.130. Therefore, one system identification
problem (the plant) is traded for another (the controller). However, it may be
possible to simultaneously design Q and identify a model of a fixed order for K.
This is an issue open to research.
4.8 Successful Applications
This sub-section describes the successful application of Algorithms A 1 and A2
to actual design problems. The first application is to a large aerospace structure
ground test facility (Frazier and Irwin, 1993), and the second is to the Hubble Space
Telescope (Irwin, Lawrence, Glenn, and Frazier, 1993).
4.8.1 The ACES Facility
An illustration of the NASA Marshall Space Flight Center Active Control
Technique Evaluation for Spacecraft (ACES) ground test facility is shown in
Figure 4.6. The ACES facility is suitable for the study of line-of-sight (LOS) and
vibration suppression control issues as pertaining to flexible aerospace structures. The
primary element of the ACES facility, a spare Voyager magnetometer boom, is a
lightly damped beam measuring approximately 45 feet in length.
The goal of the control system design is to maintain the reflected laser beam
in the center of the antenna, subject to disturbances generated by the base excitation
table (BET). This is to be accomplished by using the following actuators: Image
Motion Compensation (IMC) gimbals, Advanced Gimbal System (AGS), Linear
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7. Optical Detecto_
e. Min'_s
9. Laser
10, 2 Axis Pointing Gimbal System
11. LMED System
Single Structure
Conlrol
l.abofatonj
Figure 4.6
3 Melee Antenna
The ACES Ground Test Facility
Momentum Exch_inge Devices (LMED)'s; and sensors: base rate gyros (BGS), tip
accelerometers, tip rate gyros, LMED positions and accelerations, and the optical
position detector. As explained subsequently, this design only employed a subset of
these sensors and actuators. The digital control law is to be implemented on the
HP9000 control computer located at the facility using a fixed sampling rate of 50
Hertz and a fixed, one sample period computational delay.
The experimental open-loop frequency response from the y-axis IMC gimbal
torque to the x-axis LOS error is shown in Figure 4.7, where the effect of the
computational delay is quite apparent from analysis of the phase characteristic. The
frequency responses of the other dements of the IMC-to-LOS transfer function matrix
are similar, although the cross-axis terms have less gain. The open-loop frequency
response from the y-axis AGS gimbal torque to the y-axis base rate gyro system
(BGS) is shown in Figure 4.8, revealing the numerous lightly damped modes of the
structure. The frequency responses of other elements of the AGS-to-BGS transfer
function matrix are similar, but the cross axis terms have lower gain.
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The philosophy taken for the design was to use the AGS and feedback from
the BGS to add damping to the lightly damped modes of the beam and to use the IMC
gimbals with feedback from the optical detector to maintain small LOS error. Since
the IMC gimbals have very little impact on the boom, it is feasible to design
controllers for the IMC-to-LOS and AGS-to-BGS subsystems independently. One
concern, however, is the effect that the disturbances that reach the IMC gimbals
through the connecting arm that is attached to the base (as opposed to disturbances
acting on the detector directly) have on the LOS error, due to the inherently high
optical gain from the IMC gimbals to the detector. One way to reduce the effects of
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these disturbances is to maintain high IMC controller gain at the frequencies at which
these disturbances occur. To understand why this is the case, consider the block
diagram model of the IMC-to-LOS subsystem shown in Figure 4.9, where d;
represents the torque disturbances on the input to the IMC gimbals, do represents
position disturbances on the detector, and y represents LOS error. The LOS error as
a function of the disturbances is given by
y = (I + Gt_cKtuc)-'d o + (1 + GtMcKz,uc)-_Gtucd,. (4.131)
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The first term in Equation4.131 revealsthathigh loop gain GIMcKIM c provides good
rejection of output position disturbances, but the second term reveals that if G_c has
high gain (which it does in this case), then it is necessary for Klu c to have high gain
in order to have good rejection of input torque disturbances. Analysis of Figure 4.7
reveals that achieving high IMC controller gain while also maintaining acceptable
stability margins is difficult because of the combination of the high optical gain and
the additional phase lag introduced by the computational delay. Fortunately, the
source of these disturbances can be reduced considerably by other means; namely,
increasing the damping of the modes of the beam with the AGS, and thereby reducing
the motion of the base and the arm supporting the IMC gimbals.
The next step of the design procedure was the determination of a set of precise
closed-loop constraints that are consistent with the aforementioned design philosophy.
These constraints are given in Table 4.1. Next, the initial controllers were designed
for the IMC-to-LOS and AGS-to-BGS subsystems using standard, graphical one-loop-
at-a-time techniques with the experimental frequency response data. Although the
attempt was made to satisfy the design constraints when designing the initial
controllers, they were not satisfied as can be seen by comparing the first and second
columns of Table 4.1. The controller for each subsystem was 10 u' order.
The multivariable design (i.e., taking cross-axis coupling within each
subsystem into account) for each subsystem was then performed using the
experimental data and Algorithm A1. The final values of all the constraint functions
are provided in the third column of Table 4.1. Although most of the constraints were
satisfied, two of the constraints for the AGS subsystem were not satisfied (the
algorithm reached a point such that these constraints became locally unfeasible).
G Ju¢ +
Y
Figure 4.9 Block Diagram of the IMC-to-LOS Detector
Subsystem
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Table 4.1 Summaryof MultivariableDesignConstraintValues
Constraint
a,,_[l +GK(z)]_uc _ 0.5, fE (0,25)
am,[l + KG(z)]tu c _ 0.5, fE (0,25)
au[I+(GK(z))-'],Mc >_ 0.6, fE (0,25)
a_[l+(KG(z))-l]tuc >_ 0.6, fE (0,25)
a,_[l÷GK(z)]tuc >- 18, fE [0.14,0.16]
o-,_[l+CK(z)].,os _>0.6, f_ (0,25)
,,-m[1+KC(z)].,,_s>_0.6, f_ (0,25)
[, )'] >,r_ +(GK(z) ,,_s-
>_0.7, (0,:5)
Initial Value
0.2289
0.2276
0.2827
0.2805
10.0020
0.3649
0.3585
0.3600
0.3589
Final Value
0.5090
0.5056
0.6072
0.6112
14.1000
0.5996
0.5988
0.6719
0.6712
IMC represents IMC subsystem; AGS represents AGS subsystem
G represents plant; K represents controller
z = e"/2"It', T ---0.02 sec
However, it was decided to test the resulting controller anyway. To further illustrate
results from the algorithm, Figures 4.10 and 4.11 show the resulting singular value
frequency responses of [1 + GK]_ c with the initial and final controllers, respectively.
Note that these results were obtained from numerical manipulations and are not
experimental closed loop responses.
After the design was completed, the resulting controller was implemented at
the ACES facility. The open-loop x-axis LOS error due to an x-axis spacecraft crew
motion BET disturbance is shown in Figure 4.12. The dominant behavior in the
response is the lightly damped pendulum mode. The x-axis LOS error response to the
same disturbance after closing the loop with the controller is shown in Figure 4.13.
This figure illustrates significant improvement over the open-loop response.
Experimental results for a y-axis BET disturbance also indicated performance
improvements; however, they were not as significant as those obtained for the x-axis.
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During the course of this design effort a major weakness in Algorithm A1 was
discovered: the choice of the parameter N,_ had a significant impact on the
performance of the algorithm. It was observed that if N_, x was too large, many
gradients associated with constraint violations that were not even close to the worst
violation for each frequency dependent constraint entered into the search direction
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calculation and thereby impeded progress. On the other hand, if N,,_ was too small,
too few gradients entered into the search direction calculation to prevent jamming.
In order to get the algorithm to complete a successful design, this parameter had to
be changed many times throughout program execution. A method for automatically
changing N,,_ based upon relationships between the constraint gradients may be able
to alleviate this difficulty.
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4.8.2 The Hubble Space Telescope
This section presents the application of Algorithm A2 to controller redesign for
the pointing control system of the Hubble Space Telescope (HST). Initial redesign
efforts are described by Sharkey, Nurre, Beals, and Nelson (1992). For the sake of
brevity, only that part of the redesign effort performed by Ohio University that
involves the use of Algorithm A2 are presented here. Further details are described
by Irwin, Lawrence, Glenn, and Frazier (1993).
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Illustration of the Hubble Space Telescope
An illustration of the HST is shown in Figure 4.14. The primary objective of
the pointing control system is to maintain a fixed HST attitude so as to avoid pointing
errors while using the telescope for scientific observation. Due to thermally induced
vibrations in the solar arrays (SA's), the HST has encountered difficulties in
maintaining satisfactory LOS pointing error requirements. Although efforts to reduce
this error began shortly after the HST was placed into operational mode, satisfactory
results have yet to be obtained. 2
The effects of the SA vibrations are usually modeled as torque disturbances
entering the plant as shown in the block diagram of Figure 4.15. Since the HST
employs a sampled-data control system, the signals and transfer functions in Figure
4.15 are shown in the z-domain and are defined as
2 At the time of the redesign, the HST repair mission had not yet flown.
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Figure 4.15 Block Diagram Used for HST Design
Zd:
AO CM D :
A0:
disturbance torque
commanded change in attitude
change in measured attitude
Gp(z) : discretized plant
Go(z): discrete-time controller
The change in measured attitude as a function of the disturbance torque is given by
GpGc) Gpd SoGpT aAO = (1 + -i T = (4.132)
Gp _) is the output sensitivity function.where S o = (I + G -t
Since it is desired to reduce the effect that Td has on A0, it is necessary to
keep SoG p small at frequencies where Td contains significant power. Analysis of the
power spectral densities of the attitude signals from the flight data indicates the
presence of significant disturbance power between 0 Hz and 3 Hz, with large
disturbance power levels occurring in the vicinity of 0.1 Hz and 0.6 Hz. The
disturbance power at these two particular frequencies can be attributed to the
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excitation of structuralmodesassociatedwith the SA's. The 0.1 Hz mode is due to
"out-of-plane" bending of the SA's and the 0.6 mode is due to "in-plane" bending.
In order to obtain satisfactory performance, it is necessary to design the controller to
attenuate disturbances across the entire frequency range from 0 Hz to 3 Hz, and not
just the disturbances at 0.1 Hz and 0.6 Hz as has been suggested (Wie, Liu, and
Bauer, 1993); although moderately damped controller poles near these frequencies can
provide performance improvements without the loss of stability and performance
robustness. Analysis of the geometry of the HST also indicates in-plane bending of
the SA's should only have a minor impact on HST motion about the V 2 axis
irrespective of SA orientation. On the other hand, in-plane bending can have a
significant impact on the V_ and V3 axes, the degree of which depends on the
particular SA orientation. The out-of-plane SA bending has an impact upon all HST
axes, especially V2. These observations have been confirmed by analysis of the flight
data.
Before describing the controller design that was performed using Algorithm
A2, the SAGA-II controller (the best performing controller of those that have been
flight tested) is analyzed in terms of the above observations. The SAGA-II controller
was designed and implemented in order to achieve satisfactory pointing error
attenuation in response to the SA generated disturbances. It is a diagonal controller
consisting (in each axis) of second order PID compensation, lightly damped notch
filters at 14 Hz or 19 Hz for "scissors mode" suppression, and lightly damped (3-9
percent damping) modes near 0.1 Hz and 0.6 Hz for improving disturbance rejection.
The MIMO stability robustness problems with this controller are illustrated in Figure
4.16 by the small value (-11 dB) of the return difference near 1.5 Hz and in Figure
4.17 by the large value (12 dB) of the complementary sensitivity near 1.5 Hz. The
singular value frequency response from the disturbance inputs to HST attitude is
shown in Figure 4.18. This response indicates that significant disturbance power in
the 0.2 Hz to 3 Hz range may have an undesirable effect upon the attitude error.
A 200 second linear simulation was performed using software and flight data
provided by NASA corresponding to the 90 degree SA angle. The resulting peak and
RMS values of the attitude error for all three axes are provided in Table 4.2. The
corresponding PSD estimate of the V3 axis is shown in Figure 4.19. The large peak
near 1 Hz is a major contributor to the error in this axis.
Although system performance using the SAGA-II controller was greatly
improved over the original PID controller, it was felt that further improvements could
be obtained by modifying the SAGA-II controller using the following design
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Figure 4.17 Complementary Sensitivity Maximum Singular
Value Frequency Response with SAGA-II Controller
philosophy. The final controller should provide as much gain as possible from very
low frequencies to approximately 3 Hz in order to reject torque disturbances. Special
emphasis should placed on increasing controller gain in the vicinity of 0.1 Hz in all
three axes while increasing the gain in the vicinity of 0.6 Hz in the VI and V3 axes.
The controller should provide sufficient attenuation of modes at 14 Hz and 19 Hz.
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Figure 4.18 Singular Value Frequency Response from
Disturbance to HST Attitude with SAGA-II Controller (All
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Figure 4.19 PSD Estimate of V3 Axis Simulated Transient
Response
Stability robustness should be specified in terms of the minimum singular value of the
return difference operator and the maximum singular value of the complementary
sensitivity function; both being MIMO measures of stability robustness to unstructured
uncertainties.
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Table4.2 Peakand RMS Attitude Valuesfor Linear Simulation with
SAGA-II
HST Axis
Vi V2 V3
Peak Value (milliarcsec) 170.9 30.32 60.05
RMS Value (milliarcsec) 40.59 4.651 9.323
The initial controller for Algorithm A2 was designed as follows. To provide
better performance robustness, the damping of all the lightly damped controller modes
was increased to values ranging between 10 percent and 30 percent. In particular, the
lightly damped mode at 0.63 Hz in the V2 axis of the SAGA-II controller was
eliminated based upon the aforementioned reasoning. This allowed for an increase in
loop gain in this axis at lower frequencies, including 0.1 Hz. The PID stages and
high frequency notch filters were unaltered. Additional second order lead
compensation was added to each axis to help improve stability margins. Plots of the
return difference minimum singular value and the complementary sensitivity maximum
singular value are given, along with the desired specifications, in Figures 4.20 and
4.21, respectively. These plots indicate stability robustness problems near 3 Hz in
both cases.
To improve stability robustness Algorithm A2 was employed. The PID stages,
the high frequency notch filters, and the moderately damped controller modes were
entered as fixed stages of compensation. The parameters of the second order
compensation in each axis were used for design. The controller was parameterized
with the real-Schur method described in sub-section 4.5.1. After approximately 300
steps the progress of the design had become sufficiently slow to warrant termination.
Although significant progress had been made, the specifications had not been
completely achieved. The final return difference minimum singular value and
complementary sensitivity maximum singular value responses are shown in Figures
4.22 and 4.23, respectively. These figures indicate no apparent improvement in the
return difference, but that significant improvement in the complementary sensitivity
function was obtained. The singular value frequency response from the disturbances
to HST attitude is shown in Figure 4.24. A comparison of this figure with Figure
4.18 reveals important reductions in the sensitivity of the HST attitude to disturbance
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Figure 4.21 Complementary Sensitivity Maximum Singular
Value Frequency Response with Initial Controller
power in the 0.2 Hz to 3 Hz range. Performing a 200 second linear simulation using
the same disturbance as was used with SAGA-II resulted in the peak values and RMS
values given in Table 4.3. These results indicate moderate performance improvements
over the SAGA-II controller. These improvements can be attributed primarily to
increased disturbance rejection at most frequencies below 3 Hz. The PSD estimate
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Figure 4.23 Complementary Sensitivity Maximum Singular
Value Frequency Response with Final Controller
of the V3 axis response shown in Figure 4.25 indicates a significant reduction in the
peak near 1 Hz, as well as reductions at other frequencies.
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Table 4.3 Peakand RMS Values for Linear Simulationwith Final
Controller
HST Axis
Vt V2 V3
PeakValue (milliarcsec) 105.1 17.03 36.59
RMS Value (milliarcsec) 28.60 2.969 7.239
During the courseof this designeffort severalweaknessesof Algorithm A2
werediscovered.Themostimportantof thesewastherealizationthat therequirement
that all the ordinary constraintviolations and theworst violation of every frequency
dependentconstraintto decreasesimultaneouslywas too restrictive. The algorithm
continually failed to make significant progressbefore terminating, and it became
necessaryto constantlychangethe designconstraintsin order for the algorithm to
proceed.Finally, reasonableperformanceanda successfuldesignwereobtainedafter
altering thealgorithm to acceptthe trial parametervectorif theworst violation of all
the constraints decreased (the same test as used in the Polak-Mayne Algorithm). The
new method for handling the e-active constraints was retained, however.
It has also been observed that after running the algorithm many times with and
without the in-the-large directions (singular value constraints only), that the in-the-
large directions do not appear to have a significant impact on overall performance.
Analysis of the method by which the search direction is calculated may offer one
explanation. Although the in-the-large directions provide more information about
constraint function behavior than gradients alone, the fact that the search direction is
a compromise between many in-the-large directions and gradients probably eliminates
the potential benefits of the in-the-large directions. Although this method of using the
in-large-directions did not produce measurable improvements in algorithm
performance, it is still felt that further research may lead to more effective ways to
use this information, especially when the constraints enter into a condition of local
opposition.
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4.9 A Performance Comparison
In the sub-section 4.8 two successful controller designs using Algorithm A1
and Algorithm A2 were presented. In this sub-section a study comparing the
performance of Algorithm A3 and the Polak-Mayne Algorithm is presented. Direct
performance comparisons of algorithms of this type can be difficult because of the
many user-specified parameters that affect algorithm performance, and because while
one algorithm may perform better than another on one problem, the reverse may
occur on another problem. Therefore the results of a single comparison are not
conclusive evidence that one algorithm is better than another. However, repeated
experiments with several different problems can begin to lead to general conclusions
about relative performance. The results of this particular design study are typical of
those obtained from several experiments performed with these two algorithms.
4.9.1 The Design Problem
A design problem that is somewhat less complicated than the two problems that
were presented in the previous sub-section 4.8 has been chosen to illustrate the
relative performance of Algorithm A3 and the Polak-Mayne Algorithm. The plant is
an arbitrary, stable, third order, two-input, two-output system taken from Polak and
Mayne (1976). A sampling rate of 40 Hz was selected to convert the problem to
discrete-time without significantly altering the frequency response over the bandwidth
of the open-loop plant. The objective is to design a controller such that the steady-
state error to a step input is zero, the closed-loop bandwidth is greater than 1 Hz,
rejection of output disturbances exceeds 30 dB at all frequencies below 0.01 Hz, and
stability robustness to output multiplicative unstructured uncertainty exceeds -1 dB at
all frequencies below 2 Hz and -20 dB at 25 Hz. A block diagram of the closed-loop
configuration is shown in Figure 4.26. The uncompensated open-loop singular value
frequency response of the sampled-data system is shown in Figure 4.27.
The initial second-order controller was obtained by using LQG and model
reduction techniques as described by Polak and Mayne. The singular value frequency
response of the initial controller K is shown in Figure 4.28. The singular value
frequency response of the transfer function from the reference r to the output y is
shown in Figure 4.29 along with the corresponding closed-loop bandwidth
specification. The singular value frequency response of the output sensitivity function
is shown in Figure 4.30 along with the corresponding disturbance rejection
specification. The singular value frequency response of the output complementary
sensitivity function is shown in Figure 4.31 along with the corresponding stability
robustness specification.
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4.9.2 Application of the Polak-Mayne Algorithm
The Polak-Mayne Algorithm was applied to the design problem using the initial
controller described above with e = 0.2 and 13 = 0.2. The state feedback
parameterization was used with the "F" matrix (sub-section 4.5.1) set equal to the
zero matrix in order to achieve the zero steady-state error requirement. The algorithm
required 523 iterations and 12 minutes, 22 seconds of CPU time on a Sun Sparcstation
2 to satisfy the design constraints. The singular value frequency response of the final
controller, the singular value frequency response of the transfer function from the
reference to the output, the singular value frequency response of the output sensitivity
function, and the singular value frequency response of the output complementary
sensitivity function are shown in Figures 4.32, 4.33, 4.34, and 4.35, respectively.
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4.9.3 Application of Algorithm A3
Algorithm A3 was applied to the design problem using the initial controller
described above with E = 0.2 and/3 -- 0.2. The state feedback parameterization was
used with the "F" matrix (sub-section 4.5.1) set equal to the zero matrix in order to
achieve the zero steady-state error requirement. The algorithm required 251 iterations
and 4 minutes, 33 seconds of CPU time on a Sun Sparcstation 2 to satisfy the design
constraints. The singular value frequency response of the final controller, the singular
value frequency response of the transfer function from the reference to the output, the
singular value frequency response of the output sensitivity function, and the singular
value frequency response of the output complementary sensitivity function are shown
in Figures 4.36, 4.37, 4.38, and 4.39, respectively. Comparison of these results with
those resulting from the Polak-Mayne Algorithm indicates that the final design in both
cases was virtually the same.
The performance results indicate a significant improvement over the Polak-
Mayne Algorithm in total iteration count and CPU time. It is important to
reemphasize that the only difference between the two algorithms is the method used
for calculating the search direction and that the search direction used by Algorithm A3
corresponds more closely to the measure of algorithm progress than that used by the
Polak-Mayne Algorithm.
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4.10 Conclusions and Directions for Further Research for MADCADS
This research effort has involved the development and study of several
mathematical programming algorithms that are suitable for search-based controller
design. It has been illustrated that this approach to controller design has the
advantages that it can simultaneously incorporate a wider variety and greater number
of design constraints than modern analytical synthesis methods and can employ either
parametric or nonparametric models of the plant as a basis for design. In fact, the
application of a search-based method to controller design for a large aerospace
structure ground test facility resulted in a controller that proved to be very effective
upon actual implementation. Moreover, this design contained more constraints than
could have been handled by any analytical synthesis method, and the design was
performed without resorting to an analytical model of the plant.
Undoubtedly, the most significant weakness of search-based methods is the
need for a good initial guess for the controller. As pointed out in sub-section 4.7, this
is usually not a major difficultly if a parametric model of the plant is available, but
it is a serious difficulty if the only model available is nonparametric. A systematic
method of designing an initial controller from nonparametric data alone is certainly
an area of research that needs to be pursued. The idea of using the Youla
parameterization of all stabilizing controllers is a possible start in this direction. In
fact, the difficulty of obtaining an initial controller points out that this approach to
controller design is actually not a design methodology in itself, but a design
improvement methodology. This does not lessen its utility however, since search-
based methods can simultaneously incorporate far more constraints and a wider variety
of constraints than any currently available analytical controller synthesis method.
Although the use of the in-the-large directions in Algorithm A2 did not produce
any measurable performance improvements, it is felt that it was not the in-the-large
directions themselves, but the method in which they were used in the search direction
calculation that limited their value. However, it seems reasonable to believe that the
more that is known about constraint function behavior, the better the algorithm will
perform. This is certainly the case in unconstrained optimization. Therefore, the real
issue for further research in this particular area is to discover how to effectively
incorporate additional function information into the search direction calculation.
Another aspect of search-based methods for controller design improvement
open to further study is the parameterization of the controller. As was illustrated in
sub-section 4.5, controller parameterizations are not unique, which leads to the
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questionof which parameterization is best suited for design. The importance of this
question was revealed when it was observed on several occasions that algorithm
progress improved by simply performing a random change on the state coordinates of
the state-space realization of the controller.
There are several contributions of this research effort to search-based methods
for controller design. The most significant of these is the development of the method
used for calculating the search direction in Algorithm A3. The key to the success of
this algorithm is the fact that the search direction has a close correspondence to the
measure of algorithm progress. As pointed out in sub-sections 4.4 and 4.9, the poor
performance of the Polak-Mayne Algorithm can be attributed to this lack of
correspondence.
A second contribution is reaffirmation of the difficulties that are encountered
when a poor choice is made for a measure for algorithm progress, especially a
measure that requires all violated constraints to improve simultaneously. As first
encountered by CIT, and reencountered in Algorithm A1 and Algorithm A2, this
measure appears to be too restrictive, although it is highly desirable from a theoretical
viewpoint in the sense that the final value of each constraint can be no worse than the
initial value of each constraint. It is possible, however, that the difficulty is not due
entirely to the measure itself; but that the proper choice of search direction for the
measure has not been discovered.
A third contribution is reinforcement of the value of using nonparametric plant
models obtained directly from experimental data as the basis for design. This was
accomplished through the implementation of a successful controller designed entirely
from nonparametric plant models. Although the use of nonparametric plant models
is not new, it has largely been ignored in modern control theory because of the
inability of modern analytical synthesis techniques to use these models. However,
with continued research in the area of search-based methods for controller design, the
use of nonparametric plant models will undoubtedly increase.
Other contributions include the parameterizing of the controller by the state
feedback parameterization and the associated method for fixing specified poles of the
controller, the development of generalized expressions for the calculation of the partial
derivatives of frequency response matrices with respect to controller parameters, and
the efficient method for software implementation of the calculation of the partial
derivatives of frequency dependent constraints through the use of a symbolic chain
rule.
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5 Conclusions
This section summarizes the results of Ohio University's efforts to advance the
state-of-the-art of controller design using data models. Also included is a set of
suggestions for future development.
5.1 Summary of Results
The major contributions of the grant effort have been the enhancement of the
Compensator Improvement Program (CIP), which resulted in the Ohio University CIP
(OUCIP) package, and the development of the Model and Data-Oriented Computer
Aided Design System (MADCADS).
Incorporation of direct z-domain designs into CIP was tested and determined to be
numerically ill-conditioned for the type of lightly damped problems for which the
development was intended. Therefore, it was decided to pursue the development of
z-plane designs in the w-plane, and to make this conversion transparent to the user.
The analytical development needed for this feature, as well as that needed for
including compensator damping ratios and DC gain specifications, closed loop stability
requirements, and closed loop disturbance rejection specifications into OUCIP are all
contained in Section 3. OUCIP was successfully tested with several example systems
to verify proper operation of existing and new features.
The extension of the CIP philosophy and algorithmic approach to handle modern
multivariable controller design criteria was implemented and tested. Several new
algorithms for implementing the search approach to modem multivariable control
system design were developed and tested. This analytical development, most of which
was incorporated into the MADCADS software package, is described in Section 4,
which also includes results of the application of MADCADS to the MSFC ACES
facility and the Hubble Space Telescope.
5.2 Satisfaction of Objectives
As mentioned in the introduction to this document, only part of the proposed
research for this grant was completed due to a lack of full funding. This sub-section
reviews the original proposed research and development tasks and specifies which
tasks were completed.
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5.2.1 Completion of CIP Objectives
The following is a list of originally proposed tasks for the enhancements to CIP,
with indications as to which were completed.
(1) Perform modifications so either digital z-domain or continuous s-domain
controllers could be produced. Task completed.
(2) Provide the option for the inclusion of vibration suppression and
disturbance/noise rejection specifications. Task completed.
(3) Provide the option of independent frequency response specifications for each
loop. Task not completed.
(4) Include the option of specifying the controller in a state-space format. Task
not completed.
(5) Modify so that closed loop specifications could be made. Task completed.
(6) For open loop specifications, provide the option of locating the loop breaking
points either before the plant or before the controller. Task not completed.
(7) Include pre and post-analysis of system singular values. This task was
completed by the addition of pre and post-analysis graphical output.
(8) Update the CIP code to operate in a workstation environment, i.e., user
friendly and interactive, rather than a batch environment. Task completed.
A modern graphical user interface was included in OUCIP.
5.2.2 Completion of Search-Based Modern Multivariable Control System Design
Software Package Objectives
The following list contains the originally proposed items for the modern
multivariable control system design software package and their status at the end of the
grant.
(1) Incorporation of a full complement of modern multivariable performance and
robustness criteria into the existing code. Task completed.
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(2) The incorporationof dampingratio constraints. Task completed.
(3) The incorporationof singleinput/outputpair transmissionconstraints. Task
completed.
(4) The investigation and implementationof the most desirable state-space
structuresto realizeaparticularsetof designconstraints.Althougha complete
characterizationof whatcontroller structureis themostappropriatefor agiven
setof designconstraintswasnot found, severalstate-spacecontroller structures
were studied.
(5) The implementationof the design software in a professionalworkstation
environment. Task completed.
(6) The developmentof effective graphical algorithm evaluation aids to allow
effective designerinteractionwascompleted. Graphicaloutputof frequency
responsesand the possibility of stopping the iterative process, saving the
solution and adjusting iteration parametersmakesuser interactionwith the
algorithmpossible.
5.2.3 Completion of Software Testing and Application Objectives
This sub-section briefly addresses the testing and application issues regarding both
CIP and MADCADS. The originally proposed tasks and their status at project
termination are listed below.
(1) The application of the enhanced CIP to the problem of vibration suppression
for the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) solar power panels. This problem was
not addressed using CIP but was solved using MADCADS.
(2) The application of the modem multivariable search-based design algorithms to
the HST vibration suppression problem. Task completed via MADCADS.
(3) The application of the multivariable algorithms to the CASES ground facility.
Task not completed.
(4) The application of enhanced CIP to the Single Structure Control facility. Task
not completed.
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5.3 Future Work
The most important suggestion that can be made for future development is the
consolidation of OUCIP and MADCADS into a single software package that includes
all features of both programs and some features that have not yet been implemented
in either software package. This combination would be synergistic in nature in that
problems could then be addressed that would not be solvable with individual
application of the design techniques.
Another important recommendation for future work is the completion of those tasks
originally proposed that were not completed. These tasks include adding the option
of independent frequency response specifications for each broken loop, providing the
ability to break the loops either before the plant or before the forward path controller,
and using the software in the design/fine-tuning of controllers for several test
facilities.
In addition to combining the separate packages other enhancements could be
included to greatly expand the capabilities of the software and create an even more
user-friendly environment. Such enhancements could include
(1) Graphically interactive block diagram(s), through which the user could
manipulate the data corresponding to each block. Both frequency response and
constraint data could be input graphically, through data files, or via parametric
methods.
(2) On-line search algorithm selection. In addition to gradient techniques the user
would be able to choose stochastic methods such as simulated annealing.
(3) Additional types of design constraints and analysis tools. This would "allow the
user to tackle a broader range of problems and facilitate system analysis.
OUCIP and MADCADS are professional quality software packages. The
completion of the above suggested enhancements would yield a design package that
will be able to handle most control system design problems.
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Appendix A: Multivariable Taylor Series
The following discussion of the multivariable Taylor series is based upon the
presentation of Gill, Murray, and Wright (1981).
Let x (E R", p E R" such that lip = l, and let h E R be positive. Let
f:R _ -) R be a function such that all partial derivatives of order 2 exist and are
continuous. Then there exists 0 E [0,1] such that
where
f(x + hp) = f(x) + hDf(x)p + lh2prD2f(x + hOp)p (A.I)
Df= Of Of Of (A.2)
ax2
is the gradient off and Dy is the Hessian, a matrix whose (i,j) entry is given by
(O2f)i) - ax°_fox. The value of being able to represent a function in the form of
Equation A.1 is that it allows for the approximation of the function in the
neighborhood of some point x by less complicated linear and quadratic functions.
(Note: In general a Taylor series may consist of the partial derivatives of many
orders. The restriction to second order partials has been in order to simplify
notation.)
One of the most important implications of the Taylor series for mathematical
programming algorithms is the following result. Suppose f has the Taylor series
expansion
f(x + hi)) = f(x) + hDf(x)p + lh2prD2f(x + hOp)p (A.3)
where IIDf(x)II _ 0. Then there exist p and h such that f(x + hp) > f(x). To
prove this result let p be such that Df(x)p > 0. Such a p always exists since p can
be chosen to be Df(x). Since the entries of Dff" are continuous at x, the quantity
prG(x + hOp)p is bounded on some interval h E [0,ho], h 0 > 0. Let
m --- min prG(x + hOp)p. Then
h E 10,hd
f(x +hp)-f(x)> h_ [Df(x)p + h2 1 +mini "]' h E [0,ho]. (A.4)
If h is then chosen such that 0 < h < rain ho, _ _ T--_i
f(x + hp)- f(x) >_ o.
then it follows that
(A.5)
Q.E.D.
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Appendix B: Cauchy-Riemann Equations
The following presentation of the Cauchy-Riemann equations is taken from
Churchill and Brown (1990). Let f:C ---, C be an analytic function of a complex
variable z = (x + jy) as defined by
f(z) = u(x,y) + jv(x,y) , (B.1)
where u:R _--, R and v:R 2-.., R are functions for which all first-order partial
derivatives exist. Then the following equations, commonly referred to as the Cauchy-
Riemann equations, hold:
__xx(X,y) = Ov
-_(x,y) (B.21
and
-_yy(X,y) = --_xx (X,y) .
03.3)
Moreover, it can also be shown that
dd._fz(Z) = -_(x,y) + " 0 v fx "J _-_ ,Y) •
(B.4)
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Appendix C:
C
C _
Cmxn
Ira{z}
R _
Rm×n
Re{z}
o_(A)
___AA)
tr(A)
A n
A r
E
V
Nomenclature
the set of complex numbers
the set of complex-valued vectors of dimension n
the set of complex-valued matrices with m rows and n columns
the imaginary part of the complex number z
the set of real-valued vectors of dimension n
the set of real-valued matrices with m rows and n columns
the real part of the complex number z
the ith largest singular value of the matrix A
the maximum singular value of the matrix A
the trace of the square matrix A
the complex conjugate transpose of the matrix A
the transpose of the matrix A
'an element of'
'for every'
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Appendix D: Brief Description of the Software Packages
The development documented in this report has produced two computer
applications: OUCIP and MADCADS. At the time of this writing, both programs
have been compiled for the UNIX operating system versions SunOS4.1.3 and DELL
UNIX System V Release 4.0.
For SunOS4.1.3, C modules were compiled with gcc, version 2.5.8, and
FORTRAN modules were compiled with f77, the Sun FORTRAN compiler, version
1.4. Objects modules were linked with f77.
For DELL UNIX, which is the operating system used by ED12B at NASA
Marshall Space Flight Center, FORTRAN modules were compiled by invoking the
script f77. This script uses the program f2c (Feldman, 1993) to convert FORTRAN
modules to the C language and then compiles the resulting C modules with the
installed C compiler cc. Linking was performed using cc.
In both OUCIP and MADCADS, the numerical computations are performed in
FORTRAN, and the widely available packages EISPACK (Garbow, 1977), LINPACK
(Dongarra, 1979), and/or BLAS (Dongarra, 1979) are used for basic linear algebra
computations and eigensystem solutions, as appropriate.
The graphical user interfaces (GUIs) for both programs were written in C working
with the X Window System, release X11R5, using the Motif Toolkit, release 1.2.4.
Some of the GUI modules are modified versions of the C programs included in
(Heller, 1991). The following is the Copyright notice that accompanies these
programs.
/* Written by Dan Heller. Copyright 1991, O'Reilly && Associates.
* This program is freely distributable without licensing fees and
* is provided without guarantee or warrantee expressed or implied.
• This program is -not- in the public domain.*/
Loose labels for plots were implemented by using a C routine written by Paul
Heckbert, which can be found in (Glassner, 1990). The following note accompanies
that software.
The authors and the publisher hold no copyright restrictions on any of these files; this source
code is public domain, and is freely available to the entire computer graphics community for
study, use, and modification. We do request that the comment at the top of each file,
identifying the original author and its original publication in the book Graphics Gems, be
retained in all programs that use these files.
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The matrix widgetXbaeMatrix, version3.8, wasusedin somedialog boxes.The
useof matricesprovideseaseof datainput in thesecases. The Copyright statusof
the XbaeMatrix packageis givenby thefollowing note. The releaseof XbaeMatrix
usedincludedthird party modifications,aswritten at theend of the note.
/*
* Copyright(c) 1992 Bell Communications Research, Inc. (Bellcore)
° All rights reserved
• Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute this material for any purpose and without fee
is
• hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear
in
• all copies, and that the name of Bellcore not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to
• this material without the specific, prior written permission of an authorized representative of
• Bellcore.
* BELLCORE MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS AND EXTENDS NO WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR
• IMPLIED, WITH RESPECT TO THE SOFTWARE, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
• IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR
* PURPOSE, AND THE WARRANTY AGAINST INFRINGEMENT OF PATENTS OR OTHER
• INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS. THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", AND IN NO
• EVENT SHALL BELLCORE OR ANY OF ITS AFFILIATES BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES,
• INCLUDING ANY LOST PROFITS OR OTHER INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
• RELATING TO THE SOFTWARE.
• MatrixWidget Author: Andrew Was•n, Bellcore, aw@bae.bellcore.com
• Modification History: David Boerschlein, dpb@airl 6.1arc.nasa.gov
• Lockheed Engineering & Sciences Company,
• Under contract to NASA LaRC:
The Xvertext set of routines was used for the drawing of rotated labels. The
following notice describes the status of Xvertext.
/* xver_ext *5".O_ Copyright c)1"********************* .... ** .... * ..... * ................. /I* 993 Alan Richardson [mppa3@uk.ac.sussex.syma)
• Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its
• documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided
• that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both the
• copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting
• documentation. All work developed as a consequence of the use of
• this program should duly acknowledge such use. No representations are
• made about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is
• provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.
*/
/f• e•_ee•e•_#_e_oe_ee•teJete•toe••e••eeeeee_#••eeeeeee_eeeeee••eeee•/
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OUCIP:
Ohio University
Compensator Improvement Program
User's Guide
1.0 Introduction
OUC1P is a graphically-oriented, interactive piece of software that assists in the
process of compensator design for multivariable dynamic systems by applying a search
algorithm to vary the parameters of an initial stabilizing compensator in order to
improve the values of performance measurements. The original Compensator
Improvement Program (CIP) was developed in the 1970's at Mississippi State
University (Mitchell, 1973). The term OUCIP refers to Ohio University's CIP, which
is the most recent version, whose use is described in this document. A more detailed
explanation of the underlying theory of OUCIP is given by Mitchell, et. al. [5]. At the
time of this writing, OUCIP has been compiled and tested under SunOS4.1.3 and
DELL UNIX System V Release 4.0. The graphical user interface (GUI) was written
for the X Window System, Release 5, using the Motif TM Toolkit, version 1.2.4.
1.1 System Description, Design Goals and Design Process
The block diagram for a multi-input, multi-output, linear, time-invariant, discrete-
time feedback control system is shown in Fig. 1, where R E I_r is a vector of reference
inputs, X E R m is a vector of plant control inputs, D E R d is a vector of disturbance
inputs, Y E RP is a vector of measured outputs used for feedback, and Z E R '_ is a
vector of physical outputs that are not or cannot be used for feedback.
Compensator
P/ant
q,(z)jJ I
Figure 1 CIP Block Diagram
The plant transfer function matrix G(z) is partitioned into blocks GI_(z)ER '_×d,
GI2(z)ER '_×', G2_(z)C:.RPxd, and G22(z)ERP×m , which are the transfer function
matrices from D to Z, X to Z, D to Y, and X to Y, respectively. (Throughout the
FA
document,z-domain designs are assumed unless otherwise stated, although OUCIP can
achieve designs in the s, z, or w planes.) The block Gc(z ) E R" ×P is the compensator
transfer function matrix. OUCIP is designed to vary the coefficients of the elements
of Gc(z) so that simultaneous improvements in one or more of the following types
and/or combinations of design specifications are achieved: (1) relative stability, (2)
modal attenuation (gain stabilization), (3) steady-state accuracy, (4) compensator
robustness and (5) disturbance rejection (peak and rms values).
Relative stability performance measurements are obtained by viewing the system as
m coupled feedback systems. OUCIP allows for the improvement of gain, phase, and
stability margins and attenuation levels in each of the m open loop scalar frequency
responses that are obtained when each feedback loop is opened between the
compensator and the plant while the other loops remain closed. (This is called the
broken loop method.) Desired closed loop performance measurements are obtained
from peak and rms values of the frequency responses from D(z) to Y(z). Steady-state
accuracy and robustness performances are measured by compensator DC gain values
and damping ratios. The user can choose design specifications for any or all of these.
OUCIP does no___Xtimplement a loop-at-a-time procedure; the compensator is iteratively
incremented so that all unsatisfied performance measures are improved or, as a
minimum, not allowed to degrade.
The iterative process in OUCIP is controlled by the user. Each iteration can be
outlined as follows:
1) Compute each broken loop frequency response and evaluate gain, phase and
stability margins and attenuation levels for each.
2) Evaluate DC gains and damping ratios of each element of the compensator transfer
function matrix.
3) Compute closed loop frequency responses and evaluate RMS and peak values of
each element of the closed loop frequency response matrix from D to Y.
4) Determine which of the measurements evaluated in 1, 2, and 3 do not satisfy the
design objectives. If all objectives are satisfied, notify and return control to the
user.
5) Otherwise, with respect to the coefficients of the compensator transfer function
matrix, calculate the gradient vectors of the performance measurements that do not
comply with the design objectives.
6) Using these gradient vectors, compute a coefficient change vector that will assure
the possibility of simultaneously improving one or more performance measurements
while the others do not get worse. If no design objective can be significantly
improved, notify and return control to the user.
7) Otherwise, using the change vector, increment the coefficients of the compensator
transfer function matrix. Return control to the user or go back to step 1.
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1.2 Getting Started
OUCIP is executed by typing oucip at the command prompt. The main window
shown in Figure 2 will be drawn on the screen. There are three main elements in this
window: the menu bar, the message area, and the scroll bars. The menu bar allows the
user to select actions to carry out. These actions will be explained later in this
document. OUCIP will send important execution and error messages to the message
area. Information that has scrolled out of the visible portion of the message area can
be seen by using the scroll bars. OUCIP will output information on the results of each
iteration of the algorithm to the window from which it was executed or to a console
window if the program is started by other means 1.
It is assumed in this guide that the user has basic knowledge about how to interact
with the particular window manager being run and with software applications that use
the Motif look and feel. Information on how to use the window manager should be
available in the form of manuals that commonly accompany a workstation. A good
source of information about how to use the Motif window manager and applications that
run with Motif is the Motif User's Guide [6].
j_i, 0.,...,,;_ m,,at_ m-_.t _,o,,.m, out,,) "-t
.............
Reading Application File polntngz.app .. |F[
Application file polntngz.app read. Ill!
RelaUve Stability Specifications Activated. |_[:.
Disturbance Rejection Specifications Deactivated. |_[
Compensator DC Gain Specifications Deactivated. |[[
Compensator Damping Ratio Gain Specifications Deactivated. |_[
Reading Se_ngs ... |[_
seta.gs read. _ l[[
Reading Plant ... / I[[
Reading Frequency Responses Irom/Olsturbances to Measured Ou_uts ..,done. I [[
Pi_t r.d. / It f
Reading Compensator .. / j]_
Compensator read. / / Ik F
Re,di,,goe,lg_Speciaca,_s... / iU
Message Area Scroll Bars
Figure 20ucip Main Window
In order to use OUCIP to improve a controller design, the user must first input the
necessary data to define the problem. This is done by means of the File menu. Then
the Execute menu is used to start and control the iterative process. The rest of this
guide explains how to create data files, modify specifications, execute iterations, and
In Openwindows TM, for example, a program can be started by double-clicking on its icon in
the file manager.
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obtain text and graphical results. For the benefit of those users who want to gain some
experience in using OUC1P before embarking into the tasks of solving problems of their
own, several demonstration examples are included with the program. The following
instructions briefly describe how to load a demo problem into OUCIP and start the
iterative process. Once a user has created the appropriate files corresponding to a
problem of interest, the process is the same.
(1) Click _ on the File item of the menu bar. This will create a "pulldown" menu with
several options.
(2) Click on the Application option of the pulldown menu. This will create a "cascade"
menu with two options to the side of the pulldown menu.
(3) Click on the Retrieve... option of the cascade menu. This will create a file
selection box as shown in Figure 3.
(4) Double-click 2 on the line that reads pointngz, app in the file list located on the right
hand side of the file selection box. OUCIP will load the data for the z-domain
pointing system example presented later in this guide. The file selection dialog
should disappear.
(5) Click on the Execute item of the menu bar. This will create a pulldown menu with
three options.
(6) Click on the Single option of the pulldown menu. This will run iteration 0 of the
algorithm and output results to the window from which the program was started.
(7) Click on the Graphics item of the menu bar and then on the Create Window ...
option of the pulldown menu that is created. This will create a Frequency Response
Plot Definition dialog box as shown in Figure 5.
(8) Click on the Default Title button of the dialog box just created. Then click on the
Create button of the same dialog box. This will create a window with a semi-
logarithmic plot of the magnitude frequency response of the first broken loop.
(9) At this point, other specifications can be activated, new plots can be created, and/or
additional iterations can be run. The Quit option under the File menu will terminate
the execution of OUCIP.
"Click" means to press and release a mouse button without moving the pointer. Unless
otherwise noted, this refers to the left mouse button in this guide.
"Double-click" means to click a button twice in rapid succession. Unless otherwise noted,
this refers to the left mouse button in this guide.
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1.3 Organization of this Guide
The remainder of this document is divided into four sections. Section 2 describes
the data needed in order to use OUCIP to improve a controller design. Section 3 is
a reference of the graphical user interface, its various options, and the format used in
input files. In Section 4 an example problem is presented. Some concluding remarks
are given in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 lists several other sources of information
regarding OUCIP.
2.0 Data Input
Before the search algorithm in OUCIP can be used to improve a control system
design, the user must create and input four sets of data. These are the settings, plant
frequency response, initial compensator, and specifications data sets. Each data set is
stored in a separate text file. This was done for convenience, because in this way the
plant, compensator, and specifications sets can be used in multiple problems as long as
data conformability is satisfied. The specific format of each of these files is described
in detail in Section 3.
File Selection
Application FI]_ In
II_torl_ Current, D lrector't3
_H
Directories List <( . _._Vole. i_ _!'l,j
...............................ill
_pl lent Ion fl I er_,e
[
Action Area
Figure 3 File Selection Box
r
potnt?lnz_ _ll
potntnmw.app i!l
point.rigs, app _._
pointngz._
pot ntngzl .app
pointthis.a_o
drutt Iew. al_
_ Files List
Filename Field
OUCIP can input these data files in two ways. Each of the four input files can be
chosen from a corresponding selection box which is obtained by going to the File menu,
selecting the New, Plant, Compensator, or Specifications option, and choosing the From
Text File option in the submenu that comes up. Each selection will create a file
selection box similar to that shown in Figure 3, from which a file can be chosen.
(Several ways of selecting options from menus are explained in Section 3.)
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Data from the four files canalso be enteredby meansof the Application Retrieve
feature, which is also an option in the File menu. This feature allows the user to enter
the name of a file in which a title for the problem and the names of the four data files
are given. (See Section 3 for exact format of the file). When using this feature, the
user must make sure that all the files named in the .app file exist and contain the
necessary data.
The same procedures above (file by file or application file) can be used to save data
sets. The settings, plant, compensator, or specifications file can be saved individually
by choosing the appropriate option in the File menu. By using the Application Save
option, OUCIP will create (or overwrite) and write to five files called X.app (problem
title and names of the other four files), X.set (settings), X.plt (plant), X.cmp
(compensator), and X.spc (specifications), where X is the base name given by the user
in the Application Save File selection box. For example, if the filename temp.app is
given in the selection box, files temp.app, temp.set, temp.plt, temp.cmp, and temp.spc
will be created. If these files already exist and the user chooses to overwrite the
application file X.app, each of the five files is backed up before overwriting, following
the unix convention of appending a percent sign (%) to the original filename to form
the name of the backup file.
The file extensions .app, .set, .plt, .cmp, and .set are very important for OUCIP.
For example, the file selection box for loading a plant data file will only list files that
end in .pit. A file saved with an extension that does not correspond to the data in the
file according to the convention given above will either be ignored by OUCIP directory
listings or will generate errors during data loading.
NOTE: All input files must exist in the current directory (the directory from
which OUCIP is executed).
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3.0 Graphical User Interface and Data Files Formats
OUCIP is equipped with a graphical user interface (GUI) that makes it user friendly.
The main menu is comprised of the items File, Parameters, Execute, Graphics,
Specifications, Activate, and Help. Except for the Help button, each of these items has
a pulldown menu that is mapped to the screen when the item is selected with the first
mouse button or by pressing FIO and the corresponding mnemonic (F for File, etc.)
when the OUCIP main window has the keyboard focus _. Once a pulldown menu is
visible, it is possible to traverse through possible options by moving the pointer while
keeping the first mouse button depressed. The corresponding mnemonic can also be
used to select a visible option. The arrow keys can also be used to traverse through
some of the menu options. The enter key can also select an option that has been made
active (i.e., an option that appears raised or highlighted on the screen) 2. Online help
is not available in this version of the program. A description of the available menus
and submenus follows.
3.1 FILE Menu
The file menu controls the flow of non-graphical data to and from OUCIP. This
menu has several options for retrieving and saving various types of data, which are
described below. In all of Section 3, each filled or hollow bullet represents a menu
option or a button in a dialog box.
3.1.1 Settings
• From Text b_'le
• To Text b_le
Retrieve settings from a text file
Save settings to a text file
A settings file contains data that define the characteristics of the system and some
parameters that control the behavior of the search algorithm. This text file must have
a name with extension .set and must have the following format3,4:
A window has the keyboard focus when it receives all keyboard events. Depending on the
window manager settings, a window is given keyboard focus by moving the pointer inside
the window or by pressing the left mouse button while the pointer is on the window.
A menu option can be highlighted by using the mouse, the keyboard, or a combination of the
two. For more information on how to interact with the GUI, see [6].
In all file format descriptions given in this document, all words in italics are variables in the
file. Every line with words in italics corresponds to a line in the corresponding data file.
All words and lines not italicized are comments, explanations, directives, or possible values
for the variables. Data values should be in floating point format unless otherwise noted.
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Mode:
Text characters TIFR (total improvement frequency response) or S1FR (sum improvement frequency
response).
TIFR requires all active constraints to improve from one iteration to the next. SIFR requires that
the sum of improvements in constraints is greater than the sum of degradations. If left blank or if
any other characters are entered, the default SIFR is used. SIFR is recommended for most cases.
In most eases, the SIFR mode should produce acceptable results. TIFR is highly restrictive and
should be used only in those cases where no degradation in a performance requirement can be
tolerated. SIFR can produce small degradations in some performance measurements from iteration
to iteration. However, over several iterations SIFR will usually counter-balance these degradations.
ID: Text characters (max 29 characters) that define a name to identify the problem. No spaces are
allowed, but underscores can be used to separated words.
Tsamp, Nzerol, Nzero2, Npolel, Npole2, Key
Tsamp: sampling time for discrete time systems and zero for continuous time systems. This can be
floating point or integer.
Nzerol: integer value that determines whether first order zeros of the compensator elements are
constrained to the lef_ half plane (or inside the unit circle for z-domain designs). A value
of one means unconstrained; any other value means constrained.
Nzero2, Npolel, Npole2:
integer values that are similarly defined as Nzerol, but for second order zeros, first order
poles, and second order poles, respectively.
Key: integer value that determines whether or not stability of the closed loop system is checked.
The default value of one makes the program check close loop stability. No checking is
done if this variable is set to zero.
Kin, Kout
Kin: integer value that defines the number of plant inputs
Kout: integer value that defines the number of plant outputs
Ndist, Ndistype
Ndist: integer value that defines the number of disturbance inputs
Ndistype: integer value that defines how disturbances affect the system, as follows.
0: frequency responses from disturbances to outputs read from plant file, 1: disturbances
added to plant measured outputs, Y, 2." disturbances added to plant control inputs, X.
Stpmax, Stpmin, P_'nact
Stpmax:
floating point number for the maximum step size allowed in the search algorithm,
recommended to be no larger than 10% of the magnitude of the smallest nonzero initial
compensator coefficient.
Stpmin:
Pinaet:
floating point number for the minimum step size allowed in the search algorithm,
recommended to be roughly 10% of Stpmax.
floating point number for the minimum difference between value of constraint and desired
value before the constraint goes from active to inactive. This is also called hysteresis
threshold, and it is recommended that it is between 0.01 and 0.05. Do NOT set to zero.
When manually creating a data file, all numerical data is free field, i.e., numerical values on
a line should be separated by spaces or by co_.
Ell
3.1.2 Plant
• From Text File Retrieve plant from a text file.
• To Text File Save plant to a text file.
A plant file contains all necessary information about a plant. It contains numerical
values that define the numbers of plant inputs and outputs and the type and number of
disturbances, frequency data information, frequency responses from plant inputs to plant
outputs, and the frequency responses from disturbances to plant outputs when
appropriate. The sampling time is also included in this file for error checking
purposes. The text file must have a name with extension .plt and must have the
following format:
TSAMP: Floating point number for sampling time (zero for continuous time designs)
NOUT: Integer umber of plant outputs
NIN: Integer number of plant inputs
NDIST, NDISTYPE: Integer number of disturbance inputs and type of disturbances (see section
3.1.1 for a definition of disturbance type)
The values of the variables above must be the same as those in the settings file
loaded; otherwise there will be an error.
NPO1NTS, TFREQ, UNITS:
NPOINTS: Integer number of frequency points for which frequency response data is provided
TFREQ: type of frequency data (text characters real or complex)
UNITS: units of frequency data (text characters hz, rad, or wplane)
freq(1): First frequency
freq(NPOINTS): Last frequency
Real(g22(1,1,1)) Imag(g22(1,1,1))
Real(g22(2,1,1)) lmag(g22 (2,1,1))
Real(g22 (NOUT, 1,1)) lmag(g22 (NOUT, 1,1))
ReaI(g22(NOUT, NIN,1)) imag(g22(NOUT, NIN,1))
ReaI(g22(NOUT, NIN, NPOINTS)) Imag(g22(NOUT, NIN, NPOINTS))
Reat(g21(J ,l,J)) Imag(g21(L L1))
Real(g21(2,1,1)) tmag(g21(2,1,1))
Reat(g21(NOUT, L1)) lmag(g21(NOUT,1d))
ReaI(g21(NOUT, NDIST, 1)) imag(g21(NOUT, NDIST, 1))
ReaI(g21(NOUT, NDIST, NPOINTS)) imag(g21(NOUT, NDIST, NPOINTS))
Here g22(i,j,k) is the frequency response from plant inputj to plant output i for the kth
frequency point, and g21(i,j,k) is the frequency response from disturbance input j to
plant output i for the kth frequency point. Note that matrices G_2 and G21 are written
columnwise for each frequency point. See the .pit files of the demo problems for
examples. Data for G2_ does not have to be provided if the disturbances are additive
signals to the plant control inputs, X, or to the measured outputs, Y.
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3.1.2 Compensator
• From Text File Retrieve compensator from a text file
• To Text File Save compensator to a text file
A compensator file contains the dimensions and variables that define the elements
of the compensation transfer function matrix. A z-domain compensator is used here for
explanation purposes, but the compensator can be given in the z, w, or s domain. The
ij-th element of the compensator transfer function matrix is assumed to have the
following form:
NI N2
H (ZAI + ZBIZ)H (ZCl + ZDIZ + ZEI z2)
Gj(z)__(cam0),o, ,.1 (1)MI M2
1-[ (Pa,÷PB,z)II Wc, +PD,z ÷Pe,z
lffil lffil
A compensator file contains the dimensions and variables that define a compensator.
The text file must have a name with extension .cmp and must have the following
Integers that define the number of compensator outputs and inputs, respectively.
These dimensions must be conformable with those of the plant file loaded.
TYPE, PLANE TYPE defines the format assumed for the element of the compensator matrix.
Currently, OUCIP only handles compensators in the factored form shown in
equation (1). Therefore TYPE should be the text data FACTOR. If other value
is entered, an error will occur.
PLANE: character z,w,or s, to indicate the plane in which the compensators are
presented. NO DEFAULT VALUE IS ASSUMED.
The remaining data in this file should be generated according to the following FOR loops.
FOR I = 1 TO NOUTC
FOR J = 1 TO NINC
GAIN(I,J), NI(1,J), N2(1,J), MI(1,J), M2(1,J), KONT(1,J)
NI(I,J), N2(I,J): integer number of first order and second order terms in the numerator
of compensator element I,J, respectively
MI(I,J), M2(I,J): same as N1 and N2, but for the denominator of compensator element I,J.
KONT(I,J) = 1 means that the de gain of this compensator element is allowed to vary
KONT(I,J) = 2 means that the de gain of this compensator element is not allowed to vary
ZA(I,J,L), ZB(I,.I,L), L=I TO NI(I,J):
zeroth and first order coefficient, respectively, of each of the NI(I,J) first order
factors in the numerator of the I,J-th element of the compensator matrix
ZC(I,J,L), ZDtT,J,L), ZE(I,J,L), L= 1 TO N2(I,J):
zeroth, first, and second order coefficient, respectively, of each of the N2(I,J)
second order factors in the numerator of the I,J-th element of the compensator
matrix
PA(i,J,I.,), PB(I,.I,L), L=I TO MI(I,J):
same as ZA and ZB, except that it is for denominators
PC(I,J,L), PD(I,J,L), PE(I,J,L), L= 1 TO M2(I,J):
same as ZC, ZD, and ZE, except that it is for denominators
END J
END I
format:
NOUTC, NINC
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3.1.4 Specifications
• From Text File
• To Text l_le
Retrieve specifications from a text file
Save specifications to a text file
Several types of design specifications can be improved by OUCIP:
• Relative Stability
These are open loop frequency response performance measurements obtained
from each loop when it is broken between the compensator and the plant, and
all other loops are closed.
- Gain Margins
A gain margin is a measure of the distance from the -1 +j0 point to a
-t-180 ° crossing of a broken loop frequency response. The classical
definition is as follows: a gain margin is defined as the inverse of the
magnitude at the frequency for which the broken loop frequency
response crosses the negative real axis in the complex plane. The
classical definition provides the amount of pure gain change that must be
made to produce instability. Of course this assumes that the closed loop
system is stable.
Phase Margins
A phase margin is defined as the amount of phase lag that must be added
or subtracted at a frequency for which a broken loop frequency response
magnitude is unity to produce instability. If the broken loop phase at the
unity magnitude point lies in [0,-180 °] the phase margin must be
subtracted; otherwise it should be added.
- Stability Margins
A stability margin is defined as a closest approach of a broken loop
frequency response to the -1 +j0 point on a polar plot.
- Attenuation Levels
Peaks of a broken loop magnitude frequency response.
• Closed Loop Disturbance Rejection
Both peak and/or rms values of any element of the closed loop frequency
response matrix from disturbance inputs to measured outputs can be specified
to be below a desired level.
• Compensator DC gains
It is possible to specify that the DC gain of the elements of the compensator
frequency response matrix should be greater than or equal to required values.
Increasing compensator DC gains will improve steady-state and disturbance
rejection characteristics of a closed loop system. (The term DC gain is used
loosely here. In a type one or type two open loop system the appropriate term
should be velocity constant and acceleration constant, respectively.)
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• CompensatorDampingRatios
By specifying minimum damping ratios for the second order terms of
numeratorsand denominatorsof elementsof the compensatortransfer function
matrix it is possibleto preventexcessivepeakingor notchingin thecompensator
frequencyresponses.This tendsto makethe closedloop systemmore robust
to plant dataerrors.
A specificationsfile containsthe designspecifications. Dependingon the typeof
specification,frequencyrangesfor searchesandfor defining the specificationsmustbe
defined. For example,frequencyrangesfor determinationof gain andphasemargins
are necessary,but dampingratio specificationsonly needthe compensatorinput and
outputnumbersand thedesiredvalue. Frequencyvaluesarealwaysgiven in rad/sec
in this file. Evenin thecaseof w-planecompensatordesign,thefrequenciesin this file
must be real frequencies, not w-plane frequencies. The text file must have a name
with extension .spc and must have the following format:
NG, NP, NS, NA
Integer values that define the number of gain margin, phase margin, stability margin, and attenuation
level specifications, respectively. This allows the user to define different values of specifications for
different frequency ranges. An important consideration here is that the frequencies of definition for each
type of specification must be in ascending order, e.g., GMF(1) _< GMF(2), etc.
GMF(1), GMR(I) ..... GMF(NG), GMR(NG)
gain margins are desired to be at least GMR(i) for all frequencies above GMF(i)
PMF(1), PMR(1) ..... PMF(NP), PMR(NP)
phase margins are desired to be at least PMR(i) for all frequencies above PMF(i)
SMF(1), SMR(1) ..... SMF(NS), SMR(NS)
minimum distances from broken loop frequency responses to the -1 +j0 point are desired to be at least
SMF(i) for all frequencies above SMF(i)
ASF(1), ASR(D ..... ASF(NA), ASROVA)
maximum magnitude of broken loop frequency responses are desired to be at most ASR(i) for all
frequencies above ASF(i)
F1, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6, F7, F8
These define frequency ranges over which searches of the various margins will be done, e.g., if a user
wants to phase stabilize below a frequency W_lof and gain stabilize above this frequency, the search for
gain margins and phase margins can be limited to the range [0,W_tod.
search for gain margins between frequencies F1 and F2
search for phase margins between frequencies F3 and F4
search for stability margins between frequencies F5 and F6
search for attenuation levels between frequencies F7 and F8
ze, zemdr zemdr is the minimum damping ratio specification for compensator zeros. Here ze is not
a variable, but the characters 'z' and 'e'.
po, pomdr pomdr is the minimum damping ratio specification for compensator poles. Again, po here
is literally 'po' and not a variable.
All fields and lines described above must exist in a .spc file. Optional lines (any
number of them and in any order) defining the compensator D.C. gain specifications
and the closed loop disturbance rejection specifications can be placed in the file as long
as they have one of the following forms. (Note: dc, p, or r are characters that must be
typed in at the beginning of each line so that OUC1P can correctly interpreted the data
that follows):
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dc, nout, nin, value
p, nout, nin, value
r, nout, nin, value
minimum D.C. gain for the (nout,nin) element of the compensator t.f. matrix
maximum peak value for the (nout,nin) element of the frequency response matrix
from disturbances to measured outputs (G21Ow)).
maximum RMS value for the (nout,nin) element of G2_Ow ).
The variables nout and nin must be given integer values.
3.1.5 Application
• Retrieve
• Save
Retrieve application status from a text file
Save application status to a text file (see Section 2)
An application file contains the name (title) of the system and the names of a
specifications file, a plant file, a compensator file, and a settings file. This option can
be used in two ways. First, it is possible to save the status of an application so that the
design can be interrupted and saved for retrieval and continuation at a later time. It is
also possible, when starting with a new design, to create an application file with the
necessary filenames so that all the design data can be input from a single selection,
instead of having to go through four selection boxes to input settings, plant,
compensator, and specifications. The text file must have a name with extension .app
and must have the following format:
PROBLEM TITLE :
specifications filename :
plant filename :
compensator filename :
settings filename :
diary output filename:
screen log filename:
A title for identifying the problem. Must not include spaces.
Name of the file containing the specs. Must end with .spc
Name of the file containing the plant. Must end with .pit
Name of the file containing a compensator. Must end with .cmp
Name of the file containing settings. Must end with .set
A filename for optional output of diary information.
A filename for optional output of screen log information. For more information
on diaries and screen logs, please see the next subsection.
NOTE: All input files must exist in the current directory (the directory from
which OUCIP is executed).
3.1.6 Text Logs
This option allows the user to save in files the history of a compensator
improvement session. At this time three files can be saved. The options under the Text
Logs menu are as follows.
D/ary
Compensator, broken loop frequency responses, and values of the relative
stability objective functions at any iteration of the search algorithm, or any
combination of them, can be sent to this file.
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o Filename
Dialog box for input of diary filename.
o Save to Diary (ON or OFF)
Activates or deactivates the writing of information to diary file.
o Compensator (ON or OFF)
Activates or deactivates output of current compensator to diary file.
o Frequency Responses (ON or OFF)
Activates or deactivates output of broken loop frequency responses to
diary file.
o Objective Functions (ON or OFF)
Activates or deactivates output of relative stability constraint values to
diary file.
Screen Log
This file will contain almost all text that OUCIP sends to the screen from
which the program was started (or to the console window if the program was
started from a file manager), as long as the user chooses to write to the file.
o Filename
Dialog box for input of screen log filename.
o Save to Screen Log (ON or OFF)
Activates or deactivates the writing of information to screen log file.
Current Iteration
o Filename
Dialog box for input of filename for current compensator information.
Write current compensator now
Immediately write a non-reusable file with information about the current
compensator.
Some of the information in the Diary and Screen Log files is the same. Some of the
information, however, will only be output to one of the two files. Text can be saved
to both files at the same time. If information about dc gains, damping ratios, and/or
closed loop disturbance rejection is desired, the Screen Log option must be activated.
If compensator coefficients and/or broken loop frequency responses are needed, the
Diary option must be activated.
3. .s Quit Prompt the user for a decision about termination of execution of OUCIP.
This option can also be selected by typing Ctrl-C when the OUCIP main
window has the keyboard focus. If OUCIP is run in the foreground
from a command window, then .typing Ctrl-C when that command
window has the keyboard focus will kill the program without any
warnings and all execution data that has not been saved will be lost.
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3.2 PARAMETERS Menu
The Parameters menu allows the user to change the name of the problem and several
settings that control the search algorithm. Each option will map to the screen a simple
dialog box comprised of a text field, an O.K. button and a CANCEL button. Because
of its simplicity, this dialog box is not presented here. The variables that can be
changed from this menu are:
3.2.1 Title
Name of the problem. This is useful for identifying the problem in text output.
3.2.2 Mode
TIFR (total improvement frequency response) or SIFR (sum improvement
frequency response). For definition of these terms, see File Settings option.
SIFR mode is recommended for most applications.
3.2.3 Step Size
A number that determines the amount by which the compensator parameters are
changed at an iteration of the search algorithm.
3.2.4 Maximum Step Size
The step size will never be larger than this user-specified value. This is done
in order to ensure that the assumptions underlying the algorithm are reasonably
satisfied. The algorithm used by OUCIP assumes that the changes in the
performance metrics are linear with respect to the compensator coefficients. If
the changes in the coefficients are too large, this assumption can be grossly
violated and the results can be surprising. As a rule of thumb, the maximum
step size should be initially set conservatively, e.g., 10% of the magnitude of
the smallest compensator coefficient that will be varied. The user should then
watch the progress of the design process; if the maximum step size is being used
at every iteration, this can probably be doubled.
3.2.5 Minimum Step Size
The step size will never be smaller than this user-specified value. This prevents
the iterative algorithm from "jamming" or reaching a point in which the change
in the coefficients produces no practical improvement in any performance
metric. In some cases, when the active constraints are conflicting, the program
may tend to reduce the step until an "impasse" is reached or the minimum step
setting is violated. It is possible in some instances that performance
improvement can be achieved by resetting the step to a higher value. In such
cases the larger step size allows the algorithm to move from a local impasse
region to a region suitable for continued improvements in the performance
metrics. In other cases, it may be necessary to change the types and/or number
of activated specifications. This is better understood by realizing that the
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performance metrics are very nonlinear functions of the compensator
coefficients. Whenthealgorithm converges,microscopicchangeswill usually
have little effect on future improvementin the performancemeasurements.
Howevermacroscopicstepperturbationscanoften makesignificantdifferences
that allow thealgorithm to escapefrom local impasseregions.
3.2.6 Hysteresis Threshold
An active constraint (unsatisfied performance metric) will be automatically
made inactive when its value is better than the design specification by an amount
larger than or equal to the hysteresis threshold. However, a constraint becomes
active when it violates the desired specification. This eliminates the tendency
of constraints to bounce from active to inactive and viceversa on consecutive
iterations. This should be a small positive value, but NOT zero. Values
between 0.01 and 0.05 have been found to be suitable.
3.3 EXECUTE Menu
The search algorithm is started, stopped, paused, and continued from this menu. The
available options are:
3.3.1 Single Run one iteration of the search algorithm
3.3.2 Dialog
Create a dialog box from which execution of a single or multiple iterations can be
run. This dialog box is comprised of two areas, as shown in Figure 4. The first
area contains a text field to enter the number of iterations to run and a text field
that displays how many of the iterations entered in the first text field have been run.
The second area contains six buttons whose actions are described as follows.
:ii;::: Executio n Co ntro I
:......,....................
Number of Iterations to Run: }i_
Number oF Iterations Completed: 3
Sin91e ii_ Pause ii Close
il .' =. -:i::':'=';':':':':';"":""::'";';':;':':':'}i .................................
Figure 4 Execution Control Dialog Box
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• Single
• Multiple
• Pause
• Continue
• Close
• Help
run one iteration
run the number of iterations given in the first text field of the
dialog box
pause after current iteration when running multiple iterations
complete the number of iterations given in the first text field
kill the execution dialog box
no online help is available in this version of OUC1P
Depressing the return key while the execution dialog box has the input focus will
have the same effect as pressing the button that is currently highlighted.
3.3.3 Pre/Post Analysis
When no iterations have been run, this option invokes the Pre-analysis feature
of OUCIP, which computes frequency responses and values of the constraints
without applying any changes to the compensator. When one or more iterations
have been run, this option invokes the Post-analysis feature, which evaluates all
constraints and frequency responses with the compensator obtained in the most
recent iteration. The pre-analysis feature allows the user to compute what the initial
compensation produces and can be used to help set initial design requirements. The
post-analysis feature can be used to save the results from the last iteration to log
files if saving of text to log files was inactive during program execution.
3.4 GRAPHICS Menu
The graphics menu allows the user to create windows and assign their contents, clear
and destroy windows, and assign default window sizes. The available options are:
3.4.1 Create Window
Maps to the screen a window creation dialog box.
Figure 5, is comprised of five areas:
This dialog box, as shown in
Matrix Selection
Toggle box for selection of the frequency response matrix from which
data is to be plotted. The possible choices in this version of OUC1P are:
plant, compensator, broken loop, closed loop frequency response matrix
from u (same as r) to y, closed loop frequency response from d to y,
determinant of the return difference matrix, and minimum singular value
of the return difference matrix.
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• Element Selection
Text fields for selection of a desired element in the frequency response
matrix. In the case of broken loop frequency responses, this is given by
a line number; in all other cases the element is given by output and input
numbers. In the case of the determinant or the minimum singular value
of the return difference matrix, which are scalar quantities, line or
input/output numbers are not required.
• Plot Type Selection
Toggle box for selection of the type of plot: magnitude, phase,
magnitude and phase (two windows), or polar plot.
• Plot Labels
Text fields for the title, horizontal, and vertical labels of the plot. The
user can type in any desired labels here. A default plot title can be
entered by using the Default Title button as explained below.
Action Area
Create Window
Close
Default Title
Will create the plot window(s).
Close the plot creation dialog.
Change value of the plot title text field to an
appropriate default value.
....i:!!!......................................Freq.d.c_; Re_PO, sePi.,t De h,it io. ...................
l ..:.>Plant I
<:_::.Closed Loop u to y
:,> :: _.'.,;':_ l.,y.:;: d t.v :
..:.:..Compensator
........Closed Loop d to
<.:..I)et.of Ret. Oiff
.......Broken Loop
•,...>_:!_,_ L_p _ t_
.:.:+'Min. SV Ret. Diff.
Line Nulnber: ii]£ h'_::A r+a_}-,,_"r !i_. !):,,_:,A :_+.,_-;,_-.* ii:__
•& HaDnitude _.:+:Pha_ ,.,;_:Both ....:: Polar
Plot(s) Title: iir.............................................................
Frequency P_xts Label: i]rrequenc_ <Hz)
................,_.,........................................
Ha9nttude Rxis Label: }!]laDnitudedB
::...,.......•, .............. .........................,_ ....,....
Fha_e Axis Label: i]:'hase de9
!:
.....,.............,............, ...,.,......, ,..,................. ,..,...,..., _.. ,...., ......... , ... ,....., .............. ........ ,..........,.......
i '" '""'.'L"." ".".' ' '?' v" "'":" "".':" ......................................... .:
i Create Windo_ Close i ]Jefault Title ii
Figure 5 Plot Creation Dialog Box
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3.4.2
3.4.3
3.4.4
3.4.5
Kill Window
When this option is selected, the user will be asked to delete one window by
clicking on it. Hitting any key at this moment cancels the window destruction
procedure. Windows can also be killed by means of the window manager.
Window Size
Selection of default window size to be used at creation of all subsequent
windows.
Clear Windows
Clear all windows while retaining information about desired contents.
Kill All Windows
All plot windows are killed.
3.5 SPECIFICATIONS Menu
The specifications menu allows the user to change the specifications online. The
options are:
3.5.1 Relative Stability
Create a dialog box in which relative stability specifications can be created or
edited. An instance of this dialog box is shown in Figure 6.
.:,.:ii. ...............i_eiad'__"si_i_'ftii_ys' );_'cificai_io'n_i_d' _o_...............
Initial Ik_ir_d Mtniu I_tximt_
S_ Frec_nc-y Spec Search
TyI_ Fw S_e Value Fre_y Fr_
:_. (; o.ooc,ooo o:._ : .: ;
::: .......... : ............................... : ..'::
..... ' !
i ,"
• Valu_ l_l_t _ a noor_gdti_e r_l .
•Figure 6 Relative Stability Specs Dialog Box
Gain, phase, and stability margins and attenuation levels, their corresponding
frequencies of definition and the frequency ranges for searches of margins can
be edited in this dialog box. New specifications can be added at the bottom of
the existing list. After pressing the apply button, each type of specification will
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3.5.2
3.5.3
3.5.4
3.5.5
be automatically sorted in order of ascending frequencies. If the user desires
to verify the correct order of specifications given to OUC1P, this dialog box
should be mapped to the screen again.
Disturbance Rejection
Peaks
Create a dialog box in which maximum values for the peaks of the frequency
responses from disturbances to measured outputs can be created or edited.
Figure 7 shows an instance of this dialog box. Each row corresponds to a
measured output; each column corresponds to a disturbance input.
P'a"Sp afi-!i .........
dl d2 d$ OI _5
::3_oozooo _ -aooomo i oo¢oooo o.ooomo _ o.ooo_o! i;_i
ti!"i._i o.oo7ooo:io.oooooo:io.oooooo o._ooo i::..i
i_ o.ooooooi o.cox,oo_ o.oocx_o o.coxx_ 0.oooo0o ::::..
_:.:! .... ! ..... : _ ::
........._.!_.........._ ........c_! ........! ........._'!_..........
WI_ _t be positive real or -I for"no speciFiontion
Figure 7 Peaks Specifications Dialog Box
RMS
Create a dialog box in which maximum RMS values for the frequency responses
from disturbances to measured outputs can be created or edited. This dialog
box is similar to that shown in Figure 7.
Compensator DC Gain
Create a dialog box in which minimum values for the DC gain of desired
compensator dements can be created or edited. This dialog box is similar to
that of Figure 7, with the exception that rows and columns are labeled according
to compensator output and input numbers, respectively.
Compensator Zeroes Damping Ratios
Create a simple dialog box to create or change desired minimum damping ratios
for second order terms in the numerators of all compensator elements.
Compensator Poles Damping Ratios
Create a simple dialog box to create or change desired minimum damping ratio
for second order terms in the denominators of all compensator elements.
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3.6 ACTIVATE Menu
This menu allows the user to activate or deactivate the different specifications to be
improved. The available options are:
3.6.1 Relative Stability
Activate or deactivate gain, phase and stability margins, and attenuation levels.
3.6.2 Disturbance Rejection
Activate or deactivate disturbance rejection (peak and rms) specifications.
3.6.3 Compensator DC Gain
Activate or deactivate compensator DC gain specifications.
3.6.4 Compensator Damping Ratios
Activate or deactivate compensator damping ratio specifications.
3.7 HELP Menu
Online help is not available in this version of OUCIP.
3.80UCIP Plots
One of the important features of OUCIP that was not in the original compensator
improvement program is the ability to monitor the progress of the search algorithm by
means of graphics. Section 3.4.1 describes the plot creation dialog, the variables that
can be plotted, and the types of plots that can be obtained. This section provides some
additional details about each type of plot. Hard copies can be obtained by using any
screen dump utility. High resolution hard copies, e.g., in the Postscript language, are
not available in this version of OUC1P. In all plot windows, red lines are used to plot
results of the current iteration. Blue lines represent results from the previous iteration.
Results from the first iteration for which the window existed are always plotted with
orange lines.
3.8.1 Semilog Plots
Both magnitude and phase plots for all frequency responses can be created.
Magnitudes are always plotted in decibels. Phase is always plotted in degrees.
Frequencies are always in Hz, unless the design is done in the w-plane, in which case
frequencies are in rad/sec.
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When thesemilogplot correspondsto themagnitudeof the frequencyresponsefor
a compensatorelement,a label shown in the lower left corner of the window will
indicate the value of the DC gain of that compensatorelement, unlessDC gain
specificationsare not active, in which casethe label "inactive" will appearin that
comer.
When the semilog plot corresponds to the magnitude of the frequency response from
a disturbance input to a measured output, a label shown in the lower left corner of the
window will indicate the RMS value of the corresponding frequency response
magnitude, unless disturbance rejection specifications are not active, in which case the
label "inactive" will appear in that corner.
3.8.2 Polar Plots (and data sweep)
Any of the frequency responses generated can be plotted in polar form. This is
particularly useful for observing relative stability. Magnitudes are always in decibels,
as the label in the lower left comer of all polar plots indicates.
As an aid in the interpretation of polar plots, it is possible to sweep through the
data by clicking inside the outer circle of the plot with the left mouse button and then
moving the left and fight arrow keys. Pressing the first button will change the cursor
to a cross-hair and place it at the closest data point available. The left and right arrow
keys will make the cursor move up and down in frequency through the existing data.
Magnitude, phase, and frequency for the currently selected data point are shown on the
fight lower comer of the window. Pressing the second mouse button inside the circle
or pressing the first button in any other window will cancel the sweeping operation.
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4.0 Example
For illustration purposes, OUC1P is applied here to improve the design of a
compensator for the simple two-axis pointing system shown in Figure 8. This plant has
torque control inputs TEL and Taz , angular displacement outputs 0_ and 0az, and
torque disturbance inputs DF_ and Daz. The dynamics of the system include lightly
damped modes at 0.16 and 0.32 Hz and rigid body modes, and there is significant
coupling between input/output pairs. A sampled data system with a sampling time of
0.1 seconds is used; the design is performed in the z-domain. The plant is described
by 200 data points for each of the 8 open-loop frequency responses.
/_ LOS
TeL, _ __T_., eAZ_
[ lj.j-
Figure 8 Two-Axis Pointing System
An initial diagonal compensator was designed by using two cascaded first order lead
stages in element 1,1 and a cascade combination of a first order and a second order lead
stages in element 2,2.
The application file used for this example is listed below. The names of the other
files used are listed in the application file. Listings of the contents of all input files
follow. In the case of the plant file, only segments of the frequency vector and
frequency response data are shown because of space limitations.
POINTING SYSTEM
pointngz.spc
pointngz.plt
pointngz.cmp
pointngz.set
pointngz.ou 1
pointngz.ou2
................................................
File pointngz.app
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SIFR
POINTING SYSTEM
0.1,1,1,1,1,1
2,2
2,0
.1..00000001..002
L ...........................................................
File pointngz.set
0.1
2
2
2,0
199,real,hz
1 .OO0000000000000 e-O 2
1.122595481859776e-02
1.260220615891982e-02
3.418616627036982e+00
3.880523059228015e+00
4.404839985304809e+00
-2.527993151923695e+01
-2.030426157504917e+01
7.938784287492003e-O2
6.381326129448041e-02
-2.730763043920993e-06 1.428328525756445e-05
-2.800968491352494e-07 1.471377941616962e-06
Segments of File pointngz.plt
22
FACTOR z
7.079457843841380e-02 2 0 2 0 1
-2.288862873373321 e + 03
-8.449471970135090e + O0
8.256081162284269e-01
-3.632987249468415e +00
0,0 0 0 0 0 2
0.0 0 0 0 0 2
3.162277660168379e-02 1
-2.288862873373321 e + 03
5.230412981082986e + O0
8.256081162284269e-01
1.00000OO00000000e + O0
2.290862873373321e+03
1.044947197013509e+01
1.174391883771573e+00
5.632987249468415e+00
1 1 1
2.290862873373321e+03
-1.051352552199004e+01
1.174391883771573e+00
-1.951782415225777e+00
1
5.335900094654075e+00
1.O04569968972794e+00
File pointingz.cmp
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1 1 0 1
0 .5
0 50
0 .1
14.43 .2
O, 100,0,100,0,. 1,14.43,211.58
ze,O.3
po,O.3
dc,1,1,0.511
dc,1,2,0.512
dc,2,1,0.521
dc,2,2,0.522
p,1,1,.007
r, 1,1,.007
p,2,2,.007
r,2,2,.007
I.. .............................................. /
File pointngz.spc
The initial compensator does not meet all design specifications. A final compensator
obtained by OUCIP after 220 iterations satisfied all requirements. The following
segments of a screen log file saved during execution show initial and final status of the
constraints. A comparison of the initial and final segments of this file shows that all
performance measurements have been improved to satisfy design specifications. In this
output file, the word ACTIVATED refers to a specification that the user has made
visible to OUClP by means of the ACTIVATE menu. The word ACTIVE as part of
the table captions shows which of the performance measures satisfy design
specifications (NO value in the ACTIVE column) and which do not (YES value).
The initial segment of the file shows that the first broken loop frequency response
has two gain margins, both of which satisfy the specified value of 0.5, five gain
crossover frequencies for which the phase satisfies the desired phase margin of 50
degrees, and two attenuation levels that satisfy the desired maximum 0.2. The second
broken loop frequency response has one gain margin of 0.8851 that satisfies the
specification, four gain crossover frequencies at which the phase satisfies the phase
margin specification of 50 degrees, one gain crossover frequency (0.7961 Hz) at which
the phase margin is 44.37 (below the desired value of 50 degrees), one attenuation level
of .2170 at 2.059 Hz which does not satisfy the 0.2 maximum, and one attenuation
level of .0947 at 4.405 Hz that satisfies the specification. The damping ratios of the
second order numerator and denominator factors in compensator element 2,2 are both
under the desired level of 0.3. The DC gains of both diagonal compensator elements
are below the desired values of .511 (for element 1,1) and .512 (for element 2,2). The
rms values of the closed loop frequency responses from disturbance 1 to output 1 and
from disturbance 2 to output 2 are both under the specified maximum of 0.007. The
closed loop frequency response from disturbance 1 to output 1 contains three peak
values that violate the desired maximum of 0.007. One peak value violates the
specification in the closed loop frequency response from disturbance 2 to output 2.
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POINTING SYSTEM Thu Mar 23 14:51:57 1995
mam*owmammummmmmmm mmmmmum mme_mm= mmm umm
• "" ACTIVATED OUCIP SPECIFICATIONS " ° °
• mmn•m*_o_•eg*imm*,ma_Im m° mmm ° _m_ma_ • o w
RELATIVE STABILITY
DISTURBANCE REJECTION
COMPENSATOR DAMPING RATIOS
COMPENSATOR DC GAINS
_=wwumm#mlmm m=e,l,,•Gl,,,,mm*_•*,_,m,mmm
BROKEN LOOP 1 RELATIVE STABILITY INFORMATION
NO. MARGIN RADIUS FREQUENCY(Hz) DESIRED MARGIN MARGIN TYPE ACTIVE
1 0,8243 O. 0.2825 0.5000 G NO
2 0.9095 0. 3.881 0.5000 G NO
3 140.1 0. 0.6362E-O1 50.OO P NO
4 130.1 0. 0.1303 50.00 P NO
5 97.06 O. 0.2349 50.00 P NO
6 75.96 0. 0.3041 50.00 P NO
7 56.37 O. O.7013 50.00 P NO
ATTENUATED FREQUENCY INFORMATION
NO. MARGIN RADIUS FREQUENCY(Hz) DESIRED MARGIN MARGIN TYPE ACTIVE
8 0.1668 O. 2.059 0.2000 A NO
9 O.7974E-01 O. 4,405 0.2000 A NO
BROKEN LOOP 2 RELATIVE STABILITY INFORMATION
NO. MARGIN RADIUS FREQUENCY(Hz) DESIRED MARGIN
1 O.8851 O. 3.881 0.5000
2 125.1 O. O.4497E-01 50.00
3 168.8 O. 0.1238 50.00
4 164.2 O. 0.1444 50.00
5 114.8 O. 0.2182 50.00
6 44.37 O. O.7961 50.00
ATTENUATED FREQUENCY INFORMATION
MARGIN TYPE ACTIVE
G NO
P NO
P NO
P NO
P NO
P YES
NO. MARGIN RADIUS FREQUENCY(Hz) DESIRED MARGIN MARGIN TYPE ACTIVE
7 0.2170 O. 2.059 0.2000 A YES
B 0.9469E-01 O. 4.405 0.2000 A NO
COMPENSATOR DAMPING RATIO INFORMATION
OUTPUT INPUT FREQUENCY(Hz) DAMPING RATIO DESIRED MARGIN LOCATION
2 2 O.1592 O.9984E-O1 0.3000 ZERO
2 2 0.3661 O.9912E-O2 0.3000 POLE
COMPENSATOR DC GAIN INFORMATION
OUTPUT INPUT DC GAIN DESIRED MARGIN
1 1 0.7079E-01 0.5110
2 2 0.3162E-O1 0.5220
CLOSED LOOP DISTURBANCE REJECTION INFORMATION
OUTPUT DISTURB. PREVIOUS RMS RMS VALUE DESIRED MARGIN
1 1 O.4473E-O2 O.4616E-O2 0.700OE-O2
2 2 0.342OE-O2 O.3486E-02 0.7000E-O2
CLOSED LOOP DISTURBANCE REJECTION INFORMATION
OUTPUT DISTURB. FREQUENCY(Hz)
1 1 0.1OOOE-O1
1 1 0.2885
1 1 O.3107
2 2 0.1000E-O 1
PREVIOUS PEAK PEAK VALUE DESIRED MARGIN
0.1848E-01 0.1880E-O1 0.7OOOE-O2
0.8854E-O2 0.9583E-O2 0.7OOOE-O2
0.9387E-O2 O.9584E-02 0.7000E-O2
O.2198E-O1 0.2252E-O1 0.7OOOE-02
NUMBER OF ACTIVE MARGINS = 10
ITERATION O SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED. Step: 0.1000000
...... J
Initial Segment of File pointngz.ou2
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The final segment of the file shows that all broken loop specifications (gain
margins, phase margins, and attenuation levels) have been satisfied (note the NO entries
in the ACTIVE column for all these variables). In the final segment of the file all
specifications are activated, but information on DC gains and damping ratios of
compensator elements and closed loop disturbances to measured outputs peak values are
not shown because all these specifications are satisfied. If values of these variables are
needed, it is possible to change the specifications to more ambitious values so that they
are violated and show in the output. Rms values of the frequency responses from
disturbance 1 to output 1 and from disturbance 2 to output 2 satisfy the specification
of 0.007 in the final design.
ml_-ittttmtm ! Illmliw I i, ! mtwtttt_l,, m m, i
•" * ACTIVATED OUCIP SPECIFICATIONS ° * °
ililll I I Itttttttttttttlt ! ! i ! i litl i ! ! ii
RELATIVE STABILITY
DISTURBANCE REJECTION
COMPENSATOR DAMPING RATIOS
COMPENSATOR DC GAINS
altumuaattt_l_mumllmMmtmu_t_t_mmmlmi
BROKEN LOOP 1 RELATIVE STABILITY INFORMATION
NO. MARGIN RADIUS FREQUENCY(Hz) DESIRED MARGIN MARGIN TYPE ACTIVE
1 3.543 0. 0.3460 0.5000 G NO
2 73.62 O. 0.5586E-01 50.00 P NO
3 157.5 O. O.6740E-01 50.O0 p NO
4 50.00 O. O.6178 50.OO P NO
ATTENUATED FREQUENCY INFORMATION
NO. MARGIN RADIUS
5 O.1984
6 O.1002
BROKEN LOOP 2
NO. MARGIN RADIUS
1 0.8839
2 80.74
3 131 .O
4 58.50
5 159.0
6 71.92
FREQUENCY(Hz) DESIRED MARGIN MARGIN TYPE ACTIVE
O. 2.059 0.2000 A NO
0. 4.405 0.2000 A NO
RELATIVE STABILITY INFORMATION
FREQUENCY(Hz) DESIRED MARGIN MARGIN TYPE ACTIVE
O. 3.881 0.5000 G NO
O. O.6092E-O1 50.00 p NO
0. O.6740E-01 50.00 p NO
O. 0.2026 50.00 p NO
O. 0.2877 50.00 p NO
O. 0.4500 50.00 p NO
ATTENUATED FREQUENCY INFORMATION
NO. MARGIN RADIUS FREQUENCY(Hz) DESIRED MARGIN MARGIN TYPE ACTIVE
7 O.1958 O. 2.059 0.2000 A NO
8 O.9709E-O1 O. 4.405 0.2000 A NO
CLOSED LOOP DISTURBANCE REJECTION INFORMATION
OUTPUT DISTURB. PREVIOUS RMS RMS VALUE DESIRED MARGIN
1 1 0.3737E-02 O.3737E-O2 O.7000E-02
2 2 O.2073E-02 0.2072E-02 0.7000E-02
NUMBER OF ACTIVE MARGINS = 0
ITERATION 220 SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED. Step: 0.1773025E-02
Final Segment of File pointngz.ou2
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Figure 9 showsa screendump of a polar plot of thefrequencyresponseof loop 1,
bothwith the initial compensatorandwith thefinal compensator.Figure 10showsthat
the desiredrejectionof disturbanceinput 1 hasbeenachievedat the first measured
output. Figures 11 and 12 show the magnitude frequency responsesof both
compensatorelements,for the initial andthefinal design. In all theplots,dashedlines
representthesystemwith theoriginal compensatorandsolid linesrepresenttheresults
of applyingthe compensatorof the last iterationof OUC1P to the system.
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Figure 9 Frequency Response of Broken Loop
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It canbeobservedin Figure 9 that the first broken loop has become unstable. By
examining a polar plot of the determinant of the return difference matrix minus one,
it can be shown that the closed loop system remains stable with the final compensator.
Figure 10 shows that the peaks of the frequency response magnitudes from disturbance
1 to output 1 and from disturbance 2 to output 2 have been decreased. Figures 11 and
12 show that the low frequency gains and the damping ratios of both dements of the
compensator matrix have been increased.
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Figure 11 Compensator Element 1,1
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5.0 Conclusions
Additional information regarding the Ohio University Compensator Improvement
Program can be found in references [2] and [5]. Reference [2] describes the theory and
associated numerical techniques for the original multi-input, multi-output CIP.
Reference [5] contains the theoretical and algorithmic development behind OUCIP.
More detailed explanations of the results of the application of OUCIP to several other
examples are also included in [5].
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Appendix
The graphical user interface (GUI) for OUC1P was written in C working with the
X Window System, release XllR5, using the Motif Toolkit, release 1.2.4. Some of
the GUI modules are based on examples included in [7]. The following is the
Copyright notice that accompanies all programs in reference [7].
/* Written by Dan Heller. Copyright 1991, O'Reilly && Associates.
* This program is freely distributable without licensing fees and
* is provided without guarantee or warrantee expressed or implied.
* This program is -not- in the public domain.*/
Loose labels for plots were implemented by using a C routine written by Paul
Heckbert, which can be found in [8]. The following note accompanies the software of
reference [8].
The authors and the publisher hold no copyright restrictions on any of these files; this source
code is public domain, and is freely available to the entire computer graphics community for
study, use, and modification. We do request that the comment at the top of each file,
identifying the original author and its original publication in the book Graphics Gems, be retained
in all programs that use these files.
The matrix widget XbaeMatrix, version 3.8, was used in some dialog boxes. The
Copyright status of the XbaeMatrix package is given by the following note. The
release of XbaeMatrix used included third party modifications, as written at the end of
the note.
/*
* Copyrightlc) 1992 Bell Communications Research, Inc. (Bellcore)
* All rights reserved
* Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute this material for any purpose and without fee is
• hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in
* all copies, and that the name of Bellcore not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to
* this material without the specific, prior written permission of an authorized representative of
• Bellcore.
* BELLCORE MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS AND EXTENDS NO WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR
• IMPLIED, WITH RESPECT TO THE SOFTWARE, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR
* PURPOSE, AND THE WARRANTY AGAINST INFRINGEMENT OF PATENTS OR OTHER
* INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS. THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", AND IN NO
• EVENT SHALL BELLCORE OR ANY OF ITS AFFILIATES BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES,
• INCLUDING ANY LOST PROFITS OR OTHER INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
* RELATING TO THE SOFTWARE.
* MatrixWidget Author: Andrew Wason, Bellcore, aw@bae.bellcore.com
* Modification History: David Boerschlein, dpb@air16.1arc.nasa.gov
* Lockheed Engineering & Sciences Company,
• Under contract to NASA LaRC:
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A C routinefrom theXvertext softwarepackagewasusedfor thedrawingof rotated
labels. The following notice describes the copyright restrictions of Xvertext.
t
• Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its
• documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided
• that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both the
• coPvright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting
• documentation. All work developed as a consequence of the use of
• this program should duly acknowledge such use. No representations are
• made about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is
• provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.
•/
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Appendix F: MADCADS User's Guide
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Computer Aided Design System
User's Guide
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July 8, 1995
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Motif is a registered trademark of the Open Software Foundation.
Postscript is a registered trademark of Adobe Systems, Inc.
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MADCADS
Model and Data Oriented
Computer Aided Design @stem
User's Guide
1.0 Introduction
MADCADS is a graphically-oriented, interactive piece of software that assists in the
process of compensator design for multivariable dynamic systems by applying a search
algorithm to vary the parameters of an initial stabilizing compensator in order to
improve the values of performance measurements. A more detailed explanation of the
underlying theory of MADCADS is given by Mitchell, et. al. [1]. At the time of this
writing, MADCADS has been compiled and tested under SunOS4.1.3, DELL UNIX
System V Release 4.0 and Novell Unixware 1.1.2 (System V Release 4.2). The
graphical user interface (GUI) was written for the X Window System, Version 11,
Release 5, using the Motif TM Toolkit, version 1.2.4.
1.1 System Description, Design Goals and Design Process
The block diagram for a multi-input, multi-output, linear, time-invariant, discrete-
time feedback control system is shown in Fig. 1, where R C Rr is a vector of reference
inputs, U E lllq is a vector of forward path controller outputs, V E R" is a vector of
plant inputs, W E IIk is a vector of disturbance inputs, Y E Re is a vector of measured
outputs used for feedback, Z E W is a vector of other physical system outputs which
are not or cannot be used for feedback, and N E R" is a vector of sensor noise inputs.
Input
Prefilter
w<°ll .I
Actuators Plant
Compensators
/
z]_ + Sensor
N(z) I [ Dynamics
z_
tj _
P'-:,
lqz)
Figure 1 MADCADS Block Diagram
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The systemplant is composedof a block partitionedtransfer function matrix such
thatZ(z) = G6(z) W(z) + Gs(z) V(z) and r(z) = GT(z) W(z) + Gs(z) V(z) . Hence, G6(z),
Gs(z), GT(z), and Gs(z ) represent the transfer function matrices from W(z) to Z(z),
V(z) to Z(z), W(z) to Y(z), and V(z) to Y(z), respectively.
G_(z) represents the system reference input prefilter. G2(z) describes the
dimensional scaling gains required to match the sensor and input signal dimensions to
those suitable for the forward path controller (or for the actuators if no forward path
controller is specified). G4(z) represents the control system actuator dynamics while
Gg(z) describes the sensor dynamics. Glo(z) represents additional sensor dynamics
(affected by noise) and/or dimensional scaling gains required to match the input signal
dimensions of the feedback compensator.
Blocks G3(z) and GlI(z) represent the system controllers (only one of which may
be specified at a time) and must be specified in a state-variable form while all other
blocks must be specified as frequency response data. The required data formats are
discussed in detail in section 3.7. Also, all design is performed in the z-domain.
IMPORTANT: Blocks G3(z ) and GH(z) cannot be included simultaneously. Only
one controller may be designed at a time.
MADCADS is designed to vary the coefficients of the elements of G3(z) (or Gl_(z))
so that simultaneous improvements in one or more of the following types and/or
combinations of design specifications are achieved: (I) singular value frequency
response, (2) I/O pair magnitude frequency response, (3) controller pole damping ratio
constraints (4) controller zero damping ratio constraints (5) controller pole damping
factor constraints.
IMPORTANT: Controller damping ratio and damping factor constraint handling
capability has been included in this version of the software but has not
been tested.
The iterative process in MADCADS is controlled by the user. Each iteration can be
outlined as follows:
1) Compute the gradients of the active constraints.
2) Compute the search direction.
3) Compute the trial controller, its eigenvalues, pole damping factors, and check for
controller stability. If unstable, shorten the step length and return to step 2.
4) Compute the trial controller pole damping ratios, frequency response, and zero
damping ratios.
5) Calculate the trial frequency dependent constraint functions (singular value and I/O
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6)
7)
8)
pair magnitude).
Check closed loop stability. If unstable, reduce the step length and go to step 2.
Compute the new active constraints.
Check for overall constraint improvement. If improvement is registered, increase
the step length and the constraint epsilon boundary, return control to the user (or
go back to step 1 if multiple iterations were requested). If no improvement was
observed, decrease the step length and go to step 2.
1.2 Getting Started
MADCADS is executed by typing madcads at the command prompt. The main
window shown in Figure 2 will appear on the display. There are three main elements
to this window: the menu bar, the message area, and the scroll bars. The menu bar
allows the user to select actions to be carried out. These actions will be explained later
in this document. MADCADS will send important execution and error messages to the
message area. Information that has scrolled out of the visible portion of the message
area can be seen by using the scroll bars. MADCADS will output information on the
results of each iteration of the algorithm to the window from which it was executed or
to a console window if the program is started by other means 1.
It is assumed in this guide that the user has basic knowledge about how to interact
with the particular window manager being run and with software applications that use
the Motif look and feel. Information on how to use the window manager should be
available in the form of manuals that commonly accompany a workstation. A good
source of information about how to use the Motif window manager and applications that
run with Motif is the Motif User's Guide [2].
" 5.'. Ohio University Model and Data-Oriented CAD System (M^DCADS)
;:::::::: ::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::: :::::::::::-,......
Figure 2 MADCADS Main Window
In Openwindows TM, for example, a program can be started by double-clicking on its icon in the
file manager.
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In order to use MADCADS to improve a controller design, the user must first input
the necessary data to define the problem. This is done by means of the File menu.
Then the Execute menu is used to start and control the iterative process. The rest of
this guide explains how to create data files, modify specifications, execute iterations,
and obtain text and graphical results. For the benefit of those users who want to gain
some experience in using MADCADS before embarking on the tasks of solving
problems of their own, a simple demonstration example is included with the program.
The following instructions briefly describe how to load a demo problem into MADCADS
and start the iterative process. Once a user has created the appropriate files
corresponding to a problem of interest, the process is the same.
(1) Click _ on the File item of the menu bar. This will create a "pulldown" menu
with two options.
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
Click on the Setup option of the pulldown menu. This will create a "cascade"
menu with two options to the side of the pulldown menu.
Click on the Retrieve... option of the cascade menu. This will create a file
selection box as shown in Figure 3.
Double-click 2 on the line that reads demo.set in the file list located on the right
hand side of the file selection box. MADCADS will then load all the data for the
demonstration example. The file selection dialog should disappear.
Click on the Graphics item of the menu bar and then on the Create Window ...
option of the pulldown menu that is created. This will create a Frequency
Response Plot Definition dialog box as shown in Figure 5.
In the top portion of the Frequency Response Plot Definition box, click on the
toggle button next to Rdy. Then click on the Create button of the same dialog
box. This will create a window with a semi-logarithmic plot of the system output
return difference singular value frequency response.
Click on the Execute item of the menu bar. This will create a pulldown menu
with two options.
Click on the Single option of the pulldown menu. This will run the first iteration
of the design algorithm and output results to the window from which the program
was started.
i "Click" means to press and release a mouse button without moving the pointer. Unless
otherwise noted, this refers to the left mouse button in this guide.
2 "Double-click" means to click a button twice in rapid succession. Unless otherwise noted, this
refers to the left mouse button in this guide.
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(9) At this point, new plots canbe created,and/or additionaliterationscanbe run.
The Quit option under the File menu will terminate the execution of MADCADS.
1.3 Organization of this Guide
The remainder of this document is divided into three sections. Section 2 explains
the data needed in order to use MADCADS to improve a controller design. Section 3
is a reference of the graphical user interface, its various options, and the format used
in the input files. Finally, Section 4 lists referenes and some additional information
regarding MADCADS.
2.0 Data Input
Before the search algorithm in MADCADS can be used to improve a control system
design, the user must create and input several sets of data. The number of data sets is
directly related to the number of blocks (from Figure 1) that are needed to define the
system as well as the number of files necessary to define the iteration parameters and
design constraints.
First of all, a separate file is needed for each of the system blocks. As mentioned
before, block G3(z ) (Gn(z)) must be specified in a state variable format and the
remaining blocks must be specified as matrix frequency response data. The user must
also create constraint files, one each for the singular value constraints, the I/O pair
magnitude constraints, the controller pole damping ratio constraints, the controller zero
damping ratio constraints, and the controller pole damping factor constraints. Two
additional files are also required, the first is a file that specifies the initial iteration
parameters (explained in section 3.2) and the second is a file that contains a list of the
above filenames for organizational purposes. This second file is the means by which
MADCADS retrieves and saves a particular problem. The specific format of each of
these files is described in detail in Section 3.
IMPORTANT: All input files must exist in the current directory (the directory
from which MADCADS is executed).
3.0 Graphical User Interface and Data File Formats
MADCADS is equipped with a graphical user interface (GUI) that makes it user
friendly. The main menu is comprised of the items File, Parameters, Execute,
Graphics, and Help. Except for the Help button, each of these items has a pulldown
menu that is mapped to the screen when the item is selected with the first mouse button
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or by pressing FIO and the corresponding mnemonic (F for File, etc.) when the
MADCADS main window has the keyboard focus _. Once a pulldown menu is visible,
it is possible to traverse through possible options by moving the pointer while keeping
the first mouse button depressed. The corresponding mnemonic can also be used to
select a visible option. The arrow keys can also be used to traverse through some of
the menu options. The enter key can also select an option that has been made active
(i.e., an option that appears raised or highlighted on the screen) 2. Online help is not
available in this version of the program. In this section, each bullet represents a menu
option or a button in a dialog box. A description of the available menus and submenus
follows.
3.1 FILE Menu
The file menu controls the flow of non-graphical data to and from MADCADS. This
menu has several options for retrieving and saving various types of data, which are
described below.
3.1.1 Setup
• Retrieve
• Save
Retrieve problem setup from disk
Save problem setup to disk
A setup file (with extension .set) contains a list of the names of the files required
to define a particular design problem. A problem is loaded into MADCADS by first
creating the necessary setup file and corresponding data sets (system block definitions,
constraint definitions and iteration parameters). This activity is done outside of
MADCADS. The user continues by starting MADCADS and loading the setup through
the File- > Setup- > Retrieve menu selection. This will produce a file selection box
where the user can choose the setup to be loaded (Figure 3). A problem can be saved
for later use by using the File-> Setup-> Save menu item and then by specifying a file
with extension .set in the resulting file selection dialog. MADCADS will then create
the necessary data files and store them to disk. Section 3.7 contains specific
information about the file formats and the manner by which file organization is
accomplished through the use of the setup file.
i A window has the keyboard focus when it receives all keyboard events. Depending on the
window manager settings, a window is given keyboard focus by moving the pointer inside the
window or by pressing the left mouse button while the pointer is on the window.
2 An menu option can be highlighted by using the mouse, the keyboard, or a combination of the
two. For more information on how to interact with the GUI, see [6].
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Figure 3 File Selection Box
IMPORTANT: All input files must exist in the current directory (the directory
from which MADCADS is executed).
3.1.2 Quit Prompt the user for a decision about termination of execution of
MAD CADS.
WARNING: This option can also be selected by typing Ctrl-C when the
MADCADS main window has the keyboard focus. If MADCADS is
run in the foreground from a command window, then typing Ctrl-C
when that command window has the keyboard focus will kill the,
program without any warnings and all execution data that has not
been saved will be lost.
3.2 PARAMETERS Menu
The Parameters menu allows the user to change several settings that control the
search algorithm. Each option will map to the screen a simple dialog box comprised
of a text field, an O.K. button and a CANCEL button. Because of its simplicity, this
dialog box is not presented here. The variables that can be changed from this menu
are:
3.2.1 Step Length
A number that determines the amount by which the compensator parameters are
changed at each iteration of the search algorithm. This value adjusts itself during
the design process. The step length adjustment can be controlled via the Step
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Length Increase Factor and Step Length Reduction Factor.
3.2.2 Step Length Increase Factor
A multiplicative factor by which the Step Length is increased after a successful
iteration of the design algorithm.
3.2.3 Step Length Reduction Factor
A multiplicative factor by which the Step Length is decreased if an iteration fails.
3.2.4 Epsilon Boundary
Initial boundary used to determine whether or not a particular constraint is active.
This value changes dynamically during the design process to prevent the number of
active constraints from exceeding a pre-defined limit.
3.2.5 Armijo Factor ( [_ )
Factor used in determination of constraint improvement. In order to register an
improvement, the actual decrease in constraint violation (8_) must be greater than
or equal to the product of 13 and the projected decrease in constraint violation ( 8 ).
ie: 8_, z _ 13
This criterion is used to ensure that the algorithm continues to make significant
progress toward its goal.
3.3 EXECUTE Menu
The search algorithm is started, stopped, paused, and continued from this menu. The
available options are:
3.3.1 Single Run one iteration of the search algorithm
3.3.2 Dialog
Create a dialog box from which execution of a single or multiple iterations can be
run. This dialog box is comprised of two areas, as shown in Figure 4. The first
area contains a text field to enter the number of iterations to run and a text field that
displays how many of the iterations entered in the first text field have been run.
The second area contains six buttons whose actions are described as follows.
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Figure 4 Execution Control Dialog Box
• Single
• Multiple
• Pause
• Continue
• Close
• Help
run one iteration
run the number of iterations given in the first text field of the dialog
box
pause after current iteration when running multiple iterations
complete the number of iterations given in the first text field
kill the execution dialog box
no online help is available in this version of MADCADS
Depressing the return key while the execution dialog box has the input focus will have
the same effect as pressing the button that is currently highlighted.
3.4 GRAPHICS Menu
The graphics menu allows the user to create windows and assign their contents, clear
and destroy windows, and assign default window sizes. The available options are:
3.4.1 Create Window
Maps to the screen a window creation dialog box.
Figure 5, is comprised of five areas:
This dialog box, as shown in
Matrix Selection
Toggle box for selection of the frequency response matrix from which data is to
be plotted. The names in this area reflect the type of response and the related I/O
signals from the block diagram in Figure 1. Those beginning with T are
complementary sensitivity functions. For example, Tuw is the complementary
sensitivity response from W(z) to U(z). Those beginning with S are sensitivity
responses (ie: Sy is the system output sensitivity response). Rdu and Rdy are the
system output and controller output return difference matrices, respectively.
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Plot Type Selection
Toggle area for selection of the type of plot:
frequency response.
singular value or I/O pair magnitude
Element Selection
Text fields for selection of a desired element (I/O pair) of the chosen frequency
response matrix. This is only used when the plot type selection is "I/O Pair
Magnitude."
Show Minimum Maximum Singular Value
Toggle area for selection minimum or maximum singular value. This allows the
user to look at the minimum or maximum singular value response of the selected
matrix. This selection is only used when the plot type selection is "Singular
Value."
Plot Labels
Text fields for the title, horizontal, and vertical labels of the plot. The user can
type in any desired labels here. MADCADS will include a default label for a plot
when the matrix selection is made. If any other options/selections are made after
the matrix selection is made then the labels may no longer be appropriate for the
plot. To remedy this, re-select the desired response matrix before creating the
plot window (this will cause MADCADS to re-label the plot with the correct
information).
• Action Area
Create Window
Close
Help
Will create the plot window(s).
Close the plot creation dialog.
Not implemented.
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Figure 5 Plot Creation Dialog Box
3.4.2 Destroy Window
When this option is selected, the user will be asked to delete one window by
clicking on it. Hitting any key at this moment cancels the window destruction
procedure. Windows can also be destroyed by means of the window manager.
3.4.3 Window Size
Selection of default window size to be used at creation of all subsequent windows.
3.4.4 Clear Windows
Clear all windows while retaining information about desired contents.
3.4.5 Destroy All Windows
All plot windows are eliminated.
3.5 HELP Menu
Online help is not available in this version of MADCADS.
3.6 MADCADS Plots
One of the important features of MADCADS is the ability to monitor the progress
of the search algorithm by means of graphics. Section 3.4.1 describes the plot creation
dialog, the variables that can be plotted, and the types of plots that can be obtained.
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This sectionprovidessomeadditionalbrief detailsabouttheplots.
First of all, hard copies can be obtained by using any screen dump utility. High
resolution hard copies, e.g., in the Postscript language, are not available in this version
of MADCADS.
In all plot windows, red lines are used to plot results of the current iteration.
Results from the first iteration for which the window existed are always plotted with
blue lines. Constraints (if defined) are shown in orange.
Singular value and I/O pair magnitude frequency responses are always plotted in
decibels and the frequencies are always in Hertz.
3.7 File Formats and Organization
As mentioned above, MADCADS uses a setup file as a means for specifying a
particular design problem. The setup file contains a list of the files that are necessary
for the problem at hand. The order of the filenames is important and will be discussed
shortly. When a setup is loaded, MADCADS opens each listed file and reads the
appropriate information. MADCADS then opens an output file for storage of the new
controller. The filename for the new controller is identical to that of the initial
controller except .out is appended to the end. Hence if the original stabilizing
controller is contained in a file called my. controller then the redesigned controller will
be stored in a file called my.controller.out. When a setup is saved, a new setup file is
created (with extension .set) that contains a list of the files used for the current
problem. Since the only items that change during the design process are the controller
and iteration parameters, MADCADS need only create new files for those two items and
it names them in a special way. The controller is stored in a file whose name is that
of the setup file with .g3.ss (or .g11.ss for feedback controller design) appended to it.
Similarly, the iteration parameters are stored in a file whose name is also identical to
the setup filename with .iter.params appended to it. Hence if the setup file to be saved
is called my.problem.set then the controller (assuming forward path controller design)
would be stored in a file called my.probIem.set.g3.ss and the current iteration
parameters would be stored in a file called my.problem.set.iter.params. While this
method might seem cumbersome, it allows the user to take a "snapshot" of the design
process at a particular point in time while still giving him/her the ability to look at the
controller or iteration parameters in a format that is identical to that which was used to
specify the problem.
IMPORTANT: When a setup file is created during the design process, the original
controller output file is not affected in any way and is still used by
MADCADS just as if no new setup file was created. In order to
continue the design with new filenames, the user must load a new
setup file (one that contains different filenames).
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This sectionwill now continuewith a detaileddescriptionof the contentsof the
required files. Each file must be stored in an ASCII format where all valuesare
consideredto bedoubleprecisionunlessotherwisestated.
3.7.1 The setup (.seO file
The setup file contains an ordered list filenames of those files required by
MADCADS. The format is as follows:
Block 1 filename
Block 2 filename
Block 3 filename
Block 4 filename
Block 5 filename
Block 6 filename
Block 7 filename
Block 8 fileneane
Block 9 filename
Block 10 filename
Block 11 filename
Iteration Parameters filename
Frequency Data filename
Singular Value Constraint filename
UO Pair Magnitude Constraint filename
Controller Pole Deanping Ratio Constraint filename
Controller Zero Damping Ratio Constraint filename
Controller Pole Damping Factor Constrain filename
IMPORTANT: All input files must exist in tile current directory (tile directory
from which MADCADS is executed).
Each filename must conform to the UNIX standard file naming convention and
should be located on a line of its own. A filename must be included for items that are
to be omitted from the design (ie: suppose Block 1 is not necessary), but the name
should be that of a file that does not exist in the current working directory.
IMPORTANT: Certain files cannot be omitted from the design process. These
files are:
- Plant Block 5
- Controller File (either Block 3 or Block 11 -- NOT BOTH)
- Frequency Data File
- Iteration Parameters File
- At Least ONE Constraint File
3.7.2 The Controller
Only one controller at a time can be designed by this version of MADCADS.
Hence only one existing controller file (Block 3 or Block 11) can be specified in
the setup list. The format of the controller file is that of a special state-variable
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representation,andmust initially stabilizethesystem. This representationcomes
from aparameterizationof thecontrollercalledthe state feedback parameterization
and requires the storage of 3 integers and 5 double precision matrices.
Specifically, the state-variable representation (A,B,C,D) must have the form
(A r +BF, B,C,D) where A = At: +BF and F E l_" ×p is chosen such that the pair
(AF,F) have desirable characteristics. The data file itself must contain the
following (in an ASCII format):
controller order (integer)
number of controller outputs (integer)
number of controller inputs (integer)
controller matrix A stored columnwise - one element per line
controller matrix B stored columnwise - one element per line
controller matrix C stored columnwise - one element per line
controller matrix D stored columnwise - one element per line
controller parmneterization matrix F stored columnwise - one element per line
3.7.3 Frequency Response Matrix Blocks
All system blocks except Block 3 and Block 11 must be specified as frequency
response data. Since we are dealing with the multivariable case, we must have
frequency response matrix data. Thus we must have one response matrix for each
frequency point stored in the frequency data file (Section 3.7.5). The file format
is as follows (in ASCII):
number of block outputs (integer)
number of block inputs (integer)
frequency response matrix for first frequency point stored columnwise
with one complex value per line -- x y -- where x is real part, y is imaginary part
frequency response matrix for second frequency point stored columnwise
with one complex value per line -- x y -- where x is real part, y is imaginary part
etc.., until entire response is specified
3.7.4 Iteration Parameters
This file contains the iteration parameters as follows:
step length reduction factor
step length increase factor
initial step length
Armijo factor
initial epsilon boundary
3.7.5 Frequency Data
This file contains the sampling period (in seconds) followed by a list of discrete
frequency points (in Hz) at which the response data for the problem is defined.
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3.7.6 Singular Value Constraint Data
This file contains the information necessary for MADCADS to build the singular
value constraint curves. The first value in the file is an integer that defines how
many singular value constraints exist. For each constraint, the user must supply
the following information:
constraint_name (text)
constraint direction (text)
number o/defining points (integer)
frequency point/singular value (in dB) pair for each defining point
The text values come from:
constraint name:
This is the name of the frequency response matrix being constrained. It must
be identical (except for case) to that found in the plot definition dialog. Hence
it must be one of:
tun, tur, tuw, tyn, tyr, tyw, tzn, tzr, tzw, tu, ty, su, sy, rdu, rdy
constraint direction:
This is a string of text that indicates whether the constraint curve defines an
upper or lower constraint. The valid values are:
up, low
The defining points must be in order of ascending frequency and must completely
cover the entire frequency range defined in the frequency data file. MADCADS
will interpolate constraint values in a linear fashion for all frequencies between the
defining points.
The following is an example of a singular value constraint file that includes a an
upper constraint on tuw and a lower constraint on rdy. The frequency range is
assumed to cover 0.01 Hz to 25.0 Hz., and each constraint will have 3 points of
definition. Specifically, the constraint on tuw will require that all singular values
are below 0 dB at 0.01 Hz, below -5.0 dB at 1 Hz and below -30.0 dB at 25.0
Hz. Similarly, we will require that all singular values of rdy are above -15 dB at
0.01 Hz, above -3 dB at 10 Hz and above 2 dB at 25 Hz. The file would look as
follows:
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2
tuw up 3
le-02 0.0
1.0 -5.0
25.0 -30.0
rdy low 3
le-02 -15.0
10.0 -3.0
25.0 2.0
IMPORTANT: Only one set of constraints can be made for a particular response
matrix.
3.7.7 I/0 Pair Magnitude Constraint Data
This file contains the information necessary for MADCADS to build the I/O pair
magnitude constraint curves. The first value in the file is an integer that defines
how many I/O pair magnitude constraints exist. For each constraint, the user
must supply the following information:
constraint name (text)
constraint direction (text)
output index (transfer function matrix row) (integer)
input index (transfer function matrix column) (integer)
number of defining points (integer)
frequency point/magnitude value (in dB) pair for each defining point
The text values come from:
constraint name:
This is the name of the frequency response matrix being constrained. It must
be identical (except for case) to that found in the plot definition dialog. Hence
it must be one of:
tun, tur, tuw, tyn, tyr, tyw, tzn, tzr, tzw, tu, ty, su, sy, rdu, rdy
constraint direction:
This is a string of text that indicates whether the constraint curve defines an
upper or lower constraint. The valid values are:
up, low
The defining points must be in order of ascending frequency and must completely
cover the entire frequency range defined in the frequency data file. MADCADS
will interpolate constraint values in a linear fashion for all frequencies between the
defining points.
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The following is anexampleof an I/O pair magnitudeconstraintfile thatincludes
a an upper constrainton the (3,4) elementof tuw and a lower constraint on the
(2,1) element of tyn. The frequency range is assumed to cover 0.01 Hz to 25.0
Hz., and each constraint will have 3 points of definition. Specifically, the
constraint on tuw will require that the magnitude of the frequency response from
the 4 tb input the 3 ra output of tuw be below 0 dB at 0.01 Hz, below -5.0 dB at 1
Hz and below -30.0 dB at 25.0 Hz. Similarly, we will require that the magnitude
of the frequency response from the 1st input the 2 "a output of tyn be above -15 dB
at 0.01 Hz, above -3 dB at 10 Hz and above 2 dB at 25 Hz. The file would look
as follows:
2
tuw up 343
le-02 0.0
1.0 -5.0
25.0 -30.0
rdy low 2 1 3
le-02 -15.0
10.0 -3.0
25.0 2.0
IMPORTANT: Only one set of constraints can be made for a particular response
matrix.
3.7.8 Controller Pole Damping Ratio Data
This file contains one value that specifies the constraint on the damping ratios of
the controller poles.
3.7.9 Controller Zero Damping Ratio Data
This file contains one value that specifies the constraint on the damping ratios of
the controller zeros.
3.7.10 Controller Pole Damping Factor Data
This file contains one value that specifies the constraint on the damping factors of
the controller poles.
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NOTE: Reference [1] contains an in-depth discussion of the theoretical background for
MADCADS as well as the results of the application of MADCADS to several
real-world problems.
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Notes
The graphical user interface (GUI) for MADCADS was written in C working with
the X Window System, release X11R5, using the Motif Toolkit, release 1.2.4. Some
of the GUI modules are based on examples included in [3]. The following is the
Copyright notice that accompanies all programs in reference [3].
/* Written by Dan Heller. Copyright 1991, O'Reilly && Associates.
* This program is freely distributable without licensing fees and
* is provided without guarantee or warrantee expressed or implied.
* This program is -not- in the public domain.*/
Loose labels for plots were implemented by using a C routine written by Paul
Heckbert, which can be found in [4]. The following note accompanies the software of
reference [4].
The authors and the publisher hold no copyright restrictions on any of these files; this source
code is public domain, and is freely available to the entire computer graphics community for
study, use, and modification. We do request that the comment at the top of each file,
identifying the original author and its original publication in the book Graphics Gems, be retained
in all programs that use these files.
The matrix widget XbaeMatrix, version 3.8, was used for dialog boxes in which
matrices would provide ease of data input. The Copyright status of the XbaeMatrix
package is given by the following note. The release of XbaeMatrix used included third
party modifications, as written at the end of the note.
/*
* Copyright(c} 1992 Bell Communications Research, Inc. (Bellcore)
* All rights reserved
* Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute this material for any purpose and without fee is
* hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in
* all copies, and that the name of Bellcore not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to
* this material without the specific, prior written permission of an authorized representative of
* Bellcore.
t
* BELLCORE MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS AND EXTENDS NO WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR
* IMPLIED, WITH RESPECT TO THE SOFTWARE, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR
* PURPOSE, AND THE WARRANTY AGAINST INFRINGEMENT OF PATENTS OR OTHER
* INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS. THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", AND IN NO
* EVENT SHALL BELLCORE OR ANY OF ITS AFFILIATES BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES,
* INCLUDING ANY LOST PROFITS OR OTHER INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
* RELATING TO THE SOFTWARE.
* MatrixWidget Author: Andrew Wason, Bellcore, aw@bae.bellcore.com
* Modification History: David Boerschlein, dpb@air16.1arc.nasa.gov
* Lockheed Engineering & Sciences Company,
* Under contract to NASA LaRC:
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